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Abstract 

The human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine is projected to significantly lower HPV-

related cancer rates via vaccination during early adolescence. Because HPV is primarily 

transmitted sexually and widespread, children must be vaccinated before sexual onset to 

prevent infection and reduce their risk of cancer. Yet U.S. vaccination rates remain low 

compared to other adolescent vaccines.  

I argue that the stigma of adolescent sexuality shapes medical staff and parents’ 

interactions and thus vaccine decision making processes in ways that discourage uptake and 

ultimately affects children’s healthcare experiences and HPV-related cancers risk. By 

analyzing medical staff, parents, and adolescent patients’ HPV vaccine clinical encounter 

discussions, I explore how staff’s and parents’ medical decision making is shaped by broader 

conceptions of adolescent sexuality, childhood, parenting, and patient-provider relationships 

along with processes of stigma, biomedicalization, medical authority, and surveillance.  

Based on a rare data set of audio-recordings of pediatric clinical encounters and parent 

surveys, ethnographic observations in four medical offices, and interviews with medical staff, 

I examine how medical staff’s and parents’ understanding of and engagement with the 

concept of adolescent sexuality shape healthcare processes and decisions regarding children’s 

care in three studies.     

Chapter 2 investigates whether and in what circumstances medical staff defer their 

medical authority when recommending the HPV vaccine to parents and patients. I find that 

medical staff use less authority when at risk of stigmatizing patients: they are less 

authoritative when recommending HPV vaccination versus other adolescent vaccines, 

particularly when addressing the need to vaccinate before sexual onset due to concerns of 
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labeling the child as sexually active. Medical staff abandon authority in ways that potentially 

discourage HPV vaccine uptake: they encourage HPV vaccination less than other vaccines 

and infrequently challenge parents’ sex-related reasons for vaccine refusal. 

In Chapter 3, I explore how providers decide when to push parents to vaccinate. I find 

that the shift towards power-sharing in patient-provider relationships encourages providers to 

conceptualize relational harm as a potential health risk. In the case at hand, providers fear 

harming their relationship with parents if they push an unwanted treatment, jeopardizing their 

ability to effectively treat patients, and thus posing a risk to patients’ health. Combined with 

providers’ concerns about stigmatizing parent and patient with early sexual activity, providers 

estimate parents’ HPV vaccination preference and the patient’s risk of imminent sex to decide 

whether the vaccine’s benefits to the patient are worth pushing vaccination and risking 

relational harm. Providers’ assumptions about parents’ HPV vaccination intentions are 

frequently incorrect, however: providers weakly advocated or did not mention the vaccine to 

half of the parents who intended to vaccinate their child against HPV.  

Chapter 4 examines whether and how HPV vaccine discussions generate broader 

messages about adolescent sexuality. I find that the HPV vaccine becomes a site of multi-

surveillance. The vaccine’s primary surveillance purpose – the monitoring and prevention of 

cancer risk – acts as a genesis for parents and providers to surveil adolescent patients’ 

sexuality, effectively creating two surveillance projects. Within HPV vaccine discussions, 

providers and parents surveil patients’ sexuality by monitoring and conveying standards 

regarding the patient’s sexual development, thoughts, and behaviors while clearly presenting 

adolescent sexual activity as dangerous and undesirable.  

Together, these findings can inform medical education efforts to raise HPV 

vaccination rates. It is important to make medical staff aware of how their concerns about 

adolescent sexuality’s stigma and how they navigate these concerns during vaccine 
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discussions can hinder their ability to educate and guide parents’ HPV vaccination decisions, 

potentially increasing the child’s risk of HPV-related cancers. 
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction 

“At the 9-year visit, I don’t know how much I’d get into sex. My daughter is about to turn 9 
and I guarantee she doesn’t what sex is. She might have heard the word, but she doesn’t know 
about sex…We need to be conscientious. I would be uncomfortable if someone spoke to my 
daughter about sex.”  

Dr. Theriault (female), discussing with colleagues if the office should  
start discussing the HPV vaccine at 9-year-old well-child visit  

In 2006, the FDA approved a new medical technology, the human papillomavirus 

(HPV) vaccine, for use in the United States. Much excitement accompanied the vaccine’s 

approval because it is the first and only medical technology that reduces a person’s risk of 

certain cancers by approximately 70% (CDC, 2014). Furthermore, the technology is 

relatively low effort for users since it only requires three inoculations. While uptake has been 

prompt in most developed nations with upwards of 70% of the eligible populace using the 

technology, Americans have been hesitant: at the time of data collection, only 42% of females 

and 28% of males had completed the technology’s regiment (Reagan-Steiner et al. 2016).  

Americans’ low uptake is less surprising when we learn that the medical technology is 

a vaccine and that the benefits require inoculating children prior to exposure to a sexually 

transmitted infection (STI), HPV. Sexuality and especially adolescent sexuality have long 

been fraught issues in the US that shape access to and the delivery of healthcare services, 

particularly for females (Joffe 1987; Mamo and Fosket 2009; Mann 2013; Meadow 2018; 

Waggoner 2013).  

While much work has examined how sexual stigmas such as homosexuality and 

HIV/AIDS have shaped healthcare access and health outcomes (Conrad and Angell 2004; 

Epstein 2006; Rosengarten 2010), research has paid less attention to how these processes take 

place in the doctor’s office and especially within pediatrics. The latter is surprising since 

pediatricians are responsible for children’s healthcare as they experience puberty and 

pediatrics as a medical field presents itself as protectors of child’s physical, mental and 
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sociobehavioral health (Pawluch 1996).  

Prior research indicates that the vaccine’s sexual links play an important role in HPV 

vaccine uptake. A medical provider’s1 recommendation of the HPV vaccine is the largest and 

only consistent predictor of vaccination (see Gilkey and McRee (2016), Halloway (2019), 

and Holman et al. (2014) for reviews), but providers are reluctant to recommend the vaccine 

due to its sexual links (McRee, Gilkey, and Dempsey 2014; Perkins, Clark, et al. 2014). 

However, this research does not draw their findings from actual vaccine discussions between 

parents, medical staff, and children. Therefore prior studies cannot analyze how providers 

recommend the HPV vaccine or how concerns about the vaccine’s connection to sex 

influence when or how providers decide to make a recommendation, let alone what takes 

place during the complex interplay between parent, provider, and child during vaccine 

discussions.   

Therefore, for this dissertation I collected and use rarely obtained data of audio 

recordings of pediatric clinical encounters to explore how sexual anxiety and stigma 

influence medical staff and parents’ discussions of the HPV vaccination decision and 

therefore HPV vaccination uptake. I supplemented these data with observations in pediatric 

offices, interviews with medical staff, and pre- and post-visit parent surveys. Together, these 

data allowed me to examine how medical staff and parents address sex and sexual health 

within the context of the HPV vaccine, how medical staff perceive and navigate their 

authority in these discussions, and how medical staff and parents’ engagement with these 

topics shape children’s health care. Throughout the dissertation, I consider how these 

decisions and interactions influence children’s chances of being vaccinated against HPV and 

                                                

1 I use a variety of terms to refer to medical professionals to provide variety and specificity. “Provider” refers 
to medical professionals who are in charge of patient care. This includes doctors (D.O. or M.D.), physician 
assistants, and nurse practitioners. “Nursing staff” includes registered nurses and medical assistants. “Medical 
staff” and “medical professionals” encapsulate all positions.  
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their access to sexual health information and their medical provider as a sexual health 

resource.  

 I use sociological concepts and processes of decision making, authority, stigma, and 

surveillance and their roles in healthcare and the patient-provider relationship to explore why 

providers recommend HPV vaccination in certain ways and often hesitantly. I therefore make 

several theoretical contributions to sociology. First I contribute to the gap in knowledge 

regarding what contexts encourage medical professionals to abandon their authority, a key 

professional power considered intrinsic to medicine’s practice (Conrad 1992; Heritage and 

Maynard 2006; Parsons 1951). I do so by exploring the role of the threat of stigma in medical 

interactions, particularly triadic interactions. Second, I build on the little existing research on 

the impact of power sharing in patient-provider relationships (Timmermans et al. 2018) by 

illustrating how the emphasis on partnering with patients and their guardians shapes 

providers’ medical decision making and interactions. Third, I expand our knowledge on the 

impact of surveillance medicine and technoscience innovation (Clarke et al. 2003; 

Timmermans and Buchbinder 2010) by introducing the idea that a single medical technology 

or intervention can create multiple sites of surveillance.     

Background to HPV, HPV-related cancers & the vaccine 

Most people will contract HPV during their lifetime. HPV is the most common of 

sexually transmitted infections: approximately 79 million Americans are currently infected, 

with an estimated 14 million new infections annually among persons ages 15 to 59. About 

half of those infections occur among persons ages 15 to 24 (Satterwhite et al. 2013). HPV is 

transmitted almost exclusively through sexual contact. Sexual intercourse is not required, 

however, since viral particles can be present on genital skin (Widdice et al. 2010). This also 

means that condoms do not completely protect against HPV. Also, since HPV is largely 

asymptomatic other than occasional genital warts or abnormal pap smears, many men and 
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women never know that they are infected with HPV.  

Of the 100 or so strains of HPV, about twelve are linked to cancer with HPV 16 and 

18 causing about 70% of HPV-related cancers (CDC, 2014). HPV is largely a dormant 

infection during a person’s lifetime since, in 90% of cases, immune systems fight off or 

“clear” the infection within two years (Ho et al., 1998). In a small percentage of cases, 

however, an individual can be infected with an active, high-risk HPV strain for years, causing 

cytological abnormalities that become cancerous. Between 2006 and 2010, approximately 

26,900 new cases of cervical, vulvar, penile, anal and oropharyngeal cancers were attributed 

to HPV (Markowitz et al. 2014). Cervical and oropharyngeal cancers were most common and 

made up 10,400 and 9,000, respectively, or 72% of new cases (Markowitz et al. 2014).  

Importantly, only cervical cancer can be prevented with screening, putting the onus on 

HPV vaccination to prevent other HPV-related cancers that cannot be screened. Arguably, 

HPV vaccination, while known for preventing cervical cancer, may be more important for 

males since the rates of oropharyngeal cancers among men recently outpaced cervical cancer 

rates (Viens et al. 2016). Additionally, like most health issues (Link and Phelan 1995), racial, 

ethnic and economic disparities persist in cervical cancer rates, which are often attributed to 

unequal access to screenings and/or follow-ups for abnormal pap smear results (Benard et al. 

2005).   

The first HPV vaccine, Gardasil, made by Merck, was approved by the FDA in June 

2006 for use among females age nine to twenty-six-years-old and protects against four strains 

of HPV. Since Gardasil, two other vaccines have been approved by the FDA: Cervarix by 

GlaxoSmithKline, which protects against two strains of HPV and was approved in October 

2009, and, most recently, 9-valent Gardasil, which prevents nine strains of HPV and was 

approved in December 2014. All three vaccines target HPV strains types 16 and 18, the major 

HPV-related cancer culprits (CDC, 2014). In 2007, the Center for Disease Control and 
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Prevention’s (CDC) Advisory Committee on Immunization Practice (ACIP), the group 

responsible for establishing federal standards for vaccination, recommended vaccination for 

females ages nine to twenty-six and, in 2011, males ages eleven to twenty-one. 

At the time of data collection, vaccination entailed three doses at zero, two and six 

months although longer interludes between doses do not cause lower immunity against HPV 

(CDC, 2014). After this study’s data was collected, dosing recommendation changed based 

on longer-term dosing efficacy studies that demonstrated better efficacy in younger recipients 

(Dobson et al. 2013). At present, adolescents vaccinated prior to age 15 only need two doses. 

The key to effectiveness, however, is to vaccinate prior to sexual initiation since 40% of 

women and men who ultimately contract HPV do so within the first two years after sexual 

intercourse (CDC, 2014).  

The HPV vaccine has been hailed as an important advancement in cancer prevention. 

Cancer researchers predict that the vaccine could reduce cervical cancer deaths by 66% 

worldwide (Garnett et al. 2006). The HPV vaccine is the first medical technology with the 

potential to significantly reduce the incidence of any cancer type. Champions argue that the 

vaccine can also reduce healthcare costs, cancer treatments, and anxiety related to annual Pap 

screenings.2 

Despite these benefits, uptake among US parents has been low compared to other 

adolescent vaccinations and to HPV vaccination rates in other developed nations, raising the 

question of why.3 I argue that the American conception of adolescent sexuality as a 

stigmatized identity and behavior plays a major role. To situate this argument it is useful to 

                                                

2 Since Pap screening’s introduction in the 1940s, screenings for cervical cancer have become a routine part of 
medical care with 29.4 million screenings ordered annually (Clarke & Casper, 1996; National Ambulatory 
Medical Care Survey: 2010 Summary Tables, 2011). 
3 As of 2013, 71% and 57% of 15 year old Australian girls and boys, respectively, were vaccinated against HPV 
and 87% of 12-13 year old girls in the UK (National HPV Vaccination Register 2014a, 2014b; Public Health 
England 2014).   
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compare HPV and Meningitis and their respective vaccines to illustrate that the typical 

culprits such as cost, importance, and efficacy are not at play.    

First, as illustrated in Figure 1.1 below, uptake of the initial dose of the HPV vaccine 

has lagged behind Meningitis and Tdap (Tetanus, diphtheria, and pertussis) even though all 

three vaccines were introduced to the U.S. market at similar time periods and recommended 

for the same age group (11 to 12-year-olds).  

Figure 1.1 U.S. vaccination rates for 13-17-year-olds, by vaccine type  

*NIS-Teen statistics from Reagan-Steiner et al. MMWR. Morbidity and Mortality Weekly 
Report 65 (2016). 

Tdap’s fast adoption is relatively simple to explain: Every state except Hawaii 

requires this vaccination for school attendance by seventh grade. However, the meningitis 

vaccine has similarly high rates even though it is only required by twelve states 

(Immunization Action Coalition 2018). Those states requirements can account for some of 

the difference in uptake between HPV and the meningitis vaccines, but several of those states 

adopted meningitis school vaccination requirements in 2010 after national Meningitis 

vaccination rates already surpassed HPV vaccination rates. Additionally, HPV is required in 

two states plus the District of Columbia.   
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 Other common explanations for differences in medical adoption are cost, safety, and 

efficacy. Both vaccines are quite similar in these respects, however. All childhood vaccines 

are covered by insurance or a federal vaccination program. Based on the federal Vaccines 

Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS), the HPV vaccine is slightly safer than the 

meningitis vaccine with less than 1% of recipients experiencing incidents (which are 

primarily fever, rash, or, in rare cases, syncope) (Gee et al. 2011; Stokley et al. 2014). The 

vaccines are also equally efficacious, preventing 90% of transmission (Stokley et al. 2014). 

 The diseases dramatically differ in risk, however. Since HPV can be transmitted 

through any intimate contact (including toilet seats and improper wiping) and thus 

widespread, the risk of transmission is 80% over one’s lifetime (Shew et al. 2013; Simpson et 

al. 2016; Smelov et al. 2018) whereas the risk of meningitis if exposed is 10-20%. While the 

transition from HPV to cancer is extremely low, the incidence of disease and mortality are 

much higher than meningitis. Comparing cervical cancer and meningitis, while the meningitis 

mortality rate is slightly more deadly (13% vs. 10%), the incidence of cervical cancer and 

related deaths are 100 times higher than meningitis (Viens et al. 2016).  

A review of the literature indicates that the typical demographic culprits associated 

with access to medical interventions also cannot explain the disparity in uptake (Chang and 

Lauderdale 2009; Phelan and Link 2005). Race, education, income, immigration, insurance, 

employment do not consistently predict whether parents vaccinate against HPV (see Holman 

et al. 2014 for a review). 

Consequently two vaccines’ similarities in terms of cost, efficacy, and safety cannot 

explain the nearly twenty percentage point difference in vaccination rates. The greater 

demand for the meningitis vaccine is likely partially driven by state institutions via school-

based requirements. However, it is not unreasonable to expect the significantly greater risk of 

suffering a HPV-related cancer compared to complications from meningitis would 
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significantly close the gap in vaccination uptake. While several other important factors 

contribute to differences in uptake including parents’ lack of knowledge of HPV and HPV-

related cancers prevalence, this type of knowledge is typically gained from interactions with 

medical professionals.  

Outside of the flu vaccine, which is routinely offered by pharmacies, most adolescent 

immunizations can only be administered in a medical office. Medical professionals are 

therefore essential to sharing vaccination knowledge with families and keeping children up-

to-date on the confusing schedule of fifty-one vaccine doses recommended during an 

individual’s first 18 years of life (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 2019). 

Adolescents and parents thus routinely learn when the child is eligible to receive an 

immunization during the annual well-child check and about the immunization’s purpose and 

the associated vaccine-preventable disease (VPD). Parents not only look to their child’s 

medical provider for information about immunizations, but also look to their child’s provider 

as a trusted source on whether and when to vaccinate (Niccolai et al. 2016). 

 Between parents’ reliance on their child’s provider for trustworthy knowledge and 

guidance about vaccinations, it is unsurprising that the most consistent and largest predictor 

of HPV vaccine uptake is whether a child’s medical provider recommends the vaccine (see 

see Gilkey and McRee (2016), Holloway (2019), and Holman et al. (2014) for a review). 

However, both parents and providers report that providers do not routinely mention the 

vaccine at clinical encounters (Fenton et al. 2018; Gilkey et al. 2016; Moss et al. 2016). 

While the share of parents reporting their child’s provider mentioned the vaccine has 

increased over the years, nearly a fifth of parents still report their child’s provider did not 

mention the vaccine (Hirth et al. 2018).  

When providers do mention the HPV vaccine, differences still persist. Most providers 

report that they recommend the HPV vaccine differently than they do other vaccines and they 
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are less likely to urge vaccination (Dempsey et al. 2016; Gilkey et al. 2015; Hughes et al. 

2011; McRee et al. 2014). One obvious explanation is that providers believe the HPV vaccine 

is less important than other vaccinations. However, as detailed above, HPV’s health 

consequences are more costly and prevalent than other vaccine preventable diseases (VPDs). 

Some suggest that providers devalue the HPV because they are unaware of the prevalence of 

other HPV-related cancers like head and neck cancers (Weiss et al. 2010). While providers 

are less likely to recommend the vaccine to males than females (Malo et al. 2016), providers 

still remain less likely to recommend the HPV vaccine to female patients and their parents 

compared to other adolescent vaccines (Perkins, Lin, et al. 2014). 

Instead, providers point to the vaccine’s sexual links when explaining their 

recommendation behavior. Providers see parents’ concerns about sexuality as a major barrier 

to vaccination (Daley et al., 2010; Quinn et al., 2012) and report that they frequently hesitate 

to recommend the vaccine to parents due to concerns about discussing and debating sexual 

risks (McRee et al. 2014; Perkins, Clark, et al. 2014). As I will show in the following 

chapters, the medical staff I observed and interviewed reported the same concerns.          

Consequently the typical explanations associated with low uptake of a medical 

technology cannot explain the relatively low HPV vaccination rates. Based on evidence that 

the provider recommendation is key to uptake, I use HPV vaccine discussions during clinical 

encounters to understand why providers do not consistently and strongly recommend a 

vaccine that they purportedly believe is important. As prior research suggests and I 

demonstrate in the following chapters, providers’ are heavily influenced by their perceptions 

that parents are concerned about the vaccine’s link to sexual behavior. My dissertation greatly 

expands on this research by unearthing and illustrating how the stigma of adolescent 

sexuality shapes providers’ decisions to recommend the HPV vaccine. I also add to the 

sociological literature by demonstrating how cultural anxieties about adolescent sexuality (1) 
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create variation in medical authority; (2) interact with power-sharing structures to influence 

medical decision making and valuations of the vaccine; and (3) can expand a medical 

intervention’s primary surveillance purpose, such as reducing the risk of cancer, to surveil 

other health concerns.  

Primary influences and contributions to scholarship 

I draw on several longstanding streams of literature in sociology to investigate why 

providers do not consistently and strongly recommend the HPV vaccine. Since these 

literatures will be explored in the three empirical papers, I only provide a brief preview here 

to situate and define many of the terms I will utilize. First, I deal with adolescent sexuality, 

how it has been stigmatized in the American context, and its association with the HPV 

vaccine. Second, I address the literatures on medical authority and its role in patient-provider 

relationships. Third, I review the literatures on surveillance and biotechnologies.  

Adolescent sexuality and stigma 

Childhood has long been presented as a sacred phase of life characterized by purity 

and asexuality (Higonnet 1998; Levine 2003) at risk of corruption by sexuality (Jackson and 

Scott 1999). I adopt Stevi Jackson’s definition of sexuality as “all erotically significant 

aspects of social life and social being, such as desires, practices, relationships, and identities” 

(2006: 106). Jackson’s formulation is particularly fitting to my analysis because it permits 

fluidity based on context: what is sexual in one setting and to one person, may not be sexual 

in the next. Relevant to my research, while knowledge of sex is not inherently sexual, it 

becomes a sharp boundary in relation to a child. Sexual knowledge is treated as a marker 

between childhood and adulthood and so, to be exposed to sexuality, means the loss of purity 

and, ultimately, childhood (Jackson 1982). Consequently, to protect a child is to shield them 

from early exposure to sexuality and this duty falls squarely on parents and particularly 

mothers (Bennett, Harden, and Anstey 2017; Elliott 2012; Scott, Jackson, and Backett-
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Milburn 1998). As I show in the following chapters, providers are highly sensitive to this 

responsibility and often adjust their behavior to avoid violating what they perceive as 

mothers’ concerns about introducing sexual knowledge too soon.    

Mothers’ control over and expertise on their child’s knowledge and behavior is also a 

part of this story whereby it can encourage mothers to inform and challenge providers’ 

medical recommendations. The parent role, particularly the mother’s role, is constructed as 

the protector of children and childhood. Motherhood is a “constant and exclusive 

responsibility…[where] a mother is all-giving and all-powerful…the mother devotes herself 

to her child’s needs and holds her child’s fate in her hands” (Thompson & Walker, 1989: 

860). 

The transition to adolescence complicates the parent’s role as protector. Adolescence 

stands in sharp, antithetical contrast to childhood. First proposed as a developmental phase by 

the psychologist G. Stanley Hall in the early 20th century, definitions of adolescence are 

characterized by hypersexuality and an undeveloped sense of risk that makes adolescents 

susceptible to their sex drive (Bay-Cheng 2003; Lesko 2001). These biological and 

psychological changes and conditions “make” teens behave problematically and proselytize 

the view that teens and especially adolescent sexuality are “problems” (Lesko 2001; Schalet 

2011).  

Like children, adolescents still require protection by parents, but this protection takes 

the form of control; while parents needed to protect children from external forces that 

threatened to undermine their children’s asexuality, they must protect adolescents from their 

and their peers’ hormones. Thus parents are forced to manage the contradictory transition 

from asexuality to hypersexuality. Considering the idealized nature of childhood, Amy 

Schalet’s (2011) interviews with American parents of adolescents find parents struggle to 

recognize their children’s sexuality or be supportive. Instead, parents “dramatize” teenage 
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sexuality as dangerous and requiring control through constant vigilance and regulation. 

Consequently, adolescent sexuality is poised to be labeled as a stigmatized identity 

and behavior. By stigma, I refer to an attribute or characteristic that carries expectations of a 

particular devalued social identity, which can reduce an individual “from a whole and usual 

person to a tainted, discounted one” (Goffman 1963: 3). The confluence of childhood’s 

innocence and adolescence’s risk stigmatizes a sexually active adolescent as irresponsible, 

uncontrollable, and dangerous to themselves and their peers due to their hypersexuality. The 

sexually active teen’s parent also bears a significant brunt of the stigma. Because parenthood 

is a central identity saturated with meaning (Edin and Kefalas 2005) and parents are 

considered responsible for protecting their child from early sexual activity, a parent of a 

sexually active teenager may be considered and view themselves as a failure.4   

The stigma of adolescent sex has also spread to the HPV vaccine. The debates that 

have accompanied the HPV vaccine’s development and introduction to the U.S. market have 

reflected controversies about adolescent sexuality (Epstein and Huff 2010; Mamo and 

Epstein 2014). Parents, politicians, and policymakers have argued that the vaccine is 

unnecessary because children are not sexually active and will expose children to early sexual 

knowledge and lead to promiscuity and other STIs because adolescents will believe they are 

protected (Carpenter and Casper 2009; Colgrove et al. 2010).  

Consequently, the confluence of parents, adolescent sexuality, stigma, the HPV 

vaccine, and the pediatric profession makes the question of why providers do not routinely 

and strongly recommend the HPV vaccine a complex and interesting problem to disentangle. 

Across the dissertation, I add to the somewhat sparse literature on how stigmatized 

conceptions and anxieties about sexuality influence healthcare experiences and medical 

                                                

4 This is separate from ‘courtesy stigma’ whereby those who affiliate with stigmatized individuals are also 
stigmatized (Goffman 1963). 
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decision making (Joffe 1987; Mann 2013; Meadow 2011; Poteat, German, and Kerrigan 

2013). Due to the nature of my data, I add to this literature by demonstrating how these 

processes take place in real-time. Also, as discussed below and above, the triadic interactions 

of patient, guardian, and provider offers an opportunity to explore how stigma, sexual 

anxieties, and power vested in parent and provider interact to affect medical decision making.    

Medical authority and patient-provider relations 

First theorized by Talcott Parsons (1951), the doctor fulfills a paternalistic, powerful 

role. The doctor’s medical authority is justified by their expertise, patient’s need, and the 

cultural legitimacy of science (Starr 1982) while the patient is absolved of all responsibilities 

other than passively following the doctor’s recommendations. This authority has long been 

central to shaping doctor-patient interactions and medical decision making more generally 

(Maynard 1991), but also in extremely intimate and life-and-death situations.  

With the rise of patient-centeredness and shared decision making, medical 

consumerism, and mistrust in medicine and pharmaceuticals, medical authority is no longer 

pervasive and all-encompassing in clinical encounters (Benkert et al. 2006; Figert 2011; 

Stewart et al. 2000). Doctors are encouraged to see the medical visit as therapeutic in itself 

and to be more compassionate by sharing power and symbolic resources so that doctor and 

patient can collaborate on their medical interaction’s agenda, goals, and decisions (Emanuel 

and Emanuel 1992; Heritage and Maynard 2011).  

There is evidence that providers often do not consistently behave authoritatively 

(Heritage 2005), providers and patients collaborate more often (Figert 2011), and patients 

exercise or challenge medical authority (Brown, Elston, and Gabe 2015; Stivers 2002a, 

2005). Little work examines when providers abnegate medical authority, why, and the 
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consequences for medical decision making,5 however. Therefore addressing this lacuna is 

important to understanding why since studies suggest providers inconsistently use their 

authority to encourage HPV vaccination (Gilkey et al. 2015; Hughes et al. 2011; Perkins and 

Clark 2013; Quinn et al. 2012).  

In empirical chapters 1 and 2, I explore how the fear of stigmatizing patient and 

parent encourages providers to abandon their medical authority in ways that potentially 

discourage HPV vaccine uptake. In the first empirical chapter, I illustrate how, when the risk 

of stigmatizing child and parent with early sexual activity is present, medical staff relinquish 

their authority through behavioral and linguistic hesitations that effectively end their ability 

to guide or urge parents to vaccinate. These findings further our nascent understanding of 

what factors discourage a high-status and high-knowledge profession like medical 

professionals from using their power, a frequent and consequential, but poorly understood 

occurrence (Stivers et al. 2017; Toerien, Shaw, and Reuber 2013). They also illuminate the 

potential role of stigma, long studied in terms of how stigma affects interactions (Goffman 

1963), but less explored in its interactional effects on medical decision making (Chang, 

Dubbin, and Shim 2016; Poteat et al. 2013; Thille 2018), especially through the lens of 

medical authority.  

The second empirical chapter builds on the first by demonstrating that the emphasis 

on power sharing with patients and guardians has inadvertent consequences for how 

providers evaluate a medical intervention’s risks and benefits. This advances the relative 

dearth of research on how patient centeredness and shared decision making influences 

medical interactions and decision making (Menchik and Jin 2014; Timmermans et al. 2018). 

                                                

5 See Timmermans et al. (2018) for a study of how the shift towards an emphasis on power sharing in patient-
provider relations has only sublimated medical authority and its effects on medical decision making. The study 
finds that providers, instead of communicating authoritatively, use their authority to present treatment options in 
ways that bias parents towards choosing the provider’s desired treatment.  
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Additionally, the finding that the confluence of power sharing and fear of conflict leads 

providers to guess parents’ preferences and children’s sexual risk offers insight into how 

providers’ attempts to mitigate uncertainty, an unwanted constant in medicine (Fox 2000), 

may actually produce more uncertainty and hinder real power sharing.    

Surveillance medicine and technoscience innovations 

The rise of surveillance medicine has blurred the line between sickness and health 

such that everyone is, to some degree, at risk of disease and thus requires surveillance 

(Armstrong 1995). I adopt Armstrong’s (1995) definition of surveillance as a process driven 

by experts who define the normal, assign degrees of normality, and identify and monitor risk 

factors such that all individuals are, to some degree, at risk of future illness. To inform my 

analysis of interactions, I also consider Lauritzen and Sachs's expansion (2001), which treats 

communication as central to surveillance whereby experts must inform the surveilled what is 

normal and how to pursue it. Surveillance medicine therefore involves medical professionals 

monitoring and communicating with patients to (1) identify patients’ risk factors to assess 

their relative risk of disease and (2) help patients reduce their risk by monitoring and 

managing risk factors (Lauritzen and Sachs 2001).  

Surveillance medicine’s expansion is in part due to the growth in technoscience 

innovations like the HPV vaccine that reduce and create risk (Clarke et al. 2003). For 

instance, vaccines and antibiotics dramatically reduced childhood disease and mortality, 

shifting pediatrics to monitoring psychosocial, behavioral, and physical development 

(Pawluch 1996). Armstrong argues this monitoring exemplifies surveillance medicine: 

pediatrician assess a child’s normality through repeated measurement compared to 

population-based growth charts. In parallel, technologies such as cancer screenings and 

genetic screening can create and assign risk of disease, rendering bodies at risk and justifying 

surveillance (Clarke et al. 2003; Lupton 1993; Timmermans and Buchbinder 2010).  
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The HPV vaccine’s introduction has consequently transformed the adolescent body 

into one at risk of HPV-related cancers (Mamo and Epstein 2014). However, due to the 

timing of vaccination, media, parent groups, and politicians have linked the vaccine to 

adolescent sexuality and all the accompanying cultural anxieties about children and sex 

(Carpenter and Casper 2009; Colgrove et al. 2010; Epstein and Huff 2010). The primary 

message these parties have promoted is vaccination is unnecessary because children do not 

have sex. This message has permeated the pediatrician’s office, creating anxiety for medical 

professionals as they try to convince parents to vaccinate their child against an STI without 

stigmatizing the child and parent.  

In my third empirical chapter, I contribute to the surveillance literature by proposing 

the concept of multi-surveillance. I argue that the HPV vaccine, while originally intended for 

medical professionals to surveil and thus reduce a child’s risk of certain cancers, creates a 

bridge to a second surveillance project whereby provider and parent monitor the child’s risk 

of early sexual activity. This second surveillance project can subsume the first, transforming 

the decision from one based on cancer risk to one based on timing sexual risk. I suggest that 

multi-surveillance has numerous potential applications in the medical realm and beyond and 

can reveal previously unrecognized surveillance projects, the different actors involved, and 

the potential consequences for the surveilled. To demonstrate, I briefly outline two other 

cases: the birth control pill and immigration status determination.  

Dissertation overview 

Including this chapter, this dissertation has five chapters. Chapters 2-4 are standalone 

empirical papers with distinct theoretical framings and findings. Since I summarize my 

findings, contributions, and future research throughout the dissertation, I use Chapter 5 to 

attempt to unite my three empirical papers to build a broader theoretical contribution to 

sociology, or the big picture that I hope sociologists take away from this project. In the 
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Appendix, I include my survey instruments, interview guide, and details about medical staff 

and their offices.  

Chapter 2, “Abandoning medical authority: When medical professionals confront 

stigmatized adolescent sex and the HPV vaccine,” explores variation in medical authority. In 

this chapter I ask what contexts encourage medical staff to forgo their medical authority, a 

central power of the medical profession. Prior research focuses on patients challenging 

medical authority, but indicates these confrontations are uncommon and providers seldom 

relinquish their authority in response (Pilnick and Dingwall 2011; Stivers 2002a). Using 

audio-recordings of adolescent vaccine discussions during clinical encounters and interviews 

with and observations of medical staff, I examine when and how staff leverage or abandon 

their medical authority to convince parents to vaccinate. I find medical professionals use less 

authority when at risk of stigmatizing patients: medical professionals are less authoritative 

when recommending HPV vaccination versus other adolescent vaccines, particularly when 

addressing the need to vaccinate before sexual onset due to concerns of labeling the child as 

sexually active. Medical staff defer to parents in ways that potentially discourage HPV 

vaccine uptake: they encourage HPV vaccination less than other vaccines and infrequently 

challenge parents’ sex-related reasons for vaccine refusal.  

In Chapter 3, “Guessing, balancing, and prioritizing parent preferences: Why 

providers treat relational harm as a health risk and how it affects their decision making,” I 

examine providers’ decision making processes and ask how providers assess the timing and 

worth of a medical intervention for a patient. Relying primarily on my interviews and 

observations of providers, I find a complicated, anxious, and flawed process shaped by the 

cultural anxieties about adolescent sexuality and the larger reform movement in medicine to 

share power with patients. The ideal of power sharing with patients and guardians encourages 

providers to see using authority as potentially harmful to their relationships with patients and 
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guardians. Providers construe relational harm as a health risk since a poor relationship when 

power is shared hinders providers’ ability to effectively treat patients because patients will be 

less willing to disclose symptoms or agree to treatment recommendations. Providers therefore 

consider the risk of harming relationships when assessing medical interventions to decide 

whether to strongly advocate the intervention and thus risk their therapeutic relationship with 

the patient and guardian. In the HPV vaccine’s case, providers do not authoritatively 

recommend vaccination unless they believe the parent wants to vaccinate or the child is 

nearing sexual onset. However, to do so, they guess parents’ preferences and child’s risk, 

using various stereotypes of individuals with conservative values. Based on parents’ reports 

of pre-visit intent to vaccinate, providers incorrectly estimate parents’ HPV vaccination intent 

about half of the time, weakly recommending, not mentioning, or even discouraging HPV 

vaccination to parents who want to vaccinate. In this sense, the combination of cultural 

anxieties and reform to reduce providers’ authority can generate new, unrecognized forms of 

paternalism where providers shift from presuming to know best to presuming to know what 

the patient wants.  

In Chapter 4, “At risk of cancer and sex: How medical technologies can foster multi-

surveillance,” I analyze the sexual discourse that pediatrics disseminates during HPV vaccine 

discussions about standards of appropriate sexual development and behavior. Using the 

audio-recordings of clinical encounters and observations, I find that, as medical staff navigate 

the cultural anxieties of sex in front of child and parent, parents and staff engage in what I 

refer to as “multi-surveillance” where a medical intervention can foster multiple surveillance 

projects. When medical staff encourage vaccination to reduce a child’s risk of HPV-related 

cancers, one surveillance site, parents and staff create another site whereby they assess and 

regulate the child-patient’s risk of adolescent sexual activity. Ultimately, the child-patient is 

exposed to sexual discourses that frame adolescent sex and sexually active adolescents as 
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dangerous and deviant while questioning adolescents’ ability to control their sexual desires. I 

therefore argue that a multi-surveillance lens is of sociological interest because it can (1) 

reveal previously unrecognized surveillance projects managed by multiple parties and their 

potential consequences and (2) demonstrate the dynamic, hard to uncover processes whereby 

risks, identities, and concerns – cancer and adolescent sex – are linked.    
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CHAPTER 2: Abandoning medical authority: When medical professionals confront 
stigmatized adolescent sex and the human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine 

Human papillomavirus (HPV), a widespread sexually transmitted infection, infects 

80% of people at some point in adulthood (Chesson et al. 2014), increasing the risk of 

cervical, oropharyngeal, vulvar, vaginal, penile, and anal cancers (Saraiya et al. 2015). A safe 

and effective vaccine was FDA-approved in the US in 2006 and the Advisory Committee on 

Immunizations Practices (ACIP) recommends vaccination at 11-12-years-old, prior to sexual 

onset and when immunity efficacy is highest. Despite the promised reduction in cancer risk, 

US uptake remains low compared to other adolescent vaccinations: 84% of 13-year-olds are 

vaccinated against Meningitis while only 61% of 13-year-old females have received the 

initial HPV vaccine dose (Walker et al. 2018). Medical professionals’ lack of endorsement of 

the HPV vaccine is a primary source of low vaccination rates: numerous studies find a strong 

provider recommendation is the largest, most consistent predictor of HPV vaccination (see 

Gilkey and McRee (2016) for a review). Although providers value and intend to recommend 

the HPV vaccine (Duval et al. 2009; Weiss et al. 2010), they also report inconsistently 

recommending the vaccine and, when recommending it, often weakly endorse vaccination 

(McRee et al. 2014; Perkins, Clark, et al. 2014).   

This raises the question of why medical professionals behave less authoritatively 

when encouraging HPV vaccination. Medical professionals frequently abandon their 

authority, a professional power that remains central to structuring patient-provider 

interactions, diagnosis, and treatment recommendations. Abandonment does not suggest 

providers are forsaking responsibility to their patient, but that within clinical encounters, they 

may defer to patients and their representatives in ways or instances that are unexpected due to 

the providers’ unique position to inform or guide medical decisions using their exclusive 

knowledge and legitimacy. While research has explored variation in providers’ medical 
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authority by examining how patients and their representatives challenge authority, studies 

indicate these confrontations are infrequent and, when challenged, providers rarely relinquish 

their authority. Therefore, when do providers behave less authoritatively? 

Stigmatized health issues offer one potential circumstance; studies of patient-provider 

interactions regarding HIV/AIDS, obesity, and mortality find providers adopt less 

authoritative communication styles (Epstein et al. 1998; Lutfey and Maynard 1998; Thille 

2018). To examine whether stigma shapes how medical staff use their authority, I collected 

rare data, audio-recordings of parent and medical staff’s HPV vaccine discussions during 

pediatric clinical encounters, to analyze whether and how medical professionals’ use of 

authority varies.  

Concerns about early sexual activity have shaped the HPV vaccine’s public 

perception (Carpenter and Casper 2009). I find that medical staff and parents link need for 

vaccination to sexual activity. Staff must navigate urging vaccination without tainting the 

child-patient as near sexual onset, a stigmatized behavior for young adolescents. As staff 

navigate this risk, they behave less authoritatively: medical staff offer less guidance when 

recommending vaccination and when parents and staff jointly evaluate the vaccine decision 

in terms of the child’s risk of sexual debut. Consequently, medical staff often deferred to 

parents’ presumed control and expertise regarding their children’s sexual lives. This has 

consequences for understanding how stigma can shape the use of medical authority, medical 

decision-making, and patient-provider interactions. Ultimately, medical staff behave less 

authoritatively in ways that potentially discourage HPV vaccine uptake: they endorse the 

HPV vaccine less than other vaccines and challenge parent’s sex-based reasons less than 

safety concerns for vaccine refusal.  
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Background 

Despite shifts from Talcott Parson’s (1951) paternalistic doctor-patient relations to 

more empowered patient models like shared decision-making and medical consumerism 

(Figert 2011), medical authority continues to structure doctor-patient roles, interactions, and 

decision-making to facilitate health issues’ prevention and treatment. Asymmetric power 

relations are virtually inherent to doctor-patient relations (Pilnick and Dingwall 2011); 

medical authority is derived from patients’ dependence on medical professionals’ expertise to 

prevent and treat disease and science’s cultural authority and the medical professional’s 

training as a scientist (Starr 1982). Medical consultations are also structured in ways that 

emphasize providers’ authority (Mishler 1984; Robinson 2003): providers control encounters, 

inviting patients’ contributions and designating which patient experiences are relevant. 

Medical professionals do not necessarily dominate an unwilling patient audience; analysis of 

interactions find providers and patients co-construct asymmetry over a visit’s course 

(Maynard 1991; Peräkylä 2006). Medical authority can also be desirable: authoritative 

communications can increase patient compliance with recommended treatments (Opel et al. 

2015; Stivers et al. 2017). Therefore, because authority is central to medical practice, it is 

valuable to explore when medical professionals forgo their authority. This does not imply 

that forgoing authority means providers are also forgoing their duty to their patient, but that 

they may defer to patients’ preferences despite their medical knowledge and cultural 

legitimacy 

Studies of variation in medical authority during clinical encounters focus on treatment 

recommendations (Brown et al. 2015; Stivers et al. 2017). With medical consumerism’s rise 

and an emphasis on shared decision-making, patients and providers collaborate more often 

and patients and their representatives are more likely to assert authority (Lupton 1997). 

Studies indicate that patients and their representatives pressure providers for certain 
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treatments like prescription medications (Bergen et al. 2018; Stivers 2002a) and challenge 

providers’ when diagnoses and prognoses appear uncertain (Anspach 1997; Zarhin 2015).  

These studies focus on factors that mobilize patients’ authority to challenge or 

constrain providers’ use of authority. Evidence indicates, however, that patients and their 

representatives rarely challenge providers and that providers typically maintain their 

authority in response (Pilnick and Dingwall 2011; Stivers 2002a). This is surprising since 

medical professionals frequently give up authority during clinical encounters. From the 

earliest doctor-patient interaction study by Bryne and Long (1976) during medicine’s more 

paternalistic phase to more recent conversation analyses of clinical encounters (Stivers et al. 

2017; Toerien et al. 2013), research demonstrates that providers use different levels of 

authority when recommending treatments. Consequently, there is little understanding of what 

conditions lead medical staff to abnegate their professional power.   

Stigma may foster such conditions. Stigma, an attribute or characteristic that carries 

expectations of a particular devalued social identity, can reduce an individual “from a whole 

and usual person to a tainted, discounted one” (Goffman 1963). As an inherently social 

process (Link and Phelan 2001), stigma can create awkward encounters as non-stigmatized 

individuals experience discomfort, uncertainty, and anxiety when interacting with stigmatized 

individuals (Hebl, Tickle, and Heatherton 2000), creating verbal incoherence and hesitations 

(Avery et al. 2009; Hebl et al. 2000). Non-stigmatized individuals avoid or minimize contact 

(Kurzban and Leary 2001; Park, Faulkner, and Schaller 2003), partially due to fear of “saying 

the wrong thing” and highlighting an individual’s stigmatized identity (Bonilla-Silva 2002; 

Pitman et al. 2018).   

I argue these processes affect medical staff’s discussions of stigmatized health topics. 

As staff struggle to navigate these interactions without stigmatizing their patient, their routine 

patterns, scripts, and thus medical authority are upended. Although studies rarely explore 
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how stigma affects providers’ medical authority during health consultations,6 research on 

patient-provider interactions about stigmatized issues like obesity, HIV/AIDS, and death 

suggest medical professionals abandon their authority in these discussions, engaging in less 

authoritative communication: silence, stuttering, poor eye contact, awkward language, 

avoidance, and ambivalent statements (Epstein et al. 1998; Lutfey and Maynard 1998; Thille 

2018).  

Scholars have argued that this focus on the vaccine’s link to adolescent sexuality has 

ultimately led to the vaccine’s sexualization, which is highlighted and negotiated by 

organizations and institutions including government regulatory institutions, researchers, the 

media, parent groups, legislative bodies, and politicians. While sexualization is defined and 

applied broadly to groups, individuals, objects, places, and concepts, for our purposes, it can 

be considered a process or assignment that imbues a medical technology, with sexual 

meaning that anchors its valuation (Attwood 2006; Egan and Hawkes 2008; Mamo and 

Epstein 2016). Mamo and Epstein (2014) argue that, during the vaccine’s development, the 

emphasis on HPV’s sexual transmission inadvertently sexualized the vaccine at its initial 

stages. Additionally, they found that new recommendations for boys and discovered links 

between HPV and head and neck and anal cancers have continued the vaccine’s 

sexualization. Epstein and Huff (2010) focus on sexualization during the vaccine’s 

marketing, exploring how Merck, the vaccine’s manufacturer, unsuccessfully sought to 

desexualize the vaccine by framing it as a cancer vaccine. Colgrove et al. (2010) analyze the 

political opposition to proposed legislative HPV vaccination mandates and found opposition 

was often partly framed within the context of debates over sex education in schools. Casper 

                                                

6 While not strictly an exploration of stigma, Poteat et al. (2013) find that uncertainty regarding transgender 
patients’ care reinforces medical professionals’ medical authority during patient visits. 
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and Carpenter (2008) find that political agencies and groups debated the vaccine’s necessity 

in terms of vaccine’s sexual links. 

The confluence of sex, childhood, and the HPV vaccine can create a setting where 

providers must navigate the often stigmatized behavior of early sex. Childhood is conceived 

as a sacred phase of life characterized by purity and asexuality (Higonnet 1998; Levine 

2003). While many groups, including adolescents, welcome sexual awareness as a ‘coming of 

age’ experience (Carpenter 2002), sexual knowledge is often construed as a boundary 

between childhood and adulthood whereby adolescent sex is stigmatized since exposure 

means the loss of purity and, ultimately, childhood (Jackson 1982; Scott et al., 1989).  

Fears of early sex are heightened during adolescence. In the US, adolescence is often 

characterized as a hypersexual phase coupled with an undeveloped sense of risk, making 

adolescents susceptible to their sex drive (Bay-Cheng 2003; Schalet 2011). Biopsychosocial 

changes during adolescence promote the view that they must be monitored and controlled to 

prevent sexual onset (Lesko 2001). Consequently, parents are charged with protecting a child 

from early exposure to sex and viewed negatively if they do not (Palladino 1996). Parents 

also reject their child’s sexuality, often assessing them as sexually immature and disinterested 

while drawing firm boundaries between them and sexually aware peers (Elliott 2012; Reich 

2016).   

The HPV vaccine is entangled with adolescent sex’s stigma creating fraught terrain 

for providers when discussing the HPV vaccine. Although HPV can be transmitted outside of 

sexual intercourse, controversies regarding adolescent sex have accompanied debates about 

the HPV vaccine’s development and US market introduction (Mamo and Epstein 2014). 

FDA-licensed for 9-26-years-old females in 2006, ACIP recommended vaccination for 11-

12-year-old females in 2007 based on evidence of better immunogenicity at earlier ages. 

While partly due to concerns about cost and individual rights, conservative fears have also 
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driven debate: parents, politicians, and policymakers have argued vaccination is unnecessary 

in early adolescence based on the presuppositions that children are not sexually active and 

vaccination will expose children to sexual knowledge and provide a false sense of protection, 

increasing promiscuity and STI rates (Carpenter and Casper 2009; Colgrove 2010). In 2011, 

ACIP expanded recommendations to males age 11-12-years-old to achieve herd immunity 

and reduce HPV-related anal cancer rates, highlighting male-male sex as a risk factor 

reigniting controversies (Mamo and Epstein 2014).    

These controversies have permeated the pediatrician office. Surveys and interviews 

with parents and providers indicate that both link HPV vaccination to adolescent sex (Gilkey 

et al. 2015; Reich 2016) and that providers hesitate to recommend vaccination due to 

concerns about debating parents over a child’s risk of sex (McRee et al. 2014; Perkins, Clark, 

et al. 2014). This latter concern suggests some version of Janet Shim’s (2010) concept of 

cultural health capital could be at play. However, instead of providers deferring to patients 

who display knowledge, power, and interactional skills, providers appear to respond to the 

shared cultural understanding that parents should know and control their children’s risk of 

sex. 

Based on evidence that (1) HPV vaccine is understood as deeply connected to issues 

of adolescent sex this affects their willingness to strongly recommend vaccination and (2) 

studies suggest providers behave less authoritatively when confronted with stigmatized health 

issues, I use vaccine discussions during clinical encounters to examine whether and under 

what circumstances stigma encourages medical professionals to behave less authoritatively.      

Data & methods 

I audio-recorded 75 office visits from May 2015-February 2016 at one family 

medicine and three pediatric offices in suburban and urban northern New England. 15 

physicians participated and 1 physician assistant, who was responsible for her own patients 
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and had the same privileges as physicians. At one office, because the 5 nursing staff members 

reviewed vaccines at intake, I also analyze these interactions. On average, I recorded 5 

clinical encounters per provider and thus per nursing staff member because each provider was 

assigned a nurse. 10 of 16 providers and 4 of 5 nursing staff present as female. All were non-

Hispanic white.  

Patients were eligible for the study if they were 9-17-years-old, had not received any 

doses of the HPV vaccine series,7 and were medically eligible for immunization. While 

vaccination rates were much lower in the 18 non-routine (e.g. acute or medication follow-up) 

versus the 57 well child visits (32% vs. 56%), I found little difference in parents and medical 

staff’s HPV vaccine discussions. For instance, while one might expect providers to encourage 

vaccination less in non-routine visits, there was virtually no difference in the types or rates of 

communication styles medical staff used to recommend vaccination. Similarly, sex was 

raised as frequently in both types of visits and approximately the same share of parents 

expressed sex or safety-related reasons for not vaccinating.  

I recruited parents and children in the waiting or exam room before their visit. The 

acceptance rate was 78%. Parents completed a 5-minute survey pre- and post-visit about their 

vaccine attitudes and knowledge and demographics. To test whether surveys influenced 

vaccine conversations, I recorded 10 visits where parents only completed demographic 

surveys. I found no major differences in conversations: regardless of survey, similar shares of 

parents were aware of the HPV vaccine, raised sex and safety-related concerns or questions, 

and vaccinated. 

Most parents were female, white, and over half held a 4-year college degree or higher 

(Table 2.1). Most children were white, evenly split by gender, and two-thirds live in middle 

                                                

7 At the time of data collection, three HPV vaccine doses were required. As of 2017, based on efficacy studies, 
only two doses are required if the first dose is given before 14-years-old.   
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to upper income households. Nearly half of parents indicated their likelihood to vaccinate 

against HPV at the visit as ‘likely’ or ‘very likely’ and slightly over half of children received 

the HPV vaccine at their visit. Of the 40 parents who did not intend to vaccinate at the visit, 

nearly two-thirds cited sex-related reasons, over a third reported lack of knowledge about the 

vaccine, and a third, safety concerns (see survey in appendix for reason options).  

Table 2.1. Parents and Children's Demographic and Vaccination Details (n = 75 parents; 
75 children) 
Parents  

Race / Ethnicity  
White 93% 
Non-white 7% 

Age (average years) 45 (range: 29-68)  
Sex  

Female 87% 
Male 13% 

Education  
Less than high school/high school/GED  16% 
Some college/Associate degree 29% 
Four-year college degree or higher 55% 

Annual household income  
Less than $25,001 7% 
$25,001-$50,000 14% 
$50,001-$75,000 26% 
$75,001-100,000 21% 
$100,001-150,000 19% 
$150,001-200,000 4% 
Greater than $200,000 9% 

Pre-visit vaccination intent  
Very unlikely/unlikely 34% 
Undecided 21% 
Very likely/likely 45% 

  Pre-visit reason(s) for non-vaccinationa (n=40)  
Lack of knowledge 38% 
Sex-related  60% 
No provider recommendation 13% 
Low risk of HPV-related cancer 8% 
Safety  33% 
Other 18% 
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Table 2.1. (continued) 
Child  

Race/Ethnicity  
White 88% 
Non-white 12% 

Age (average years) 13 (range: 9-17) 
Sex  

Female 53% 
Male 47% 

Received HPV vaccine at visit 51% 
  Received TDAP/Menactra vaccine(s) (n=44) 93% 
a Percentages do not sum to 100% because parents could list more than one non-

vaccination reason. 

To prevent biasing visits, I audio-recorded rather than observed visits. Visits lasted 

approximately 15-50 minutes. First, nursing staff, parents, and children devoted 

approximately 2-7 minutes to reviewing medical history and, at one office, vaccines. 

Providers typically covered safety, sleep, nutrition, exercise, weight, height, school, 

friendships, mental health, parent and child concerns, and a physical exam. Vaccine 

discussions ranged from 35 seconds to 10.5 minutes; most were under 5 minutes.    

Several vaccines could be discussed during visits. ACIP recommends three vaccines 

at 11-years-old: Tetanus, diphtheria, and acellular pertussis (Tdap), Meningococcal 

(Menactra, by brand name), and HPV (Gardasil, by brand name). I compare how these three 

vaccines are presented, negotiated, and refused or accepted because they are recommended 

for the same age group and US licensed during similar time periods. I do not examine 

Hepatitis A and B and flu vaccines conversations because most children had previously 

received those immunizations, or it was not flu season. 

Sample vaccination rates were comparable to 2015 national rates for non-Hispanic 

white 13-17-year-olds (Reagan-Steiner et al. 2016): Tdap and Meningitis vaccination rates 

were 85.7% and 85.0% versus national rates of 86.6% and 79.5%, respectively. Regarding 

the HPV vaccine, the sample’s initial dose vaccination rates were 53.9% for girls and 48.6% 
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for boys while national rates were 59.2% for girls and 43.8% for boys. Comparisons should 

be cautiously interpreted since the sample is small. 

I also conducted 450+ hours of ethnographic observations at offices and interviews 

with 17 medical staff. For this study, I primarily analyze vaccine discussions to depict how 

medical staff leverage or abandon medical authority. Because I use interviews and 

observations to demonstrate staff’s reasoning for relinquishing authority during HPV vaccine 

discussions, I outline these data collection methods.    

For observations, I spent anywhere from 1 to 4 weeks at each office depending on the 

number of providers. I arrived when the office opened at 7:30AM and stayed until the last 

appointment completed around 5:30PM. I rotated to different office areas to maximize 

opportunities to interact with all medical personnel. This let me observe interactions between 

medical staff, which typically occurred in open spaces. At each office, it was normal to stop 

by people’s offices or desks to chat or ask questions. Medical staff frequently stopped as they 

passed to comment on the patient they just saw or a hypothesis about why parents do or do 

not vaccinate. I took field notes throughout the day and attempted to capture dialogue 

verbatim.  

I conducted interviews with medical staff after completing observations and audio-

recording clinical visits to ask about specific events that occurred during observations. 

Interviews lasted 30 minutes to an hour. Interviews were conducted in-person except one by 

phone. Questions covered staff’s therapeutic relationships with parents and children, their 

attitudes towards HPV vaccination, their perception of parents’ vaccination decisions, and 

how they navigated vaccination discussions. All interviews were recorded and transcribed.  

I used grounded theory to code field notes and clinical encounters and interview 

transcripts (Glaser and Strauss 1967). In clinical encounters, vaccine discussions typically 

possessed two parts: (1) the medical professional’s presentation of the vaccine(s) and (2) the 
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parents, medical professionals, and child’s subsequent negotiation regarding vaccination 

decision. I created separate codes for each vaccine’s presentation and negotiation. 

I coded the different styles that medical staff used to present the vaccines. I also 

coded the level and type of detail medical provided regarding vaccination and the context. 

For the one office’s nursing staff that reviewed vaccines, I treat their presentations as separate 

from providers’. Therefore, across the 75 visits, there were 100 vaccine presentations. 

Although providers possess greater authority than nurses (Freidson 1988) who are trained and 

expected to engage in emotional labor (Huynh, Alderson, and Thompson 2008), nurses are 

vested with and recognized by patients as having authority in realms nurses are assigned 

responsibility for (Cooper et al. 2012). Nursing staff at this office were authorized to handle 

the vaccination process, possessed expertise, and advised and consented parents, attributes 

central to medical authority. Parents frequently acknowledged nursing staff’s authority by 

only asking them vaccine questions. Additionally, the results are the same if I exclude 

nursing staff’s participation, who actually used more authority marginally more frequently 

than providers.    

 After medical staff presented vaccine(s), parents or children initiated negotiations by 

asking a question, making a comment, or refusing vaccination. Negotiations ended when 

parents, children, and medical staff reached a decision: vaccinate, delay, or never vaccinate. 

Negotiations’ length varied based on parents’ and children’s initial willingness. After medical 

staff presented a vaccine, a parent would either simply agree to vaccinate their child or the 

parent or child would ask questions or decline, eliciting a longer negotiation.  

If parents raised concerns, I coded concern type, whether medical staff addressed the 

concern, and how. I also coded concerns staff introduced. Since HPV vaccine negotiations 

primarily focused on sex-related issues, codes reflect the different ways the vaccine was 

linked to sex.  
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While nearly half of HPV vaccine negotiations began because a parent refused 

vaccination, a non-HPV vaccine was negotiated in only 8 visits since parents rarely refused 

these vaccines. I therefore only use these negotiations to comparatively illustrate how 

healthcare professionals handle HPV versus non-HPV vaccine negotiations.   

Findings 

I focus on parents’ and medical staff’s language because, while they used children’s 

sexual development and behaviors to assess the HPV vaccine, children rarely participated. 

Children’s silence during health visits is common (see Tates and Meeuwesen (2001) for a 

review). Children’s argument against vaccination were due to needle fear. Only one parent 

gave their child a meaningful level of decision-making power. Additionally, while female 

adolescents are typically portrayed as less sexual than male peers (Schalet 2011), I 

unexpectedly found no differences by child’s gender in discussions of early sexual activity or 

in medical staff’s and parents’ use of authority. 

Relinquishing medical authority  

Medical staff’s use of authority to present vaccines varied. I identified three 

presentation styles – “No guidance,” “Encouraged,” and “Expected” – that ranged from low 

to high authority (Table 2.2). Drawing on Parson’s (1951) explication of the sick patient role, 

degree of authority was assigned based on how much medical staff encouraged parents to 

“surrender their private judgment” and follow staff’s vaccine recommendations versus how 

much decision-making power parents were given. When healthcare professionals framed a 

vaccine as optional, I coded the presentation as no guidance, the lowest authority, whereby 

medical professionals did not compel, convince, or advise parents’ vaccination decision. If 

medical staff used language such as “I recommend” or described the vaccine’s importance, I 

coded the presentation as encouraged. I classified these presentations as mid-level authority 

since staff informed parents’ decisions by offering expertise via information and/or expressed 
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a preference for vaccination. When medical staff used presumptive language like “due for,” I 

coded the presentation as staff expecting parents to vaccinate, the highest level of authority, 

since staff did not offer parents a decision, instead, informing them of a course of action.  

There were six presentations where providers advocated delaying vaccination. If 

medical staff used language like ‘I recommend it next year’ or caveated a delay with ‘you can 

get it this year if you want,’ I coded it as ‘encouraged’ and ‘optional,’ respectively. When 

medical staff used statements like ‘next year we’ll do the HPV vaccine,’ I coded it as 

‘expected.’ In these latter presentations, providers may have urged delay to sidestep 

confrontation with HPV vaccine hesitant parents, effectively authoritatively abdicating 

authority. If so, providers may weakly recommend vaccination to these parents the following 

year. While I cannot confirm this, it seems likely since the three providers who discouraged 

vaccination used less authority to present the HPV vaccine overall compared to other 

providers.  

Table 2.2. Healthcare professionals vaccine introduction styles 
Style HPV vaccine examples   
No guidance /  
No authority 

Nurse: Um, so she is due for sure, her Tdap and her 
meningitis…and if you decide to start HPV [vaccine] today. 
It’s a three dose series.  

Encouraged / 
Medium authority 

Provider: Looks like the only thing we haven’t done is the 
Gardasil shot…so what we are trying to do is keep you from 
getting cervical cancer. 

Provider: The other one is the HPV vaccine. I don’t look at it 
as a STI vaccine, but a cancer vaccine, and I strongly 
recommend it. 

Expected /  
Most authority 

Nurse: The immunizations that [child] is due for today are the 
following: Hepatitis A, HPV, Hepatitis B.  

Provider: The important thing is we’re going to be doing the 
HPV or the papillomavirus one. 

Medical staff used the most authoritative presentation style more frequently to present 

Tdap and Menactra than the HPV vaccine (Table 2.3). In contrast, in half of HPV vaccine 
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presentations, parents received no guidance – the least amount of authority – on whether to 

vaccinate compared to less than a fifth of non-HPV vaccines. This echoes Dempsey et al.'s 

(2016) findings that parents report receiving weaker provider HPV vaccine recommendations 

than other adolescent vaccines. Again, presentation styles did not differ by child’s gender.  

Table 2.3. Percentage of medical authority used in medical staff vaccine presentation by 
vaccine type  

Presentation style HPV vaccine 
(N=100) 

Other vaccinesa 
(N=59) 

Percentage point difference 
(HPV – other vaccines) 

No guidance / No authority  51% 19% 32% 

Encouraged / Medium 
authority 22% 24% -2% 

Expected / Most authority 27% 58% -31% 
a Columns sum to 101% due to rounding. 

Variation in medical staff’s use of authoritative presentation styles indicates different 

expectations for a parent’s response. When staff use a higher degree of authority, an 

encouraged or expected style, there is an explicit or implicit recommendation; the vaccine 

conversation is initiated with the presumption that the parent will follow the 

recommendation. There is also less opportunity for parents and children to ask questions 

because these styles use closed statements that discourage participation (‘I recommend the 

HPV vaccine,’ ‘She is due for the HPV vaccine’). Similar to default settings and options 

(Thaler and Sunstein 2003), this framing requires parents to “opt out.” To question or refuse 

would contradict medical staff, potentially creating interactional disquietude. When staff use 

little authority, the no guidance style, however, they offer no endorsement and, similarly, no 

default option to guide parents and so parents must make the vaccination decision alone. By 

offering no guidance, medical staff highlight and defer to parents’ authority in the decision-

making process.  

Medical staff not only used authority less frequently when presenting the HPV 

vaccine, but they often varied the level of authority within vaccine presentations: in 36% of 
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presentations for multiple vaccines, medical staff used less authority to present the HPV 

vaccine.    

Provider: For sure I would do the tetanus and the meningitis today. If you 
wanna start the HPV today you can, or you can wait until next year.  

[Female, 11-years-old] 
[Dr. Talbot, female] 

As illustrated above, Dr. Talbot’s variation in authority differentiates the HPV vaccine, 

implying it is less important than the other vaccines, and defers to the parent’s authority to 

decide.   

Medical staff’s willingness to use authority varied by the concerns that parents raised. 

When parents refused vaccination due to safety concerns, staff assumed authority to push 

vaccination. However, if parents wished to delay vaccination based on the perceived low risk 

of the child’s sexual onset, staff did little to advocate vaccinating if at all. This is problematic 

because authoritative recommendations can convince reluctant parents to vaccinate (Opel et 

al. 2015). When parents referenced their child’s lack of sexual activity, staff relinquished 

their authority, deferring to parents’ control over adolescent sex. This effectively ended 

efforts to guide or convince parents to vaccinate.  

We see the difference in the use of medical authority in the following two visits with 

Dr. Telgen. She responds as follows when a parent expressed concern about a vaccination 

story where a child was paralyzed.  

Provider: Right, well so this is my opinion on the HPV. So, I think the HPV is 
an awesome immunization and I’m excited about it because it’s first 
one of its kind that’s actually going to decrease the incidence of 
cancer, so cervical cancer in women. It’s been around for 18 years, 
not that we were giving it regularly. We only started them the last 
ten probably I’m guessing. We have not had any major – I mean in 
the literature – major concerns at all with it and it seems to be doing 
what it is supposed to be doing – decreasing – we can’t really tell 
about the decreasing of cervical cancer yet because those women are 
not that age yet, but we can definitely tell that it’s decreasing the 
incidence of HPV and abnormal pap screens and stuff like that. 

[Female, 12-years-old] 
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Dr. Telgen strongly recommends vaccination, relying on her medical expertise on the 

vaccine’s safety record, effectiveness, and importance. However, she does not assume 

authority when another parent asks to delay, implying with laughter that the refusal is based 

on the child’s lack of sexual activity.  

Mother:  Could we wait one more year [laughs]?  
Provider: OK. But can we give it to him?  
Mother:   Yes, yes, yes. [Provider: OK] Yeah that’s OK.  
Provider: Alright. So, so um, I’m totally cool with that, but I really would 

rather give it to him [Mother: I know], and then so next year maybe, 
[child]. OK! OK, so, [child], we’re gonna give you your meningitis 
and your tetanus. Both very, very important. You need them, you 
don’t want meningitis. It will kill you [Mother: Yeahhh. We talked 
about it.] and you don’t want [Child: (Whispers) I don’t wanna be 
killed] tetanus or pertussis. 

[Male, 11-years-old] 

Rather than using medical expertise or authoritative language to advocate vaccination, 

Dr. Telgen only offers her desire to vaccinate the child. Even after confirming vaccinating the 

child the following year, Dr. Telgen backtracks and ends negotiation with a tentative plan 

(‘then so next year maybe’).  

Variation in authority is unlikely due to medical staff devaluing the HPV vaccine. 

HPV-related cancer and mortality rates are over 100 times more than Meningitis and Tdap-

related diseases (Office of Infectious Diseases 2017). Staff were aware of these disparities. 

All but one believed the HPV vaccine was extremely important and most valued the HPV 

vaccine more than the meningitis vaccine due to the higher incidence of HPV-related cancers. 

Institutional factors also do not appear to contribute. While Tdap is typically required by 

secondary school, at the time, Menactra was not until post-secondary school if at all. 

Similarly, providers’ larger hospital network penalized lower vaccination rates regardless of 

vaccine type. Instead, I argue that stigma, or the risk of enacting it, plays an important role.  
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Stigma as an explanation 

I use a stigma framework to explain why providers may abandon their authority 

during HPV vaccine discussions. Abandonment does not suggest providers are forsaking 

responsibility to their patient, but that within clinical encounters, they may defer to patients 

and their representatives in ways or instances that are unexpected due to the providers’ 

unique position to inform or guide medical decisions using their exclusive knowledge and 

legitimacy. These instances of authority abandonment are less surprising when we examine 

medical staff’s beliefs of how parents perceive medical authority in the HPV vaccine context.  

I argue staff use less authority during HPV vaccine discussions because they fear 

creating conflict with parents since staff believe (1) parents may interpret a strong 

recommendation as marking their child and even the parent with the stigma of early sexual 

activity and (2) this will harm staff’s relationship with a parent and thus their ability to 

effectively treat the child. Intrinsic to staff’s stigma concern and resultant authority use is 

acknowledging and deferring to parents’ power to control and prevent children’s sexual 

activity (Schalet 2011). This echoes Shim’s (2010) concept of cultural health capital whereby 

providers respect and give more time to patients that demonstrate medical knowledge, 

interactional skills, and status.  

Surveys demonstrate similar concerns among providers; providers report they 

frequently hesitate to recommend the vaccine to avoid debating parents over risk of sexual 

onset (McRee et al. 2014; Perkins, Clark, et al. 2014). During my interviews and 

observations, staff repeatedly emphasized this hesitance. For instance, when explaining why 

medical staff need to take care when discussing the HPV vaccine, Dr. Gellner drew a parallel 

to weight issues:  

Obesity, that's very stigmatizing. That's one of the ones, when I start pulling 
up the obesity page, I know the patient's way over weight, and I say, "Here it 
comes. I'm gonna make the kid feel bad about themself, I'm gonna make the 
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mom feel bad, and possibly turn towards me and say, ‘You're calling my kid 
fat? Let's talk about something else.’”   

Dr. Gellner fears that addressing the health issue stigmatizes the child and potentially the 

mother for not fulfilling her duties and maintaining her child’s weight (Hamlington et al. 

2015), risking a confrontational response from the parent, a common reaction to stigmatizing 

interactions (Lamont et al. 2016). As he continues, Dr. Gellner describes how he mitigates 

potential conflicts when discussing stigmatized health issues.  

I'll slow down for a second to catch my words and I'll also put up my own 
little force field saying, "Here it comes, they're [parent] gonna hit me with 
something. Or they're gonna feel bad about themselves. We're not gonna be all 
smiley in a minute from now."…And with all these conflict points, I look for 
spoken and unspoken language. If people [parents] are pausing with their 
words, with their responses, all those things, that's messaging saying to be 
careful how I frame things up here on out. Same with HPV vaccine. And it 
might make me back down a little bit on how forceful I would [frame] my 
message.   

As Dr. Gellner explains, he is sensitive to potential conflict and watches for subtle signals 

from parents. He not only girds himself, but alters interactions and potentially the balance of 

power between parent and provider by “back[ing] down” and being less “forceful” when 

delivering potentially stigmatizing treatment recommendations.   

All but one medical professional recalled using less authoritative behavior when 

recommending vaccination due to concerns that parents would react negatively to any 

implication their child was sexually active. Medical staff frequently shared examples. For 

instance, Dr. Alves tried to avoid authoritative language like “thou shalt” when 

recommending the HPV vaccine since a parent might respond indignantly: “What the hell are 

you doing? My kid’s not gonna have sex ’til they’re 19 or 35 or whatever.” It is worth noting, 

parents never reacted angrily to authoritative recommendations in the audio-recorded visits.   

Central to providers’ concerns over authority use was harming their relationship with 

parents and thus their ability to treat. Four providers even delayed recommending the HPV 
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vaccine to certain parents for one to three years because parents would be “angry” and 

potentially leave their care. As Dr. Ellison, a male provider explained, “you could push so 

far…[and] alienate them [families] somewhat from the medical system and create a barrier 

for other issues.”  

Taboos could be an alternative framework to stigma and do shape interactions, but 

less so medical staff’s authority. Mary Douglas (2003) theorized taboos as situationally 

prohibited whereby certain language, behaviors, things are forbidden and subject to social 

penalties or worse when they are “out of place.” Applied to HPV vaccine discussions, 

mentioning sex or a child’s future sexual activity, while permitted in some settings, is 

considered taboo when child and parent are present. These discussions’ taboo nature affects 

medical staff’s language since staff frequently use euphemisms like “before things happen” 

or “if you bump into the virus” rather than explicitly referencing vaccinating before sexual 

onset. These linguistic sidesteps exhibit deference to parents since staff allow parents to 

dictate whether sex is explicitly discussed in front of the child.  

Taboos do not appear to majorly shape staff’s authority use otherwise. If violating 

taboos were a major concern, staff would be more authoritative when they do not mention 

sex than when they do. However, staff raised the vaccine’s link to sex in both weak and more 

authoritative presentation styles: staff mentioned sex in approximately 15% of presentations 

regardless of the level of authority they adopted. We can see below how Dr. Taylor remains 

authoritative after violating the taboo of mentioning sexual onset in front of parent and child, 

but abandons authority when he hints the child might be sexually active in high school, a 

stigmatized behavior.  

Provider: You generally got ‘em [HPV vaccine doses] all in before the risk 
goes up, and the risk is not high at 12…We get a 12-year-old mom 
every year…but not, typical. 

Mother:  It feels awfully young to me [to vaccinate].  
Provider: Uhh, that’s not an unusual sentiment. Yeah, I think most parents 

would agree with you. And–   
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Mother:  And even at 13. Our lifestyle, I recognize things can happen and 
stuff [Provider: Yeah], but I f-, I still feel like 13, and, and I don’t 
feel like I’m being ignorant- 

Provider: I think most, most kids are not [sexually] active at 13 [Mother: 
Yeah]. I think that’s a fair statement. Unfortunately, most kids are 
active before they’re outta high school. That’s, the norm. Uhh, and, 
where that falls for your kids, I, you know [Mother: Right], and, and 
you’ve got smart kids. You’ve got good parent- you know [Mother: 
Yeahhh], I’m not–  

Mother:  No. I, I know you’re not.  
Provider: I’ve got other kids I worry about a lot more than your kids. 

[Female, 9-years-old] 

Dr. Taylor exhibits a pattern of concern, linguistic hesitance, and subsequent 

abandonment of authority, but not until he risks stigmatizing the child by implying she may 

be sexually active in high school. Dr. Taylor’s authority does not waver when he violates 

taboos by raising and referring to sex explicitly and euphemistically. When discussing sexual 

onset, he communicates authoritatively, even challenging the mother that vaccination is 

unnecessary by asserting expertise about the typical timeline of sexual debut. When he begins 

to link the child to this timeline, however – “where that falls for your kid” – Dr. Taylor 

abandons his authority, tripping over his words to assure her that he is not recommending the 

HPV vaccine because he thinks the child is sexually active, a stigmatized identity. To 

backtrack, Dr. Taylor praises her children as “smart,” even suggesting the child is less 

sexually active than most.  

Similar to Dr. Gellner who lessens his authority when he believes he will make 

parents “feel bad,” Dr. Taylor appears to fear potentially stigmatizing the parent, labeling her 

as a “good parent.” With this praise, he implicitly stigmatizes sexually active children and 

their parents as “dumb” and “bad,” respectively, and draws clear boundaries between this 

stigmatized group and the mother and daughter. As Dr. Taylor does so, he abandons all 

efforts to convince the parent to vaccinate, deferring to her and relinquishing his authority. 

His praise also indicates that Dr. Taylor’s deference stems from stigmatizing the mother as 

lacking the ability to know and maintain her child’s sexual innocence, central qualities to 
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responsible parenting in the US cultural context (Schalet 2011). Therefore, parental authority 

– expertise and control over children’s sexual lives – can entangle with children’s stigmatized 

health issues in ways that encourage medical staff deference. In this sense, parental authority 

can mimic cultural health capital and elicit less authoritative behaviors from providers.  

Framing decision based on sexual onset risk 

 The vaccine’s link to adolescent sex often subsumed the vaccination decision as 

parents and medical staff framed it based on the child’s risk of sexual onset. This had a dual 

effect on the use of authority in vaccine discussions. First, parents refused vaccination based 

on their specific authority – presumed knowledge of and control over their child’s sexual 

activity. Medical staff, however, carefully navigated the stigma of adolescent sex by using 

the child’s distance to sexual onset to justify vaccinating. In doing so, however, they deferred 

to parents’ authority. 

Parents could exhibit authority in their vaccine refusals. Echoing Sinikka Elliott’s 

(2012) parents who claimed expert knowledge that their child lacked sexual maturity or 

interest, the most common reason parents cited for vaccination refusal was a claimed 

knowledge of their child’s low risk of sexual onset. 

Nurse:  She is due for 2 shots, possibly 3 depending on whether you want to  
start the HPV today.  

Mother:  Uuuum I don’t have to do the HPV though.  
Nurse:  You don’t have to. No.  
Mother:  That’s the Gardasil?  
Nurse:  Yeah.  
Mother:  I don’t want that one [pause]. I don’t think she needs that.  
Nurse:  Okay. 
Mother:  Right now. 
Nurse:  Okay that’s fine. [Typing] Alright.   
Mother:  That’s usually just like for sexually active.  

[Female, 12-years-old] 
[RN Angelica, female] 

Like many parents, the mother uses coded language to reference sexual onset: “I don’t 

think she needs that one…right now.” Similar to those who reject assignment to a stigmatized 
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risk group (Bishop 2011; Leenman 2017) and akin to the mother in Dr. Taylor’s visit, the 

mother refuses vaccination based on her expert knowledge that her child is not sexually 

active and so vaccination is unnecessary. Again, this parallels patient’s use of cultural health 

capital to demonstrate power and knowledge and thus receive respect from physicians.  

One perspective is that parents are simply refusing an unnecessary medical treatment. 

The disproportionate focus on denying imminent risk of sexual onset is counterintuitive, 

however, since parents expect children to be sexually active adults and so all children will 

need the vaccine eventually.8 Like provider’s hesitation to use authority, I argue parents’ 

reticence to vaccinate reflects the deeper stigma associated with early sexual activity. 

Otherwise, we would expect parents and medical professionals would not only assess need 

based on transmission risk, much like they do not debate a child’s risk of stepping on a rusty 

nail. Instead, we would expect more focus on vaccination’s cancer prevention benefits or 

risks. Stigma may therefore operate such that parents and providers downwardly bias a 

child’s risk of sex and thus contracting HPV to zero, making it logical to ignore the vaccine’s 

benefits.    

The spotlight on a child’s risk and mode of transmission is particular to the HPV 

vaccine, however. Medical staff also frame need based on sexual activity by emphasizing the 

child’s distance from sexual onset. Illustrated in the examples below, while parents claim 

authority when using this framing, staff defer authority when stressing the child does not 

engage in a stigmatized behavior, early sexual activity.   

Provider: And the third one [HPV vaccine] protects against cervical cancer 
that we're trying to give to everyone real early and just get it out of 
the way. 

[Female, 11-years-old] 
                                                

8 Reich (2016) finds vaccine-hesitant parents refuse HPV vaccination in part because they believe their child 
will be abstinent until marriage or practice safe sex and thus will not contract HPV. In my sample, only two 
parents refused the vaccine based on abstinence until marriage and none mentioned safe sexual practices. This 
difference may be due to Reich sampling on vaccine-hesitant parents.   
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[Dr. Ellison, male] 

Provider: So we are actually now, we are starting to talk about it [HPV 
vaccine] age 11 to 12 just to do it well before kids would be 
considering being sexually active. 

[Male, 15-years-old] 
[Dr. Zahn, female] 

Medical staff draw sharp boundaries between the child and sexual activity, 

highlighting they do not believe the child is sexually active. They emphasize that they 

recommend the vaccine to everyone and that vaccination timing has nothing to do with risk 

of sexual onset because they vaccinate long before. However, as they stress the distance 

between the child and sexual onset, staff use less authority by pairing relatively submissive 

and less expectant language like ‘we’re trying’ and ‘we are starting to talk about’ as opposed 

to presumptive phrases like ‘due for’ or ‘we’re vaccinating.’ As discussed above, providers’ 

may also display deference to avoid violating the parent’s authority over the child’s sexual 

lives by implying the parent lacks knowledge and control. This deference elicits parental 

authority by creating an interactional setting where parents must respond and are offered 

authority to decide. 

Consequently, HPV vaccine’s link to the stigma of adolescent sex and efforts to avoid 

stigmatizing the child encourages parents and medical staff to base the vaccination decision 

on the child’s presumed distance from sexual onset, rather than the vaccine’s protective 

benefits. And they do so in ways that promote or mitigates their authority.  

Highlighting vaccine’s sexual meaning  

As detailed above, medical staff believed parents do not vaccinate against HPV 

because parents link need to sexual activity. Consequently, staff found HPV vaccine 

discussions potentially fraught and burdensome and frequently did not leverage their 

authority to advocate vaccination or address parents’ sex-based concerns and took care to 
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frame the child’s sexual onset as distant. Therefore, one would expect staff to avoid raising 

sex-related topics when discussing the HPV vaccine, but I find the opposite.  

Medical staff are the first to connect the HPV vaccine to sex in nearly half of visits by 

explaining that HPV is sexually transmitted or the importance of vaccinating before sexual 

onset. As previously demonstrated, staff often defer to parents when sex is raised. Thus, by 

highlighting the vaccine’s sexual link, medical staff create a setting where they are more 

likely to abnegate their authority.  

In contrast, when discussing non-HPV vaccines, medical staff mentioned transmission 

in less than a fifth of visits. Importantly, while providers and parents typically framed 

children’s risk of sexual debut as zero when discussing HPV transmission, when transmission 

was raised regarding non-HPV vaccine diseases, providers and parents did not discuss 

whether or when the child would engage in behaviors that increase risk of contraction. I 

argue that part of the reason is because there is little to negotiate: no stigmatized behaviors, 

identities, or meanings to contest regarding a child’s future risk of, for instance, meningitis 

infection. The difference can be seen in the exchange below.  

Provider: So meningitis is rare but devastating when it happens. It’s an 
infection of the fluid around the spinal cord and brain.  

Mother:  How does that happen though? How do people get meningitis? 
Provider: You know it’s not always clear why their system’s vulnerable. It’s a 

bacteria that’s in the environment. We can get less severe illnesses 
from it, but why does it get somebody and cause meningitis? Who 
knows. [Mother: Mmm] So, that’s the problem with meningitis is it’s 
rare but it can be fluke-y, and then devastating. So that one I do 
recommend [Mother: Mhm].  

[Male, 14-years-old] 
[Dr. Zeller, male] 

 This encounter offers an example of how the HPV vaccine discussion might proceed 

if the vaccine’s meaning was not imbued with a stigmatized behavior. Here, the provider and 

parent do not work to distance the child from any behaviors associated with the transmission 

of meningitis or the parent’s ability to control said behaviors; it is simply random chance. 
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This lack of stigma allows Dr. Zeller to exert his authority as a medical expert who urges 

compliance while addressing the parent’s questions and framing the decision in terms of the 

disease’s consequences. As shown in visit excerpts above, this is in sharp contrast to the HPV 

vaccine where vaccination is assessed based on the child’s distance from sexual onset, rather 

than the disease’s consequence.  

Discussion 

By comparing how medical staff and parents discuss the HPV vaccine versus other 

adolescent vaccines, these analyses illustrate how the stigma of adolescent sexual activity 

affects medical authority in clinical encounters and medical decision-making.  

Medical staff frequently behaved less authoritatively when encouraging HPV vaccination 

because they believed (1) parents may interpret a strong recommendation as stigmatizing the 

child as at risk of early sexual activity and (2) this would harm staff’s relationship with a 

parent and thus their ability to effectively treat the child. Consequently, staff gave up 

authority in the HPV vaccine decision to maintain the broader parent-provider relationship. 

Parental authority is also inherent to staff’s deference since parents are charged with knowing 

and preventing their child’s sexual activity (Schalet 2011). Thus, to suggest the child is 

sexually active is to imply the parent has failed, potentially harming the parent-provider 

relationship.   

 There were several interactional settings when medical staff behaved less 

authoritatively due to the risk of stigmatizing the child and parent with adolescent sex: (1) 

when presenting the vaccine to parents they believed would interpret the recommendation as 

implying their child was sexually active; (2) when parents highlighted their parental authority 

over their child’s sexual lives by questioning need based on child’s lack of sexual activity; (3) 

when staff underlined the vaccine’s connection to sex, creating a setting where they may risk 

associating the child and parent with adolescent sex.  
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The findings’ generalizability may be limited by the sample’s representativeness and 

data collection methods. The findings may conservatively assess the extent that the stigma of 

adolescent sex shapes HPV vaccine discussions. Northeast parents and medical staff may be 

more liberal than other US regions and so more willing to discuss sex during clinical visits 

and their decision-making process may be less entangled with the vaccine’s sexual links. 

Additionally, only 7% of parents and 12% of children had a racial/ethnic minority 

background. Studies indicate that providers are less likely to recommend the HPV vaccine to 

African-American parents (Fenton et al. 2018; Polonijo and Carpiano 2013). Therefore, 

medical professionals may discuss the vaccine differently with white parents. Recruited 

parents were also disproportionately college-educated, a population that is more likely to 

refuse or negotiate vaccination (Reich 2016). Consequently staff’s reluctance to challenge 

perceived or real concerns about early sexual activity could have also been shaped by 

parents’ cultural power as highly educated individuals. Lastly, while recruitment was high at 

78%, parents and children who declined may have had different conversations, for instance, 

if they were more likely to refuse vaccination.  

These findings build on the literatures of medical authority, adolescent sexuality, and 

stigmatized medical issues and technologies and how they shape patient-provider interactions 

and medical decision-making. Like other medical technologies interpreted via their health 

issue, the stigmatized meaning of early sexual activity has shaped understandings of the 

vaccine (Carpenter and Casper 2009; Mamo and Epstein 2014). I show, however, by 

analyzing rarely available recordings of pediatric visits, how the stigmatized understanding of 

the vaccine shapes medical authority in the clinical encounter and the medical decision-

making process. This is consequential because, despite evidence that medical staff frequently 

abandon their professional authority (Stivers et al. 2017; Toerien et al. 2013), there is little 

knowledge of the facilitating factors. Stigma may affect medical decision-making processes 
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since medical staff use less authority to inform parents’ HPV vaccination decisions. This 

allows parents to base the vaccination decision, not on disease prevention, but the child’s risk 

of early sexual debut, which must be presumed as zero to avoid stigmatization. This study 

also draws connection between parental authority in the medical context and cultural health 

capital; like cultural health capital where patients gain time and respect from providers by 

demonstrating their medical knowledge, interactional skills, and status, providers defer to 

parents presumed knowledge and control over children’s sexual lives.  

These findings may apply to other medical technologies and interventions that address 

health issues associated with stigmatized identities or behaviors. There are clear parallels to 

technologies that reduce STI transmission. Leenman (2017) finds that men who have sex 

with men challenge the need for Pre-Exposure Prophylaxis, which reduces HIV infection 

risk, in certain sexual relationships. Similarly, HIV/AIDS-associated stigmatized identities 

could hinder patient-provider interactions and thus decision-making like when providers 

assess HIV risk (Epstein et al. 1998). Decision-making regarding interventions, diagnosis, 

and recommendations in other health realms could be affected, particularly when parents are 

involved since they too bear the brunt of stigma as their child’s protector. Obesity, mental 

illness, and other diagnoses like ADHD and autism, are long stigmatized identities for 

patients and their parents (DosReis et al. 2010; Mak and Kwok 2010; Saguy and Riley 2005). 

Consequently, providers may be reluctant to leverage their medical authority as they, 

patients, and parents disentangle stigma, and treatment during decision-making. For instance, 

Thille (2018) finds that physicians normalized and advised patients about their blood pressure 

results and potential determinants, but rarely voiced medical knowledge to interpret or advise 

patients’ body weight.      

Findings also indicate important health consequences and potential solutions. My 

analysis illustrates how stigma can subsume clinical encounters and medical decision-making 
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by upending medical professionals’ traditional roles, encouraging deferring to parents’ 

authority. I also illustrate the difficulty staff have to effectively discuss sensitive, intimate, 

important life transitions with patients and their guardians. This potentially negatively 

impacts vaccine uptake: medical staff are less likely to make authoritative HPV vaccine 

recommendations, a communication style associated with vaccination (Fenton et al. 2018; 

Opel et al. 2015). Additionally, staff’s deference limits their ability to guide parents’ vaccine 

decisions since staff were less likely to challenge parents’ sex-related reasons for non-

vaccination. By avoiding or weakly advocating vaccination when parents delay the HPV 

vaccine due to low risk of sexual debut, medical staff allow parents to decide based on an 

inevitable, but unpredictable life transition rather than disease prevention. Furthermore, 

staff’s emphasis on the HPV vaccine’s sexual links creates settings where they were less 

likely to use authority to promote vaccination. This also hinders staff’s ability to encourage 

vaccination or address parents’ questions or concerns. Despite the important shift to patient-

centeredness (Schuster 2015), HPV vaccination recommendations may be an area where 

medical staff can improve health outcomes by adopting more presumptive roles.  

  The focus on the HPV vaccine’s sexual links may only encourage delay until the 

child nears sexual debut rather than never vaccinating. However, delay is problematic due to 

children’s decreasing likelihood of interacting with healthcare after age 11 (Rand et al. 2007). 

Medical education can draw on these findings to educate medical staff about the different 

ways they recommend the HPV vaccine versus other vaccines and the focus on adolescent 

sex and how this may shape their ability to advise parents. Medical professionals can discuss 

the HPV vaccine without discussing sex and discuss sex during HPV vaccine conversations 

without abandoning their ability to inform and guide parents’ vaccination decisions.  

  



 

 

 
CHAPTER 3: Guessing, balancing, and prioritizing parent preferences: Why providers 

treat relational harm as a health risk and how it affects their decision making 

Introduction 

The prior chapter finds that medical staff cede their authority when they fear a parent will 

interpret a strong recommendation as implying the child is at risk of sexual activity. In this 

chapter, I use interviews, observations, and clinical encounters to examine how providers decide 

whether to strongly urge HPV vaccination. I find that providers’ belief in the importance of 

power sharing in patient-provider relationships and interactions, particularly in the pediatric 

settings where parents can act as a gatekeeper to treating the patient, leads to providers treating 

their relationship quality with patients as a potential health factor to protect. This conception of 

relational harm as a health risk ultimately shapes providers’ decisions to push HPV vaccination. 

Power sharing in medical interactions, often referred to as patient centeredness or shared 

decision making (Schuster 2015), can introduce uncertainty and complexity because providers 

must elicit and align patients’ and their representatives’ preferences with treatment options by 

building a partnership with patients and their families (Mead and Bower 2000). The triadic 

nature of pediatric encounters and the vaccine’s stigmatized sexual connotations create further 

complexity as providers navigate parents’ and children’s preferences and parents’ role as 

protector of the child. Providers presume parents are hesitant to vaccinate due to the HPV 

vaccine’s link to the stigma of adolescent sex. Therefore, providers are reluctant to strongly 

recommend the vaccine because it may harm their relationship with parents.  

Providers demonstrate their conception of the parent-provider relationship as a potential 

health risk as they calculated the risk of relational harm, used that risk to qualify the vaccine’s 

importance for individual patients, and balanced it against other risks. Providers highly valued 
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the HPV vaccine at a population level as a vital preventative health treatment due to its ability to 

reduce patients’ risk of cancer with minimal risk of harm. When it came to an individual patient, 

however, providers considered other risks to assess the patient’s immediate need for vaccination: 

the patient’s imminent risk of sexual onset versus the risk of damaging their relationship with the 

parent. Providers consequently frequently did not mention or strongly recommend the vaccine 

for younger patients, believing the risk of damaging their relationship with the parent outweighed 

the vaccine’s benefits because they assumed the child was unlikely to be sexually active in the 

near future and thus could delay vaccination. Consequently, the emphasis on protecting the 

provider-parent relationship by avoiding challenging parents’ preferences has unexpected and 

potentially problematic consequences for providers’ valuation of the HPV vaccine and 

vaccination recommendations and the relationship with the patient and thus the patient’s health. 

To estimate the risks of relational harm and children’s sexual onset, providers observed 

and dissected stereotypical attitudes and behaviors such as parents’ social conservatism, 

religiosity, and parenting style and patient’s clothing choices and physical development. Because 

providers were concerned that violating parents’ preferences would cause relational harm, they 

used their observations to determine prior to the vaccination discussion the child-patient’s risk of 

imminent sexual activity and the parent’s willingness to vaccinate against HPV, rather than 

asking parents’ preferences. Because vaccination preferences and future behavior can be highly 

malleable (Epstein and Peters 2009; Lichtenstein and Slovic 2006) and thus difficult to 

accurately estimate, providers based valuations and decision to advocate vaccination on 

potentially inaccurate presumptions. It appears providers frequently make incorrect assumptions 

about parents’ preferences: Among surveyed parents who reported they were ‘likely’ or ‘very 
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likely’ to vaccinate their child against HPV at the visit, half received little guidance on the 

vaccine decision from their child’s provider or the provider did not even mention the vaccine.         

These findings enhance our understanding of medical decision-making and power sharing 

within clinical encounters, particularly when dealing with a stigmatized health issue. First, they 

reveal how providers can treat relational harm as an important health risk that influences their 

medical decision making and interactions with patients and their representatives. This suggests 

that one potential unintended consequence of prioritizing power sharing between patient and 

provider is that providers are encouraged to construe relational costs as a health risk to prioritize 

over a treatment’s biomedical benefits to the patient. Second, I demonstrate how providers’ 

management and estimations of the uncertainty regarding risks like relational costs and future 

behavior that are not typically perceived as medical can contribute to inequities in patients’ 

access to treatment information and receipt.  

Background 

Due to the complexity of matching diagnosis, risk, and treatment, medical professionals’ 

decision-making processes have long been an important area of study to reduce the potential of 

choosing harmful or less efficacious treatments (Bosk 1979; Dovidio and Fiske 2013). In 

response, various healthcare institutions – medical schools, hospitals, and insurance companies – 

have pursued a full-scale shift towards establishing standards for medical decision-making via 

evidence-based medicine (Timmermans and Kolker 2004), the “conscientious, explicit, and 

judicious use of current best evidence in making decisions about the care of individual patients” 

(Sackett et al. 1996: 72). In an ideal world of evidence-based medicine, providers take a 

prescriptive approach whereby decisions are based on rates and probabilities, which are derived 

from systematically collected and analyzed data and then adjusted for patient-specific 
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information that may impact said rates and probabilities. The standardization offered by 

evidence-based medicine, in theory, promises that the best known care will be uniformly applied 

to patients, regardless of the patient’s or provider’s non-medically relevant background, biases, 

or resources (Timmermans and Angell 2001).  

Evidence-based medicine has been the basis for vaccine recommendations. Academic 

and government institutions, pharmaceutical companies, and professional organizations manage 

the rigorous, timely, and expensive phases of vaccine development and efficacy and safety 

testing to determine whether widespread vaccination is worth the cost and risk. From these 

efforts, professional and state-sponsored organizations such as the American Academy of 

Pediatrics and the CDC develop standards of care to establish what, when, and to whom vaccines 

should be applied. The HPV vaccine has undergone this process whereby, in 2007, the CDC’s 

ACIP recommended that all medically eligible 11-12-year-old females should be vaccinated and 

then expanded that definition to males in 2011. While providers and parents believe the vaccine 

is an important treatment for adolescents and intend to vaccinate their patients and children 

(Healy, Montesinos, and Middleman 2014), HPV vaccination rates remain low compared to 

other adolescent vaccines: 84% of 13-year-olds are vaccinated against Meningitis while only 

61% of 13-year-old females have received the initial HPV vaccine dose (Walker et al. 2018).  

Since one of the primary reasons parents cite for not vaccinating is lack of a provider 

recommendation and providers report frequently delaying and/or giving weak recommendations, 

this raises the question of why providers do not consistently advocate a vaccine they claim to 

believe is important. I argue the emphasis in medicine on the importance of sharing power with 

patients and their representatives by building and maintaining relationships interacts with 
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providers’ concerns about recommending a stigmatized vaccine influences providers’ decision 

making in ways that contribute to low vaccination rates.   

Power sharing in the medical realm, often referred to as shared decision making or 

patient centeredness has been on the rise due to governmental policy, patients’ increased access 

to information and reforms in medicine that empower the patient (Figert, 2011) and strengthened 

outside institutions like pharmaceutical companies (Conrad & Leiter, 2004). In a patient-centered 

model, doctors are encouraged to see the medical visit as therapeutic in itself and to be more 

compassionate by sharing power and symbolic resources so that doctor and patient can negotiate 

their medical interaction’s agenda, goals, and decisions together (Emanuel & Emanuel, 1992; 

Heritage & Maynard, 2011). In terms of practice, medical schools, which are required to train 

providers how to engage in patient-centered communications, have effectively focused on 

training doctors to behave less authoritatively by teaching them to elicit and listen to patients’ 

preferences and concerns and incorporate them into to the treatment plan to build trusting and 

understanding relationships (Levinson, Lesser, and Epstein 2010). Similarly, patients are 

encouraged to adopt a consumer or “expert patient” role with more control over the medical 

interaction (Brown et al. 2015).  

The emphasis on power sharing can potentially lead to deviation from evidence-based 

recommended treatment. Because patients may attach different values to the same treatment, in 

instances where there are multiple treatment options such as statins, stents, and/or diet and 

exercise for heart disease, patients with similar medical factors like blood pressure, cholesterol 

levels, and weight, will end up with different treatments. Similarly, patients, as Spencer (2018) 

explains may engage in more nuanced versions of noncompliance by refusing, resisting, or being 

unable to follow providers’ treatment recommendations. This can lead to a partial Hirschman-
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esque version (1970) of patient voice and exit whereby patients request alternative treatments, 

seek second opinions, or abandon medical treatment altogether (Stivers 2005). 

Consequently, prioritizing power sharing in patient-provider interactions suggests that the 

groundwork has been set to make medical staff hesitant to push medical advice and treatments 

and willing to defer to patients when they voice preferences. Providers’ hesitance would 

presumably be even more pronounced when the advice and treatment are potentially 

stigmatizing. This creates a context where providers must manage the uncertainty of clinical 

decision-making along with the ambiguity of eliciting and aligning patients’ preferences with 

treatment decisions. Some have explored the difficulty of navigating this balance within clinical 

encounters (Berger 2015; Epstein and Gramling 2013), but few systematically explore it let alone 

when a stigmatized health context might influence decisions. Timmermans et al.'s (2018) study 

of providers who receive a patient-centered training do not behave more patient centered. 

Instead, providers changed how the flexed their authority from deciding the treatment for infants 

with ambiguous or atypical genitals to leveraging clinical uncertainty about treatment to 

highlight pros of cons in ways that steer parents toward providers’ preferred treatment. This 

suggests that uncertainty can help providers maintain their control, reducing patient 

centeredness. My study expands on this lacunae by also exploring whether and how providers’ 

prioritization of power sharing influences their medical decision-making when the treatment 

decision is much clearer but complicated by concerns about stigma.  

Data & Methods 

I conducted 450+ hours of ethnographic observations at four different medical offices 

including three pediatric offices and one family medicine office. All together I observed 32 

medical staff members. I also conducted interviews with all 17 providers, except one due to 
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scheduling conflicts. The 16 providers I interviewed included 15 physicians and 1 physician 

assistant. 10 of 16 presented as female and all were non-Hispanic white.  

For observations, I spent anywhere from 1 to 4 weeks at each office depending on the 

number of providers. I arrived when the office opened at 7:30AM and stayed until the last 

appointment completed around 5:30PM. I rotated to different office areas to maximize 

opportunities to interact with all medical personnel. This allowed me to observe different 

interactions between medical staff, which typically occurred in open spaces. At each office, it 

was normal to stop by people’s offices or desks throughout the day to chat or ask questions. 

Medical staff frequently stopped when they walked past to comment on the patient they just saw 

or offer a hypothesis about why parents do or do not vaccinate. I took field notes throughout the 

day and attempted to capture dialogue verbatim.  

I conducted interviews with medical staff after completing observations and audio-

recording clinical visits so I could ask about specific events that occurred during observations. 

Interviews lasted 30 minutes to an hour. Interviews were conducted in person except one by 

phone. Questions covered staff’s therapeutic relationships with parents and children, their 

attitudes towards the HPV vaccine, their beliefs regarding parents’ vaccination decisions, and 

how they navigated HPV vaccine discussions. All interviews were recorded and transcribed.  

To capture HPV vaccine discussions, I audio-recorded 75 office visits. On average, I 

recorded 5 clinical encounters per provider. I did not observe visits and placed the audio-recorder 

in the exam room, retrieving the device at the visit’s end. Patients were eligible for the study if 

they were 9-17-years-old, had not yet received any doses of the HPV vaccine series,ii and were 

medically eligible for immunization (e.g. normal temperature). I asked both parents and children 

in the waiting or exam room before they were seen to audio-record their visit. The acceptance 
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rate was 78%. To measure parents’ pre-visit vaccination intent, I gave parents a 5-minute survey 

pre- and post-visit about their vaccine attitudes and knowledge and demographics.  

I used grounded theory to code field notes and clinical visit and interview transcripts 

(Glaser and Strauss 1967). This chapter’s analysis was informed by Chapter 2, I approached my 

subsequent coding with the broad question of why providers did not consistently urge parents to 

vaccinate against HPV. This question was motivated by my interviews and observations where 

providers consistently attested to the vaccine’s importance and I often observed them outside of 

visits becoming frustrated when parents refused the vaccine.  

To answer this question, I explored how providers accounted for why they pushed some 

parents to vaccinate versus when they avoided pushing or even mentioning the vaccine. First, I 

noted that providers did not actually consistently frame the vaccine as valuable and so I 

systematically analyzed when they presented the vaccine as more or less important. I found that 

providers differentiated between the vaccine’s value to the general population versus individual 

patients, frequently downplaying the vaccine’s importance for particular patients. As I analyzed 

why providers perceived certain patients as more or less important to vaccinate, providers 

highlighted concerns regarding respecting parents’ preferences and children’s sexual onset. As 

providers discussed their concerns, they focused on the importance of estimating and balancing 

risks along with shared decision making tenets such as relationship building and partnership with 

parents. They also described the activities they engaged in to manage risks and relationships.  

Results 

An evidence-based approach: HPV vaccine is important  

Providers adopted an evidence-based approach when explaining why they valued the 

HPV vaccine, focusing on its potential risks – safety record – and benefits – disease prevalence 
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and consequences. Providers repeatedly shared during interviews and observations that they 

believed vaccines, particularly the HPV vaccine, are one of the most important medical 

treatments that they can offer patients. All but one provider viewed the HPV vaccine as an 

important, lifesaving vaccine and many prioritized it over other adolescent vaccines due to the 

high prevalence of HPV and HPV-related cancers compared to other vaccine-preventable 

diseases.  

AF:   Do you prioritize some [vaccines] versus others?  
Zeller:  Oh yeah. 
AF:   Which ones?  
Zeller:  HPV. Definitely. I'll say to people – let's suppose a kid is due for the Tdap, 

Menactra and HPV – I say, "So tetanus, the tetanus vaccine includes whooping 
cough. If you get whooping cough, you're coughing for months. By the time we 
figure out what it is, we can't do anything about that cough, we can just make 
you not contagious." So that would really make sense. I often will say, “So, 
Menactra, the meningitis vaccine, meningitis can be really dangerous and fatal, 
but it's actually very rare. So most of the people who get the meningitis vaccine 
probably don't actually benefit 'cause they'll probably never get sick. HPV is 
the opposite. Most of us are gonna get HPV. And the HPVs cause multiple 
cancers.” 

While not all providers reached Dr. Zeller’s conclusion that the HPV vaccine was the 

most important vaccine, all providers similarly assessed a vaccine’s benefits based on the 

relevant disease’s prevalence and consequences. Some providers also cited personal experiences 

of patients suffering health consequences from vaccine-preventable diseases. For instance, after 

sharing with me that she treated young patients who died of cervical cancer and a homeless man 

whose genital warts were so egregious they were visible through his sweatpants and she could 

not even find his anus, Dr. York summarized how providers evaluate vaccines: “There’s two 

arms to vaccines: you think they’re safe and you think they’re important. If you think that, then 

you’ll vaccinate. I think it’s safe and everyone is going to get HPV.”  
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Providers similarly framed the HPV vaccine’s risks as non-existent – “they’re safe” – 

during observations and interviews by complaining about parents’ general vaccine safety 

concerns. During clinical visits, providers softened their absolutist view of vaccine safety for 

parents by occasionally sharing that there could be side effects such as syncope or temporary 

redness or pain at the injection site. Yet, as described in the prior chapter, providers 

authoritatively challenged parents’ vaccine safety concerns, often citing that they had never seen 

an adverse event and that millions of doses have been given worldwide. Occasionally providers 

even argued to parents that the HPV vaccine was safer than the meningitis vaccine, a vaccine 

parents rarely delayed, because the latter was newer.   

Consequently, providers assessed vaccinating against HPV as one of their most valuable 

preventative treatments based on the balance of medical benefits to harm. Like other medical 

professionals, providers also mentioned the importance of endorsement by the professional 

organizations that establish vaccination standards, the ACIP and the AAP (Kahn et al. 2007). 

Several also pointed to organizational incentives, a common factor in provider behavioral change 

(Einav, Finkelstein, and Mahoney 2018), whereby quality was measured by vaccination rates. 

However, they discussed risks and benefits much more frequently and with more detail and 

passion.  

Yet, as shown in the prior chapter, providers do not recommend the vaccine as strongly 

as they do other vaccines: in a third of vaccine presentations where children were eligible for 

multiple vaccines, medical staff presented other adolescent vaccines more authoritatively than 

the HPV vaccine. Hesitation to use authority was not isolated to a small set of providers: all but 

one provider presented the HPV vaccine as optional at least once. This included the provider 

who other medical staff labeled a “rampant vaccinator” who “push[ed] too hard” and another 
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provider who self-identified as the “Gardasil queen” based on her strong belief that everyone 

should be vaccinated against HPV. Surprisingly, the provider who most consistently used her 

authority to recommend the HPV vaccine was the youngest and as a PA had the lowest 

professional authority.9  

This raises the question of why providers do not consistently advocate a vaccine they 

claim to believe is important and strongly encouraged by their professional organizations and 

employer. I find that providers, influenced by the tenets of shared decision-making and patient-

centeredness to prioritize patient and parent preferences, conceived of their relationship quality 

with parents as an important health factor to protect. This ultimately shaped how providers 

evaluated and recommended the HPV vaccine for individual patients.  

Consequently, in contrast to the above use of typical risks of medical benefits and harms 

grounded in evidence-based research, when providers assessed the HPV vaccine decision for an 

individual patient, they often focused on their perception of a parent’s HPV vaccine preference 

balanced against the child’s imminent risk of sexual onset. Providers therefore assessed the 

vaccine’s importance in the near future – whether it was safe to delay vaccination. Due to the 

vaccine’s stigmatized links to adolescent sex, particularly parents of younger patients for whom 

it would be particularly stigmatizing for the child to have sexual knowledge or be close to sexual 

onset. Because providers believed strongly recommending vaccination would damage their 

relationship with parents since it could imply the child was sexually precocious, providers 

                                                

9 Relevant to the findings discussed below, the PA hypothesized that she was more comfortable pushing 
vaccination than other providers because she did not believe it was a “big deal” to discuss sex with 
patients. This suggests she did not believe adolescent sexuality was as stigmatized as other providers and 
thus was not as concerned as other providers that parents were reticent to vaccinate against HPV due to its 
sexual links.    
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weighed the risk of relational harm and often argued that the risk of harm was greater than the 

vaccine’s benefits if they thought the patient’s risk of imminent sexual onset was low.  

In this sense, providers conceived their relationship quality with parents as important to a 

patient’s health. To assess the risk of relational damage and sexual onset, providers relied upon 

and dissected stereotypical attitudes and behaviors to determine parents’ vaccine preferences and 

child-patients’ risk of sexual activity. Consequently, providers frequently based the decision 

whether to advocate an important medical intervention on potentially flawed assumptions. To 

illustrate these processes, first I demonstrate that power sharing encourages providers to guess 

rather than ask parents’ preferences for potentially stigmatizing health interventions like the HPV 

vaccine and how providers investigate parents’ preferences. Providers guess to avoid conflict 

with parents who do not want to vaccinate against HPV for sex-based reasons. Second, I show 

how providers’ focus on prioritizing parents’ preferences is motivated by conceptualization of 

relational harm as a potential risk of the HPV vaccine whereby hurting their relationship with 

parents could be a health risk for the patient since it may hinder the provider’s ability to treat the 

patient. Third, I illustrate how providers are often incorrect about parents’ preferences and what 

this could mean children’s risk of contracting HPV. Lastly, I highlight how providers assess the 

vaccine’s importance for individual patients by balancing the risk of relational harm against a 

patient’s risk of imminent sex. I also demonstrate how providers incorporate new information 

about the vaccine’s benefits and how this shifts their assessment and behaviors.  

Importance of guessing parents’ vaccine preferences 

Power sharing, broadly referred to as shared decision making or patient-centeredness, is 

strongly encouraged in healthcare, particularly in pediatrics, where providers are expected to 

work in concert with the parent, each sharing their expertise and preferences about the child-
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patient’s health, to achieve “the best health outcomes for their [parents’] children, consistent with 

their values and beliefs” (Schuster 2015: 470). The provider’s role is seen as a guide to patient 

and parent, with some shared decision making advocates even encouraging providers to view 

parent and child as a collective patient with the parent as the ultimate decision maker.  

As will be illustrated throughout the results, providers emphasized the importance of 

power sharing with patients and parents to navigating medical visits and relationships with 

parents and to maintaining those relationships. Providers also highlighted, however, that the triad 

of patient, parent, and provider sharing power can create complexity and potentially conflict. 

Within these explanations, providers touch on the centrality of managing preferences to avoid 

conflict and the potential impact on treatment recommendations. 

So there's three agendas usually: There's the teen’s agenda, my agenda, the parents' 
agenda. And that's a balance, and you try and align them, you try to bring people to the 
table and leave the politics behind it. And you have to figure out which agenda might 
trump the other ones. So if it's a medical necessity, it has to be done, my agenda trumps 
theirs. If it's something that the teen's gonna control no matter what you want, then their 
agenda's gonna trump everybody else's. And if the parent's gonna refuse intervention or 
things like that then sometimes that has to be weighed in heavily also. It's a dance and an 
artwork at the same time. And at times it becomes conflictual and you hope it becomes 
less conflict than more. 

(Dr. Gellner, male) 

Echoing priorities of shared decision making where preferences must be elicited and 

considered, Dr. Gellner frames his role as facilitating patients’ and parents’ preferences while 

maintaining authority as an arbitrator and sometimes decision maker. The combination of shared 

decision making and the triad of patient, parent, and provider, like other medical settings 

involving a caregiver and patient, creates complexity for providers (Jecker 1990; Laidsaar-

Powell et al. 2013). As Dr. Gellner explains, patients’ and parents’ preferences heavily figure 

into his calculation of viable treatments; parents’ preferences have “to be weighed in heavily.” 

Therefore, providers must elicit preferences, which can create uncertainty as to how to navigate 
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when they do not align – “it’s a dance and an artwork at the same time” – otherwise it can 

become conflictual.  

To navigate these preferences, providers must first unearth them. Providers typically 

elicit patients’ preferences in concert with the patient during the clinical encounter (Lutfey 

2005). However, rather than asking parents their HPV vaccine preferences, providers frequently 

attempted to determine parents’ attitudes prior to the vaccine discussions, believing that knowing 

preferences in advance would help them better manage interactions and treatment decisions. To 

avoid conflict with parents, providers therefore often approached identifying parents’ preferences 

like they would any diagnosis through observation and data collection.  

I think when you get to know people over the years, you get a little of a sense – and, 
again, it's limited interactions – of their comfort level with discussing topics such as 
sexuality. Or you get a little bit of their political leanings or their just general – whether 
someone comes across as being a fairly conservative person, versus someone who – I've 
known some of these people for ten years. They oftentimes discuss their political views 
or their views on topics of the day or whatever. And I can get a sense of, "I think this 
person's gonna be fine with me discussing this vaccine in front of their nine-year-old." 
And I know some people may be perhaps very religious. I know, from their own sexual 
history, that they waited until they got married. If I know things about them, I might 
change my language based on what I think that they're gonna be comfortable with. 

(Dr. Alves, female) 

As Dr. Alves explains, she used knowledge of parents’ behaviors and attitudes that she 

collected over years of interactions to inform her estimate about how they will feel about 

vaccinating their child against HPV and thus how she should discuss the vaccine with them. 

Implied in Dr. Alves’s explanation is that to guess wrong and discuss the vaccine in an 

inappropriate way or at all may cause tension with parents by creating discomfort.  

Dr. Alves was not alone in her approach. While providers frequently complained about 

the lack of time they had with patients and how they had too much to think about, providers 

spent a surprising amount of mental energy on guessing parents’ preferences, using subtle cues 
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to learn how to frame their HPV vaccine recommendation. I observed and providers reported 

reviewing the list of that day’s patients each morning and guessing which parent would vaccinate 

based on similar assessments to Dr. Alves’s. They also checked previous visits’ notes for vaccine 

refusals, consulted nurses’ intuitions about parents’ vaccine preferences, and even noted how 

parents held vaccine information sheets – tightly, on top of other papers, or thrown in the trash. 

Consequently, providers often used attitudes and behaviors, often stereotypical of persons with 

conservative sexual attitudes or religiosity, but not necessarily HPV vaccine hesitation, which 

could lead to incorrect presumptions about parents’ preferences.  

Providers’ belief that parents rejected the vaccine due to its stigmatized sexual links was 

key to creating a setting where providers were concerned about parents’ preferences. Otherwise, 

providers would not have worried about potentially negative consequences of urging vaccination. 

We can see this in providers’ devotion to guessing parents’ vaccine preferences was particular to 

the HPV vaccine. I rarely observed providers and nursing staff attempt to predict parents’ 

preferences regarding other health issues. While providers and nursing staff occasionally 

hypothesized parents’ other vaccine preferences, most discussions focused on the HPV vaccine. 

My presence may have biased conversations since medical staff was aware that I was studying 

the HPV vaccine, but I was seldom involved in these discussions and typically overheard them 

due to the open physical arrangement of the medical offices. Similarly, during interviews, when 

providers mentioned prioritizing parents’ non-HPV vaccine preferences, they would relay 

conversations with parents where parents’ vaccine preferences were elicited over the course of 

the conversations rather than determined in advance. 

Providers’ devotion to guessing parents’ preferences prior to the vaccine discussion 

begins to make sense when they explain what they believe is at risk when they do not 
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successfully navigate parents’ preferences. In interviews and observations, providers revealed 

that the exceptional focus on estimating parents’ HPV vaccine preferences prior to the vaccine 

discussion stemmed from previous contentious and difficult HPV vaccine discussions. For 

example, while Dr. York, the self-identified “Gardasil queen,” waited for her nurse to finish 

rooming a patient, she confided to me that it takes a “load of stress off” her when a patient has 

already been vaccinated against HPV. “I don’t like confrontation,” she continued, explaining 

how she dreads what is often a long and uncomfortable conversation with parents about whether 

the vaccine is safe and whether their child is having or will have sex. She then acted out a typical 

exchange between her and parents:  

York:  I know a 14-year-old who has already had two [sexual] partners. “Well my kid 
isn’t going to do that.” And I want to tell them, “Well your kid is 17 and, when 
you leave the room, your kid is going to tell me about having sex and I already 
know that.” But I don’t want to be confrontational.  

AF:   So the stress is from having to confront them about vaccines and sex? 
York:  Yes. It’s always about sex with the HPV vaccine.  

Every provider cited the HPV vaccine discussion as a potential site for conflict with 

parents and most had at least one similar “war story” of a negative interaction with a parent 

about the vaccine. These interactions led providers like Dr. Alves to attempt to determine 

parents’ HPV vaccine decisions prior to the visit. As illustrated by Dr. York’s summation that all 

parents are concerned about sex and the HPV vaccine, they also appeared to contribute to 

providers overestimating parents’ disinclination to vaccinate. While only a third of sampled 

parents indicated they were “unlikely” or “very unlikely” to vaccinate in the pre-visit survey, 

most providers believed that the majority of parents were unwilling to vaccinate against HPV, 

particularly due to its connotations with sexual activity.  

I think that's probably the most common thing I hear from the parents, particularly the 
mothers, "Well I know my daughter, we talk openly, we discuss things. She's not dating, 
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she's not sexually active, and I think it's a little early to be broaching the subject of doing 
this vaccine that's related to sexually transmitted diseases." 

(Dr. Nelson, male) 
 

AF:   Did you think that parents would be resistant to the H- 
Theriault: [Interrupting] Yes. 
AF:   Yeah [chuckle]. Why?  
Theriault: 'Cause it's new, because parents don't wanna hear about sex and their  

11-year-olds in general. Not all, but a lot. It's something that you can prevent. 
You can't prevent whooping cough in a way that you can prevent HPV, 
generally. It's one of those that you feel like parents are gonna be resistant to. 

Providers’ presumption that parents were reluctant to vaccinate because of the sexual 

links affected how providers addressed parents who raised safety concerns or wished to delay 

vaccination but did not vocalize why. In many of these instances, providers appeared not to 

excavate parents’ real concerns or listen to their safety concerns due to this presumption and 

instead emphasized the importance of vaccinating before sexual onset. Of the 22 parents who 

reported in their pre-visit survey that they would not vaccinate because of safety concerns, only 

six left the visit with their safety concerns addressed. 

Surveys of providers’ estimations of parents’ attitudes towards the HPV vaccine find 

similar assumptions. Providers consistently underestimate how important parents believe the 

HPV vaccine is (Healy et al. 2014) and overestimate how many parents refuse or delay 

vaccination and refuse because of the vaccine’s link to sexual activity (Gilkey et al. 2015; 

McRee, Gilkey, and Dempsey 2014) compared to parents’ reports (Darden et al. 2013; Holman 

et al. 2014).  

Consequently, providers entered most HPV vaccine discussions presuming that the parent 

was reticent to vaccinate due to sexual links unless the parent demonstrated some behavior or 

attitude in the past that providers associated with HPV vaccine acceptance. Based on providers’ 

assessment of the HPV vaccine as an important medical treatment, one possibility is that 
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providers would strongly advocate vaccination to convince parents of the vaccine’s value to their 

child’s health. Instead, providers saw pushing vaccination as violating parents’ preferences and 

therefore a potential threat to their working relationship with parents, which could have long 

term consequences for providers’ ability to effectively treat the patient.  

In this sense, providers conceptualized relational harm as a potential health risk of the 

HPV vaccine. Since providers believed that most parents were hesitant to vaccinate against HPV, 

they frequently devalued the vaccine’s importance for patients whose parents were seen as 

reluctant to vaccinate as long as the provider believed the child was unlikely to be sexually active 

in the near future.  

Prioritizing parents’ preferences  

In addition to guessing parents’ HPV vaccine preferences to avoid conflict, like Dr. Alves 

who altered her recommendation language, providers also changed how they recommended the 

vaccine, hesitating to recommend the vaccine to parents they believed were reluctant to 

vaccinate. The providers in this sample were not alone: studies find that providers are reluctant to 

mention the HPV vaccine to parents they expect to refuse (Hughes et al. 2011; McRee et al. 

2014). Importantly, my study helps reveals the thought processes behind this reluctance: 

providers believe that conflict with parents harms their relationship with parents, hindering 

providers’ ability to effectively deliver care.  

Providers’ perception of parents’ HPV vaccine hesitance shaped how they valued the 

vaccine for patients. They titrated the vaccine’s net value based on a mix of presumed parents’ 

preferences and the child’s risk of imminent sexual activity. At the time of data collection, all but 

two providers hesitated to push parents of non-sexually active children to vaccinate and three of 

the sixteen providers did not mention the HPV vaccine to parents until the child was twelve. 
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During my observations, Dr. Theriault made this latter choice based on a mix of concern for 

parents’ preferences regarding children’s exposure to sexual knowledge and her patients’ low 

risk of sexual activity at an early age. After explaining that most parents do not believe the 

vaccine is necessary until children are sexually active, she lowered her voice to whisper: “You 

know, I have a lot of Catholic families and then parents who aren’t expecting to talk about it 

[HPV vaccine], they get kind of angry.” Similar to Dr. York, Dr. Theriault’s experience of 

conflict with parents not only led her to presume many parents do not wish to discuss the 

vaccine, but also drove her vaccine recommendation approach. She said she knows that she is 

meant to recommend at 11-years-old, but she normally waited until 12-years-old because she 

does not want to “blindside” parents. By age twelve or sixth grade, she knew children have 

learned about sex and the vaccine from school sexual education programs, so she will not be the 

first to broach the subject. She then attempted to mitigate any potential anger parents might have 

about her recommending the HPV vaccine by using her medical expertise to inform parents that 

the “literature” supports vaccinating at an early age. She also explained that it is important to 

emphasize she is not implying that the child is sexually active to avoid parents misconstruing 

that she is recommending vaccination because she believes the child is or is close to sexual 

activity. 

We can see Dr. Theriault’s approach play out when a 14-year-old patient asked what 

cervical cancer is. Dr. Theriault became flustered as she realized the patient had not had sexual 

education in school yet despite being in eighth grade. After confirming that the patient attended a 

school she was less familiar with and that the patient was currently in a sexual education course, 

Dr. Theriault proceeded with her HPV vaccine recommendation, closing, as she had explained to 

me, with a statement that, while humorous, conveyed to parent and child that she discourages 
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early sexual activity and does not expect the child to be sexually active until much later: “You’re 

14, you’re ready, it’s time [to vaccinate]. You’re in eighth grade. [Pause] And again, it does not 

mean you should, or can have sex, it just means that you’ll be protected for when you’re 30 and 

you have sex, ok?” 

Like Dr. Theriault, every provider explained their reluctance to push hesitant parents 

based on their fear of creating conflict. Dr. Gellner provided the below response when I asked 

why he tries to guess whether a parent will refuse the HPV vaccine before the visit, explicitly 

linking the need to predict parents’ preferences to avoid conflict. Through his explanation, he 

positions conflict with parent, in other words, relational harm, as a potential risk of not 

prioritizing parents’ preferences.  

We try and duck conflict the best we can. We know the more conflict we get, the more 
likelihood the patient will go elsewhere for primary care. The more conflict we get, the 
more we have a hard time delivering any other health messages as well. It doesn't feel 
good to walk out of a room when there's been fighting verbally, so to speak. We may call 
it fighting, but that we don't come to the same page. So we avoid conflict…But that's in 
every topic not just this [HPV vaccine], and this is one of the top five topics that might 
actually create conflict…And if we don't avoid it [conflict], we learn how to prime the 
conversation, to smooth people…And I even badly say, "I think I know your answer is on 
this topic, but maybe it's changed." 

Paralleling other providers’ estimation that the HPV vaccine is a top site of conflict for 

pediatrics, Dr. Gellner explains that providers, like most individuals, want to prevent conflict to 

avoid the discomfort of strained interactions (Goffman 1956; Hebl et al. 2000). However, he also 

emphasizes that, when there is conflict, it impacts the quality of care he can provide due to 

patient attrition and because it becomes difficult to “deliver other health messages.” To prevent 

conflict, Dr. Gellner often relinquished his authority to indicate deference to the parent’s 

preference, starting a conversation with a parent he presumes is unlikely to adopt a treatment by 

weakly recommending it: “I think I know your answer is on this topic, but maybe it's changed.” 
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Every provider echoed Dr. Gellner’s concern that pushing the HPV vaccine might risk 

conflict with a parent, hindering their ability to effectively treat the patient in other health 

domains.  

I don't wanna alienate the family. And you could push so far and sound as though you're 
just trying to reason with them, and then you can pass a point where you are condemning 
them in a way that might make them not feel comfortable in the office with you as a 
physician. And you might, by doing that, alienate them somewhat from the medical 
system, and create a barrier for other issues. 

 (Dr. Ellison, Male) 
 

At 11, if they're getting 3 shots anyways and they [parents] want to wait on HPV I say, 
"Fine, get it at 12." Most kids are not sexually active by 12…I'll push ‘til it feels 
uncomfortable and if they want to wait, I can wait and then push again when they turn 
13.…I won't kick them out of practice. I won't threaten them. But you're constantly 
pushing parents, and I'm constantly trying to pay attention and not push too hard, nudge 
them 'til they’re uncomfortable, and if I start getting them getting angry with me and they 
don't wanna talk about this anymore, then generally I try to back off… I want them to 
come back. I wanna preserve the relationship. I'm in it for the long haul.  

(Dr. Taylor, Male) 
 

For Drs. Gellner, Ellison, and Taylor, they frequently must convince parents to accept 

some type of medical recommendation, but believe providers should retreat before making 

parents too “uncomfortable.” If not, they risk “alienat[ing]” parents, damaging parents’ 

therapeutic relationship with the provider and, potentially, the healthcare system, which could 

negatively impact other future health issues. In this sense, providers conceive of harm to their 

relationship with parents as a potential health risk that must be managed because providers 

believe delivering effective clinical care is contingent on having a functional relationship with 

parents and thus important to a child-patient’s health. Therefore, while the vaccine is clearly 

medically indicated and poses little physical risk, providers’ efforts to protect children’s health 

by safeguarding their relationship with parents could lead to the child having a higher risk of 

HPV-related cancers.  
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Flawed assumptions 

Thus far I have demonstrated that providers’ perception of relational harm as a potential 

cost of HPV vaccination encourages providers to guess parents’ preferences prior to the 

vaccination discussion. If they guess a parent will refuse or delay vaccination, they will not 

mention the vaccine until the child is older or will weakly recommend the vaccine. However, this 

may actually prevent providers from prioritizing parents’ true desires since providers may guess 

incorrectly.  

This appears to be the case. While providers rarely exhibited uncertainty about their 

perception of parents’ vaccination intentions, providers’ assumptions seemed to be frequently 

incorrect. Providers explained that they try to ease reluctant parents into vaccinating by using 

less authority or urging delay or not mentioning vaccination, which in the table below, I title 

“Low authority / delay.” However, nearly half the parents who received these types of 

communications, reported in their pre-visit survey that they were ‘likely’ or ‘very likely’ to 

vaccinate against HPV (Table 3.1). Examining the cases where providers appear to mistakenly 

strongly recommended vaccination to parents who were ‘very unlikely’ or ‘unlikely’ to vaccinate 

providers further evidence that providers attempt to guess parents intentions and adjust 

accordingly. In two cases the provider did not know the parent and thus had little information to 

estimate; other research on patient-provider interactions suggest providers behave more 

authoritatively the better they know a patient (Johnson et al. 2004). For instance, in one visit, the 

provider was surprised when the parent refused, citing that the older sibling was vaccinated, 

suggesting the provider assumed the parent would vaccinate. In another, the provider appeared to 

guess correctly since the father wanted to vaccinate but the father explained his wife would not 

allow it.           
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Table 3.1. Frequency of parents’ pre-visit HPV vaccine intention by presentation style (N 
= 64) 

Provider HPV vaccine 
presentation style 

Parent pre-visit HPV vaccination intentions 
Very unlikely / unlikely Undecided Very likely / likely 

Low authority / delay a 46% 9% 46% 

High / mid-level 
authority a  23% 36% 42% 

a Does not sum to 100% due to rounding 

Consequently, it seems likely that in their efforts to prioritize parents’ preferences, 

providers frequently inadvertently missed parents’ true intentions. Providers’ investigatory and 

assumptive approach to determine parents’ HPV vaccine preferences violates shared decision 

making’s purpose, values, and practices that many providers intended to follow since they 

guessed rather than elicited and discussed parent and patient preferences (Makoul and Clayman 

2006). Problematically and ironically, this approach could also have negative health 

consequences for patients.  

Table 3.2. Vaccination rate by presentation style and parent pre-visit vaccination intention 
(N = 64)  

Provider HPV vaccine 
presentation style 

Parent pre-visit HPV vaccination intentions 
Very unlikely / unlikely Undecided Very likely / likely 

Low authority / delay a 14% 33% 66% 

High / mid-level 
authority a  0% 64% 100% 

a Does not sum to 100% due to rounding 

Most parents who indicated they were ‘likely’ or ‘very likely’ to vaccinate at that visit 

still vaccinated (Table 3.2). However, like other research that find communication styles 

influence patient uptake (Opel et al. 2015), how providers recommended the vaccination 

appeared to influence these parents: only 66% of these parents vaccinated after receiving a low 

authority or delay recommendation vs. 100% of parents who received a stronger endorsement of 

the HPV vaccine. While parents who did not vaccinate may do so at a future visit, there are 
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several reasons for concern: First, children’s opportunities for receiving and completing the 

required number of HPV vaccine doses declines as they age. A child’s likelihood of visiting 

healthcare providers for routine well-child visits declines significantly after age fourteen and, 

thereafter, 91% of visits are for acute care where providers are significantly less likely to 

remember or encourage vaccination and children are less likely to be eligible due to fevers 

(Gilkey et al. 2015; Rand et al. 2007). Second, a child’s risk of contracting HPV increases as 

they age. The average age of first sexual intercourse is approximately sixteen-years-old 

(England, McClintock, and Shafer 2011). The risk of contracting HPV increases with the number 

of times a person has intercourse and the number of sexual partners. Of the few studies on 

transmission risk over time, one study finds that the risk is highest between late adolescence and 

the early twenties with a 3% risk by one month after first penetrative vaginal or anal sex and 

30% risk after one year (Winer and Koutsky 2004).10 There is also evidence that HPV can be 

transmitted through non-anally and non-vaginally penetrative sex (Widdice et al. 2010), 

therefore “virgins” are also at risk. If we ignore this last complicating factor, using back of the 

envelope calculations, one of the patients who was 15-years-old and was not vaccinated despite 

her parent’s interest had a 30% chance of having sex by her next well-child visit at age sixteen 

(assuming she had a visit) and thus anywhere from a 0.9% to 9% chance of having already 

contracted HPV depending on when she first had sexual intercourse. Considering that she would 

need two more doses to acquire full immunity and thus her risk of exposure would only increase, 

there is a reasonable chance she could contract HPV beforehand.  

                                                

10 Presumably the risk of contracting HPV declines as a greater share of the population is vaccinated. However, as 
far as I know, existing studies only examine US transmission risks prior to the vaccine’s introduction exist.  
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Balancing risk of relational harm 

Provider’s treatment of their relationship with parents as a health factor to protect became 

particularly apparent as they balanced the risk of relational harm from pushing vaccination 

against risks of not vaccinating a child. We see this calculus when providers justify why they do 

not push vaccinating when they believe the child has a low risk of imminent sexual onset. This 

evaluative process becomes even more apparent when providers learn and incorporate new 

knowledge about the vaccine that affects providers’ perception of the risk of relational harm and 

the vaccine’s benefits.   

Providers did not simply prioritize their perception of parents’ HPV vaccine preferences 

over the vaccine’s benefits to a child. Instead, they believed that most of their patients are not 

sexually active until late adolescence at the earliest and so the vaccine’s immediate value to 

younger patients is not worth the risk of relational harm. Every provider shared this decision 

approach except two who believed it was important to vaccinate regardless of sexual activity. As 

Dr. Taylor rationalized above, he does not push hesitant parents to vaccinate because young 

adolescents’ risk of sexual activity is low – “At 11, if they're getting 3 shots anyways and they 

want to wait on HPV I say, ‘Fine, get it at 12.’ Most kids are not sexually active by 12.” Dr. 

Telgen similarly managed hesitant parents:    

I wanna get it done so they [parents] feel comfortable with it. And so, if 11 makes them 
nudgey, then I bug them at 12, and if 12 makes them nudgey, then I bug them at 13…It’s 
a difficult little dance that you play trying to get what you know is important into kids 
without screwing up the relationship. 

Dr. Telgen highlights that she allows parents to delay vaccination until parents were more 

comfortable while acknowledging like Dr. Gellner that there is a “dance” to navigating parents’ 

preferences without harming the relationship. 
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Yet providers were willing to risk the relationship to push vaccination when the balance 

between parents’ vaccine preferences and patient’s risk of sexual activity shifted, increasing the 

vaccine’s immediate benefits to the child. When I asked Dr. Telgen if there are instances where 

she does strongly push vaccination, she cited sexually active patients with reticent parents:  

Absolutely. What drives me really crazy is, and I've only had a few patients like this, is 
where the kid is already sexually active and the kid wants it, and the parents say, 
"Absolutely not," and I can't say, "Yeah, but your kid's already sexually active." So I 
push hard.11 

Consequently, providers balance the child-patient’s risk of imminent sexual activity and thus the 

vaccine’s immediate benefit against the risk of hindering their ability to effectively treat the child 

long-term by pushing vaccination and harming their relationship with the parent.  

Like their assessments of parents’ vaccine preferences, however, providers relied on 

uncertain and thus potentially inaccurate predictors of sexual behavior. Providers used 

characteristics like patient’s physical development, age, clothing, admission of risky behavior, 

parental attitude towards premarital sex, ADD/ADHD diagnosis, and their personal gestalt of the 

child and family. This echoes early research that suggests providers decide whether to ask 

parents to leave so they can deliver confidential sexual health services to adolescents by 

estimating the child’s risk based on their relationship with the child and interactions with the 

parent (Sieving et al. 2019). The focus on stereotypes in an uncertain decision setting runs 

parallel to social psychological research on how individuals and patients are frequently 

essentialized during uncertain decision-making contexts (Balsa and McGuire 2003; Cunningham 

                                                

11 It is difficult to ascertain whether providers did actually “push hard” when they believed children were sexually 
active since providers rarely believed their patients were sexually active and I did not systematically ask providers 
after visits whether they believed a patient was sexually active. As detailed in the previous chapter, providers 
typically only pushed against parents’ safety concerns about the HPV vaccine.   
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et al. 2014; Whaley and Geller 2007; Wilson and Brekke 1994). For instance, when I asked Dr. 

Telgen how she knew most of her patients were not sexually active and thus she did not need to 

push vaccination, she described how her patients did not engage in stereotypical behaviors – 

risqué dress, advanced physical development, lack of parental monitoring, maturity – associated 

with teenage sexual activity.  

I don't have really savvy patients. They're very timid, they seem to me like – ask Dr. 
York about my patient population [chuckle]. They sit on their mother’s laps at 
14…They're just conservative, just seeing the way they dress. I don't have people coming 
in here in provocative clothing. I mean obviously I have exceptions. But I would say 
overall, the kids don't date. They don't go out alone, they're always with their family, 
they're closely monitored. They're not gone for hours in they don't know where they are. 
They don't drive, they don't – You know what I mean?... You can be wrong, obviously, 
but, I don't think 11's a magic number for most of my patients. Most of them are just – 
They don't even have breasts! 

Other providers drew on similar observations. After Dr. Taylor explained to me that he only 

pushes vaccination if he believes the child is sexually active, he detailed what characteristics and 

observations he uses to determine sexual activity:  

It's based on statistics, it's based on whether they're pubertal or not, it's based on whether 
the parents have concerns or not. And it's based on, then, a mix of other possible things as 
superficial as appearance and behavior and stuff like that.  

Similarly, when I asked Dr. Theriault whether she believed her patients were honest about their 

sexual activity, she answered simply “Yes” before continuing that she believes she can tell if a 

patient is lying to her. If she thinks they are, she takes a less direct approach and asks whether 

their peers are having sex and, if the patient says no, she treats that as reasonable evidence that 

they are not sexually active. She then, laughing, explained that “some of them [patients] are 

wearing crosses and, I don’t mean this in a mean way, but you can kind of tell which kids aren’t 

going to be having sex for a few years.” No provider mentioned the questionable focus on 

predicting the risk of imminent risk when HPV can be transmitted without intercourse and most 
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if not all of their patients will eventually be sexually active, not to mention the transition to 

sexual activity among American adolescents can be sudden with or without prior physical 

intimacy (Haydon et al. 2012). 

Providers use of patients’ behavior and appearance plus parental monitoring and peer 

behavior to estimate present and future sexual activity parallels their investigations of parents’ 

preferences to vaccinate. For both, providers rely on observing, dissecting, and interpreting 

appearances, behaviors, and attitudes that may or may not be associated with patients’ and 

parents’ actual behaviors and attitudes. Even though nearly every provider also raised the 

possibility that their estimates of a child’s risk of imminent sexual activity could be incorrect, 

they still used it as a basis to decide whether to urge parents to vaccinate. Consequently, 

providers possibly often relied on inaccurate conclusions about parents’ vaccine preferences and 

patients’ sexual activity to decide whether the risk of not vaccinating outweighed the risk of 

relational harm.  

Prioritizing the HPV vaccine 

Providers illustrated how they treat relational harm as a risk factor when they detailed 

how they incorporated new knowledge about the HPV vaccine. Over the course of my project, 

several providers learned about a study by Dobson et al. (2013) that demonstrated that the 

vaccine’s immunogenicity was better in younger patients, 9-13-year-olds. This knowledge led 

providers to assess the vaccine as more valuable for their younger patients because they believed 

(1) the added vaccine efficacy had direct health benefits for each patient and (2) they could use 

this information to reduce the risk of relational harm with parents by framing the need to 

vaccinate younger based on higher immunogenicity rather than sexual onset. Importantly, it led 
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some providers to report that they were more likely to use their authority to encourage 

vaccination.  

As Dr. Zahn explained, “shared decision making was a major part of [her] training” and 

so she builds a “partnership” with parents and patients rather than act “authoritative” because she 

“can’t make someone do something.” So her “role is to provide information with my experience 

and knowledge, and say, ‘In your situation, this is what I'd recommend’” When I asked what she 

thought about the HPV vaccine when she first learned about it, she referenced her shared 

decision-making approach again, explaining:   

I think my perception from parents was that if we’re giving this, we’re thinking our kids 
are gonna be sexually active soon. Which was totally not the case, and I never made that 
the point. But I was definitely more lax about saying, “Okay, well we’ll do the TDAP and 
the Menactra at 11 to 12, and we’ll wait on that.” 

Dr. Zahn then described how learning new information about the HPV vaccine made her 

recommend the HPV vaccine more authoritatively.  

And I learned more information that it’s actually more effective when you give it age 11 
to 12, as opposed to later, which I was not aware of…So that piece of information was 
very valuable to me, and did change how I approached it from when I first [recommended 
the vaccine]. So then I’m much more – I brought that information to the table, and I said, 
“This is why we recommend it now, and doing it sooner.” 

In this sense, the perceived increase in the vaccine’s health benefits encouraged providers 

to be more willing to use their authority and risk relational harm. Other providers highlighted 

how learning about the HPV’s better immunogenicity at earlier ages changed their behavior so 

that they used more authority to advocate vaccination. As detailed above, during my 

observations Dr. Theriault did not recommend the HPV vaccine until children were twelve 

because she did not want to upset parents by raising the topic of sex or imply their child was 

sexually active. However, when I interviewed her several months later, she said she now 
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recommended vaccination at eleven-years-old because of the immunogenicity data.12 Her choice 

demonstrates that the new immunogenicity data increased how important she believed the 

vaccine was to her younger patients.  

However, it was not just because of the direct health benefits of better efficacy for 

patients. In praising the new data, Dr. Theriault focused on how it improved her conversations 

with parents. After explaining that parents typically decline vaccination because their child is not 

sexually active, she crowed that, because of the latest immunogenicity data, she no longer 

needed to broach sexual timing, recalling her old script that “just like we give hepatitis B at birth 

and they're [child] not probably doing IV drugs, it's a great idea to get it done. So you're 

protected when and if that [sex] ever happens.” Instead, she can now circumnavigate sex and 

focus on the immunity benefits: “‘If you're gonna get this vaccine, and it's gonna work, and be 

98% resistant to HPV, why not do it now rather than wait until they're 14, 15, 16 and then it's 

going to be’ – I don't even know what the numbers are, so don't quote me, but like 85% effective. 

‘If you're gonna get this series, you might as well do when it's gonna work.’”13 She closed by 

explaining that the latest immunogenicity data is “Fantastic. It has helped me so much” and “it 

takes some of that edge off” the vaccination conversation since some parents have not talked 

about sex with their child.  

                                                

12 I was unable to observe and thus validate this change because I had stopped audio-recording clinical encounters 
at this point. However, I am reasonably sure Dr. Theriault did not lie to me or was influenced by social desirability 
bias to be the type of provider who always vaccinates; throughout my observations and her interview, she was often 
forthright with me about not recommending the vaccine to certain patients.     
13 Interestingly, providers either misinterpreted or were given an inaccurate interpretation of the Dobson et al. 
(2013) immunogenicity study. The vaccine does not create better immunity among younger patients compared to 
older patients, but younger patients can achieve immunity with fewer doses. Dobson et al. find that 16-26-year-olds 
require three doses to acquire the same immunity that 9-13-year-olds can achieve from two doses.  
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Dr. Theriault’s focus on the relational benefits of being able to push parents to vaccinate 

without discussing sexual onset indicates that the immunogenicity data increased her assessment 

of the vaccine’s net value for her patients not only because of its improved efficacy but because 

it also reduced the risk of relational harm. Other providers more explicitly referenced how the 

immunogenicity data reduced this risk, explaining that the immunogenicity data helped them 

strongly push vaccination because the efficacy lens let them “separate [the vaccine] from active 

sex…it’s an easier sell I think for the parents” (Dr. Risch, male). Dr. Alves focused on the 

knowledge’s dual benefits since it made her more willing to leave her comfort zone to push 

vaccination because she knew it was important for the patient and that she could have a 

conversation that did not make parents uncomfortable. Referencing that, prior to the 

immunogenicity study, she did not push vaccination under 12-years-old if she felt parents would 

be uncomfortable with her mentioning sex in front of the child, she explained “[w]hereas now, in 

part because of more of the education we've had in the last couple of years about the efficacy 

being higher, the earlier you give it, I use that now both to motivate myself to talk about it 

earlier, and also to just say the reason why I'm talking about this now way before we hope that 

we ever need to do it, that we get their immune system really boosted and ready. That makes it 

easier for me…Especially when I knew the parents, and I could feel a little bit of discomfort for 

them [talking about sexual activity].” 

When providers incorporated the new knowledge about the vaccine’s benefits to younger 

adolescents, providers adjusted how valuable they believed the vaccine was for their patients and 

downgraded the risk of harming their relationship with parents because the immunogenicity 

made it “an easier sell.” Consequently, providers changed their behavior and became more 

willing to use their authority to encourage HPV vaccination to parents perceived as hesitant.  
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Discussion 

In my first empirical chapter, I find that medical staff give up their authority when at risk 

of stigmatizing patients and parents by implying the child-patient needs the HPV vaccine 

because they are at risk of early sexual activity. In this chapter, I examine providers’ decision-

making process regarding how they decide whether the HPV vaccine, a medically indicated 

treatment, is imminently important enough for their patient to push parents to vaccinate.  

While providers reported that they viewed the HPV vaccine as one of the more important 

preventative treatments they could give patients, they frequently did not strongly recommend the 

vaccine to parents. Instead, when assessing the vaccine’s importance for an individual patient, 

providers expanded beyond the typical medical benefits and risks used to assess the value of a 

medical intervention for a patient. Providers considered the potential of harming their 

relationship with a parent by pushing an unwanted vaccine as a possible vaccination cost since 

providers believed a partnership with the parent is intrinsic to effectively treating patients. 

Providers consequently attempted to determine parents’ vaccine preferences prior to the visit 

quickly and with little data, balancing the risk of relational harm against their estimates of a 

patient’s risk of imminent sexual activity to assess the vaccine’s importance to patients’ health at 

that visit. Providers based these estimations on stereotypical characteristics such as religiosity, 

social conservatism, and clothing choices associated with conservative attitudes towards sex, a 

stereotype itself that providers associated with HPV vaccine-hesitant parents and sexually 

inactive adolescents. In this sense, providers created individualized assessments based on the 

cost of vaccination on relational harm and the benefit of reducing the risk of HPV, filtered 

through the perceived risk of sexual onset.   
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If providers believed parents were hesitant to vaccinate against HPV and the child was 

unlikely to be sexually active in the near future, they decided the vaccine was not imminently 

important for the patient and did not use their medical authority to push parents to vaccinate. 

Providers, however, were frequently incorrect about parents’ preferences. About half of parents 

who reported they were “likely” or “very likely” to vaccinate their child against HPV at the visit 

received little encouragement or guidance from providers.  

These findings offer insight into how providers’ prioritization of power sharing with 

patients influences their decision making and behavior. Providers often highlighted practices of 

power sharing when accounting for how they navigate medical visits and relationships with 

parents, and the importance of maintaining those relationships. Providers’ treatment of relational 

harm as a risk also demonstrates how seemingly non-medical factors can influence how 

providers make medical decisions. The emphasis on parents’ preferences demonstrates how 

power sharing in clinical encounters can encourage providers to construe a seemingly non-

medical concern like parental preferences as a health risk to prioritize over a treatment’s 

biomedical benefits to the patient. Additionally, providers’ balance of relational harm against a 

patient’s risk of imminent sexual activity illustrates how providers assess uncertainty and 

determine when a treatment that is viewed as medically necessary in the aggregate is seen as 

medically necessary to deliver to an individual.  

This study could inform other pediatric or triadic patient-caregiver-provider settings 

characterized by similar underlying processes where providers feel pressure to effectively 

navigate the patient representatives’ preferences while balancing them against a patient’s 

uncertain immediate need. For instance, Stivers (2002) finds that providers may be faced with 

determining whether parents are being truthful about their child’s symptoms when parents 
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believe the child needs antibiotics. Similarly, Gage-Bouchard (2017) demonstrates how 

oncologists can hesitate to pursue their preferred medical recommendations when dealing with 

parents they perceive will be antagonistic. My analysis sheds light on how providers make sense 

of and reach these decisions while also illustrating why providers may encourage or not 

challenge less efficacious treatments. Providers might not view indicated treatments as the best 

option for a patient when they incorporate the risk of relational harm, imminent risk, or other 

such non-medical factors. It seems likely these valuation processes also apply to dyadic 

interactions, but I cannot evaluate this potential with these data.  

The findings’ generalizability may be limited for several reasons. This study only 

analyzes a sexualized health issue and so it is unclear whether the same processes may apply to 

other sensitive or non-sensitive health areas. Additionally, the providers I studied are all non-

Hispanic white and the patients they serve are disproportionately white (88%). Studies indicate 

that providers are less likely to recommend the HPV vaccine to African-American than white 

parents (Fenton et al. 2018; Polonijo and Carpiano 2013). Therefore, medical professionals may 

evaluate and discuss the vaccine differently with non-white parents and patients. Recruited 

parents were also disproportionately college-educated (55%), a population that is more likely to 

refuse or negotiate vaccination (Reich 2016). These parents and providers may be more used to a 

consumer model or patients with greater cultural health capital where patients drive their agenda 

of care (Figert 2011; Shim 2010). Providers may also be more likely to perceive these parents as 

reluctant to vaccinate and concerned about early sexual activity than they would less educated 

parents. Additionally, Similarly, providers with a more economically or racially diverse patient 

population may assume more of their patients are sexually active at younger ages since low-

income and black and Hispanic youth are frequently construed as sexually active sooner than 
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their higher-income and white counterparts (Elliott 2012; Fields 2005; Mann 2013). However, I 

did not see a difference in how providers dealt with parents from different educational or income 

statuses. Future research should study medical offices with more socioeconomically diverse 

patient populations. 

It is also important to note that social desirability bias and narratives of what it means to 

be a good doctor could have influenced how providers explained their values and behaviors. The 

providers in this study may have believed that I hoped they valued the HPV vaccine and could 

have changed their recommendation approach since I audio-recorded interviews. They also may 

have wanted to believe that themselves based on their belief of what makes a good doctor. These 

potential biases did not appear to affect their accounts of how they decided whether and how to 

recommend the HPV vaccine, however, since nearly all reported instances where they did not 

push vaccination.     

While providers constituting relational harm as a potential risk to manage is not 

problematic in and of itself, their management of the risk led to several inadvertent and 

potentially unwanted consequences. Providers relied on their estimates of parents’ preferences 

and patients’ sexual risk even though (1) the vaccine is, by providers’ own assessment, medically 

indicated for patients generally – low risk of side effects, important preventative technology for 

reducing risk of cancer – and (2) nearly all children will be sexually active and sexual onset, by 

providers’ admission, is difficult to predict. By attempting to estimate the moment of an almost 

certain life transition, providers created and inserted uncertainty into their treatment decisions, a 

complexity medical professionals try to reduce (Fox 1957).  

Providers’ attempts to manage the uncertainty of non-medical factors like parent 

preferences and like adolescent sexual onset through estimations could also contribute to 
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inequities in patients’ access to treatment information and receipt. Providers’ approach to 

eliciting and satisfying parents’ HPV vaccine preferences without parents’ explicit input about 

their actual preferences is ultimately counterproductive to providers’ attempts to engage in power 

sharing. By choosing to not mention the HPV vaccine or to present it as an elective treatment 

while clearly endorsing other vaccines, providers are not truly engaging with the core tenets of 

shared decision making or patient centeredness since they do not give parents the opportunities 

to express their preferences with equal access to information. This approach offers an example of 

providers shifting from one form of paternalism where they presumed to know what was good 

for patients, to another form, where they presume to know what patients, in this case, parents, 

want. Additionally, by limiting access to information about the HPV vaccine for a subset of 

parents, providers create informational asymmetries characteristic of paternalistic relationships 

between patients and providers (Pilnick and Dingwall 2011) and disparities in care.  

Providers’ hesitation to recommend the HPV vaccine could ultimately affect children’s 

risk of HPV. Parents are less likely to choose to vaccinate when they receive a weak 

recommendation (Brewer et al. 2016; Fenton et al. 2018; Opel et al. 2012; Perkins et al. 2015). 

Adolescents are also less likely to have routine preventative health visits and thus less 

opportunity for vaccination (Faherty, French, and Fiks 2016). Therefore, children whose parents 

delay because of a weak recommendation may contract HPV before they are vaccinated.    

Providers and other medical staff could reduce this risk by simply presenting the HPV 

vaccine like they do the majority of other vaccines by using clear, authoritative presentation 

styles like “I recommend this vaccine” or “Your child is due for this vaccine.”  These simple 

scripts could reduce parents’ confusion over the HPV vaccine’s importance, a desire parents 

have emphasized (Perkins, Clark, et al. 2014; Warner et al. 2015), without adding to providers’ 
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relatively limited time with patients and maintain or even increase parents’ satisfaction with 

vaccine discussions (Allen et al. 2012; Aragones et al. 2016; Fenton et al. 2018).  
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CHAPTER 4. At risk of cancer and sex: How medical technologies can foster multi-
surveillance 

Introduction 

In the US, the dominant discourse around adolescent sexual activity is one of danger 

(Irvine 2006; Schalet 2011). Following the framing of adolescent sexuality as dangerous, parents 

and school-based sexual education programs have been vested as experts with the authority to 

prevent adolescents from having sex via surveillance and fear. I argue that the arrival of the HPV 

vaccine has now entangled the pediatric medical office in the surveillance and fear project. While 

the primary purpose of vaccinating against HPV is to reduce future risk of HPV-related cancers, 

not to explicitly discuss or educate patients about appropriate sexual development and behavior, I 

find this inculcation seeps in.  

Few studies examine the role that pediatrics plays in disseminating socially constructed 

standards of appropriate sexual development and behavior since it is difficult and time 

consuming to gain access to and capture minors’ clinical encounters. Using audio-recordings of 

HPV vaccine discussions during adolescent clinical encounters, I find that, as medical staff 

navigate how to encourage vaccinating against an STI in front of the child-patient and their 

parent, the HPV vaccine becomes a source for multi-surveillance; as parents and medical staff 

use the vaccine to reduce a child’s risk of HPV-related cancers, one surveillance site, they create 

another whereby they intentionally and unintentionally monitor and attempt to mitigate a child-

patient’s risk of adolescent sexual activity.  

While surveillance is used to mean a variety of processes and concepts, particularly in 

public health (Howson 1998), I adopt Armstrong’s (1995) definition of surveillance as a process 

driven by experts who define the normal, assign degrees of normality, and identify and monitor 

risk factors such that all bodies are, to some degree, considered at risk or future illness. Within 
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my definition, I also adopt Lauritzen and Sachs's expansion (2001) which treats communication 

as a central part of a surveillance project whereby experts must inform those being surveilled 

what normal is and how to pursue it.  

Experts are key to surveillance. Experts (1) establish standards for normality and 

abnormality and the risk factors of abnormality and (2) assess and monitor individuals’ normality 

(Armstrong 1995; Foucault 1990). I find that the HPV vaccine discussion becomes a location 

whereby medical staff’s surveillance of cancer risk becomes a bridge for medical staff and 

parents to create a secondary surveillance project of sexual risk as they co-construct and debate 

sexuality as a behavior and identity in front of children. As they do so they assess a child’s 

sexual readiness and develop and communicate “normal” standards of developmentally 

appropriate sexual behavior. This communication also includes sharing risk factors that could 

shift a child from appropriate to concerning sexual behavior, i.e. adolescent sexual activity. 

These standards and risk factors, along with how they are communicated, closely parallel the 

hegemonic discourse of adolescent sex as an unwanted behavior that adolescents have no agency 

over. Medical staff and parents speak in code about sex and the child’s future sexual life in ways 

that prevent the child from gaining sexual knowledge. Medical staff and parents also frame sex 

as adult behavior and therefore only deviant adolescents are sexually active. Similarly, providers 

present sexual timelines as uncertain and unknowable, denying patients any agency over their 

sexual lives.  

By considering the potential for medical technologies and interventions to foster multi-

surveillance projects, we better understand how medical technologies, interventions, and 

illnesses become linked, tainted, or subsumed by other seemingly less related risks and identities 

and how additional actors become involved in surveillance. Treating the focus on other risks and 
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identities as further surveillance gives them new meaning and gravity. Instead of viewing them 

as side issues or unwarranted concerns, we can parse out the potential `consequences for patients 

as they are informed by authority figures what is considered normal about their bodies, behavior, 

and health. 

Background 

Risk and surveillance are essential concepts to one another: the presence of risk justifies 

surveillance which, in turn, is rationalized as a tool to identify, calculate, and manage risk 

(Lupton 1995, 1999). In the realm of medicine, medical sociologists have argued that the rise of 

surveillance has led to a collapse in the binary of sickness and health, replaced with a continuum 

of abnormal and normal variation based on symptoms and signs interpreted as risk factors 

(Almeling and Gadarian 2014; Armstrong 1995; Clarke et al. 2003). Through the lens of 

surveillance medicine, medical professionals are tasked with surveilling patients to (1) identify 

and interpret risk factors to assign patients a degree of normality or abnormality based on their 

position relative to the rest of the population, itself a problematic metric, and (2) help patients 

avoid or reduce the risk of abnormality by monitoring and managing risk factors (Lauritzen and 

Sachs 2001). In this sense, risk and surveillance becomes tools of the medical gaze for 

“disciplining bodies” (Clarke et al. 2003: 172) to render them normal. While surveillance is used 

to mean a variety of processes and concepts, particularly in public health (Howson 1998), I use 

Armstrong’s (1995) definition of surveillance as a process. The notion of time and future risk are 

central components of the surveillance project, particularly in pediatrics where appropriate 

development is based on age. Therefore, all bodies are conceived as at risk of a future illness or 

disease: “illness becomes a point of perpetual becoming” (Armstrong 1995: 402). Within my 
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definition, I also adopt Lauritzen and Sachs's expansion (2001) to incorporate communication as 

central to surveillance.  

Surveillance has also been central to monitoring and regulating our sexual bodies. With 

sexuality as a central organizing principal of social life by which sexual identities, relationships, 

and practices are identified, classified, and deemed legitimate or not, Foucault (1990) argued that 

the state began surveilling its citizens as sexual actors in the eighteenth century to monitor the 

risk of citizens’ growing political and economic power overpowering the state. States measured 

characteristics such as birth, marriage, and mortality rates, disease, fertility, diet and other 

attributes that affected state institutions and reserves. With the advent of sexual health as a public 

health issue during the nineteenth century, the state expanded from monitoring sexual activity to 

regulating and normalizing it as the basis for population growth and decline (Giami 2002). As a 

part of formalizing surveillance, similar to physicians in the medical realm (Abbott 1988), 

“experts” such as religious, medical, scientific, legislative agents have claimed authority to 

designate what reproductive choices, sexual arrangements, and familial relationships should be 

considered normal and desirable and measure, monitor, and affect our choices (Barcelos 2014; 

Rabinow and Rose 2006). 

Adolescents are one of the most surveilled population when it comes to sexuality. 

Childhood is socially constructed as naïve, dependent, and at risk of corruption by the profane, or 

sexuality (Jackson and Scott 1999). Sexual knowledge is construed as a boundary between 

childhood and adulthood so, to be exposed to sexuality, means the loss of purity and, ultimately, 

childhood (Jackson 1982). In contrast, adolescence, in the American context, is conceived as a 

phase of biologically produced turmoil whereby “raging hormones” create emotional and 

behavioral upheaval, making adolescents at risk of sex and other “deviant” behaviors (Angelides 
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2013; Schalet 2011). This conception of adolescence has encouraged a fixation on how 

adolescents must be protected from themselves due to their hormonally-driven sex drives and 

their peers’ negative influence (Bay-Cheng 2003; Elliott 2012).   

Parents and the state via sexual education programs in schools are primarily in charge of 

surveilling children’s sexual development instead of pediatrics. Less than a third of adolescents 

report discussing sexual health with their medical provider at their last visit (Brown and Wissow 

2009; Burstein et al. 2003; Donaldson et al. 2013). Studies of actual visits are rare. However, in 

one study of 253 visits, while medical staff addressed sexual health in 54% of clinical 

encounters, these discussions only lasted an average of thirty-six seconds (Alexander et al. 

2014). Instead, although not uniform and not necessarily in partnership, parents and schools 

deliver an extensive, years-long surveillance project whereby they inform and monitor children’s 

sexual knowledge and activity (Bay-Cheng 2003; Donaldson et al. 2013; Fields 2008; di Mauro 

and Joffe 2009; Moran 2009). 

Based on (a) fears of introducing the concept of sex too soon and (b) efforts to delay 

sexual activity, when and how children are introduced to sexual knowledge is tightly controlled, 

resembling surveillance medicine processes. Like surveillance medicine’s problematizing the 

normal to establish appropriate stages of development for children based on height and weight 

charts (Armstrong 1995), the sexual education project involves “experts” like parents, teachers, 

and sexual education officials who devise and implement standards to inculcate sexual 

knowledge. Such standards include when children should learn about their bodies and others’ 

bodies with a sexual and reproductive lens, the benefits and consequences of sexual activity, and 

when it is normal to become sexually active.  
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Parents’ and schools’ extensive monitoring to reduce adolescents’ risk of sexual activity 

and its negative health consequences is also central to the surveillance project. Like other health 

issues such as diabetes and heart disease with behavioral factors, schools and particularly parents 

attempt to promote healthy behaviors while defining, tracking, and reducing risky behaviors. For 

instance, schools determine and prohibit books with sexual content, “revealing” clothing, 

particularly for females, and certain types of physical touching, judging them immoral or 

distracting (Pomerantz 2007; Raby 2005; Thomas 2008). Amy Schalet (2011) and Sinikka Elliot 

(2012) detail various surveillance methods parents use to reduce their child’s risk of sexual 

activity such as monitoring their communications and clothing choices, discouraging friendships 

with peers seen as risky, mandating extracurriculars, and tracking their child’s whereabouts. 

Similarly, parents interviewed by Jennifer Reich (2016) advocated encouraging self-surveillance 

whereby they attempt to foster their children’s ability to make parents’ desired decisions about 

sex whether that be abstinence or safe sex.  

The HPV vaccine as a medical technology has become another tool for surveillance 

medicine, by deeming adolescents as at risk of future HPV infection and HPV-related cancers 

while enabling the risk’s reduction via vaccination (Aronowitz, 2010; Carpenter & Casper, 

2009). Consequently, while cultural concerns render the adolescent body as at risk of sex and 

thus requires surveillance by parents and schools, the HPV vaccine also remakes the adolescent 

body as at risk of HPV-related cancer, which requires further surveillance by medical providers. 

Technological advances have helped the medical field expand their command and expertise from 

treating diseases to preventative health, arguably the most emblematic arena for surveillance 

medicine, by creating, identifying, and treating risk of illness through new diagnostic tests and 

treatment technologies (Clarke et al. 2003; Navon 2011). For instance, the Pap smear’s 
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development created the concept of and ability to monitor cervical cancer risk while enabling 

medical professionals to categorize women based on a continuum of abnormal pre-cancerous 

cells (Clarke and Casper 1996; Howson 1998). Other technologies have fostered the 

development of similar risks and surveillance projects by identifying and enabling the treatment 

of those at risk of various diseases including breast cancer (Aronowitz, 2001; Fosket, 2004), 

Huntington’s disease (Konrad 2003), Alzheimer’s (Lock et al. 2007), and heart disease 

(Rosenberg 2007), creating groups of ‘not-yet-patient[s]’ or ‘patients-in-waiting’ (De Swaan 

1990; Timmermans and Buchbinder 2010). 

Like some technologies, however, the HPV vaccine has also been tainted by association 

with the social meaning of the prevented disease’s risk factors. Building on Shostak's (2003) 

argument that new biotechnologies direct our gaze both internally to biomedical causes of 

diseases and outwards to social causes, Mamo and Epstein (2014) explore how the Hepatitis B 

and HPV vaccines focus us on viral causes of cancer while also drawing our attention to external 

factors like the risk behaviors, sexual practices, and social identities associated with the disease. 

These risks and related technologies become imbued with these external factors’ stigmatized 

meanings, not only tainting our understanding of the technology but also the body as at-risk and 

thus in need of treatment (Casper & Carpenter, 2008; Mamo, 2002). 

For the HPV vaccine, this has meant further treating the adolescent body as at-risk of 

sexual activity, a stigmatized behavior and identity (Elliott 2012; Schalet 2011). The HPV 

vaccine’s development and introduction to the U.S. market has been consistently linked to 

adolescent sexual activity (Mamo and Epstein 2014), generating more attention to controversies 

about the need to vaccinate children against an STI and less discussion devoted to typical 

vaccine debates over efficacy, expense, and safety (Casper and Carpenter 2008; Colgrove et al. 
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2010; Mamo and Epstein 2014). As demonstrated in surveys of and interviews with providers 

and in my previous chapters, concerns about the vaccine’s sexual links have infiltrated parents’ 

and providers’ HPV vaccine discussions as many providers hesitate to recommend the HPV 

vaccine because they fear conflict with parents and/or struggle with how to navigate these 

discussions (Alexander et al. 2015; Gilkey et al. 2015; Perkins and Clark 2013).  

I use the HPV vaccine’s dual links to risks of cancer and early sexual activity to treat it as 

a case where a medical technology can encourage us to surveil individuals for multiple, 

potentially unrelated risks. In this sense, one surveillance project with one set of risk factors, 

normality standards, and experts and actors who judge and monitor can bridge to another 

surveillance project with a completely different set. Like others, I argue that the HPV vaccine, 

similar to other medical technologies, is a medical surveillance tool that transforms the 

adolescent body into a body at risk of HPV-related cancer and thus requires vaccination to 

reduce the risk (Mamo and Epstein 2014; Mamo, Nelson, and Clark 2010). The vaccine’s sexual 

link, however, begets another surveillance project by highlighting the adolescent body’s risk of 

sex. The HPV vaccine consequently becomes a source of multi-surveillance for the adolescent 

body – risk of cancer and risk of sexual activity.  

Many have examined how a medical technology can encourage surveillance of a singular 

concern such as cancer (Aronowitz, 2001; Fosket, 2004), genetic risks broadly (Almeling and 

Gadarian 2014), or prenatal care (Barker 1998; Waggoner 2013). Similarly, Alan Prout (1996) 

and others added the lens of role of actor network theory (Latour 1996) whereby medical 

technologies can remake identities as technology and patient become mutually constitutive of 

one another through the process of surveillance. That is the technology measures and thus 
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renders the patients’ health and resulting treatment regimen and thus experiences, while the 

patient’s need brings the technology into existence and may result in its modification.  

My work adds to this research and theory by considering the possibility and 

consequences of a medical technology or intervention fostering surveillance of multiple illnesses, 

identities, or risks. By considering the potential for a medical technology or intervention to serve 

multiple surveillance purposes, we can demonstrate how and why seemingly unrelated concerns 

– in this case, cancer and early sexual activity – become linked and what their entanglement 

might mean for patients and medical staff’s perceptions and decisions. Additionally, treating 

these ancillary comments or discussions as secondary surveillance projects gives them new 

meaning and gravity. Instead of viewing them as side issues or unwarranted concerns, we can 

parse out the potential attributes and consequences for patients as they are informed by 

potentially different sets of authority figures what is considered normal about their bodies, 

behavior, and health.     

  I elucidate how medical staff’s and parents’ discussions, concerns, and questions about 

a medical technology can become an opportunity to surveil adolescent patients’ sexual risk in 

addition to their cancer risk. I demonstrate how this process takes place on the ground in the 

doctor’s office. Providers and parents, one an ‘expert’ in the child’s health, the latter in the 

child’s behaviors, use the HPV vaccine to decrease the child-patient’s risk of cancer. They also 

assess and reduce the child’s risk of early sexual activity by intentionally and unintentionally 

conveying what is considered abnormal and normal sexual discourse, thoughts, and behavior 

based on their age.  
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Data & Methods 

To capture HPV vaccine discussions, I audio-recorded 75 office visits from May 2015 to 

February 2016 at one family medicine and three pediatric offices in suburban and urban northern 

New England with 15 physicians and a physician assistant who was responsible for her own 

patients and had the same privileges as physicians. At one office, because the 5 nursing staff 

members reviewed vaccines at intake, I also analyze these interactions. On average, I recorded 5 

clinical encounters per provider and thus per nursing staff member because each provider was 

assigned a nurse. 10 of 16 providers and 4 of 5 nursing staff present as female. All were non-

Hispanic white.  

Patients were eligible for the study if they were 9-17-years-old, had not yet received any 

doses of the HPV vaccine series and were medically eligible for immunization. While 

vaccination rates were much lower in non-routine (acute or medication follow-up) versus annual 

well child visits (32% vs. 56%), I found little difference in parents’ and medical staff’s 

interactions regarding the HPV vaccine between well child (57 visits) and non-routine visits (18 

visits). For instance, while one might expect providers to encourage vaccination less in non-

routine visits, there was virtually no difference in the types or rates of communication styles 

medical staff used to recommend vaccination. Similarly, sex was raised as frequently in both 

types of visits and approximately the same share of parents expressed sex or safety-related 

reasons for not vaccinating.  

I asked both parents and children in the waiting or exam room before they were seen to 

audio-record their visit. The acceptance rate was 78%. Parents completed a 5-minute survey pre- 

and post-visit about their vaccine attitudes and knowledge and demographics. To test whether 

surveys influenced vaccine conversations, I recorded 10 visits where parents only completed 
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demographic surveys. I found no major differences in conversations: regardless of survey, 

similar shares of parents were aware of the HPV vaccine, raised sex and safety-related concerns 

or questions, and vaccinated. 

Most parents were female, white, and over half have at least a 4-year college degree 

(Table 4.1). Most children are white, evenly split by gender, and two-thirds live in middle- to 

upper-income households. Nearly half of parents indicated their likelihood to vaccinate against 

HPV at the visit as ‘likely’ or ‘very likely’ and slightly over half of children received the HPV 

vaccine at their visit. Of the 40 parents who did not intend to vaccinate at the visit, nearly two-

thirds cited sex-related reasons, over a third reported lack of knowledge about the vaccine, and a 

third, safety concerns.  

Table 4.1. Parents and Children's Demographic and Vaccination Details (n = 75 parents; 75 
children) 
Parents  

Race / Ethnicity  
White 93% 
Non-white 7% 

Age (average years) 45 (range: 29-68)  
Sex  

Female 87% 
Male 13% 

Education  
Less than high school/high school/GED  16% 
Some college/Associate degree 29% 
Four-year college degree or higher 55% 

Annual household income  
Less than $25,001 7% 
$25,001-$50,000 14% 
$50,001-$75,000 26% 
$75,001-100,000 21% 
$100,001-150,000 19% 
$150,001-200,000 4% 
Greater than $200,000 9% 
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Table 4.1 (cont.)  
Pre-visit vaccination intent  

Very unlikely/unlikely 34% 
Undecided 21% 
Very likely/likely 45% 

  Pre-visit reason(s) for non-vaccinationa (n=40)  
Lack of knowledge 38% 
Sex-related  60% 
No provider recommendation 13% 
Low risk of HPV-related cancer 8% 
Safety  33% 
Other 18% 

Child  
Race/Ethnicity  

White 88% 
Non-white 12% 

Age (average years) 13 (range: 9-17) 
Sex  

Female 53% 
Male 47% 

  Received TDAP/Menactra vaccine(s) (n=44) 93% 
  Received HPV vaccine at visit 51% 

a Percentages do not sum to 100% because parents could list more than one non-vaccination 

reason. 

I did not observe visits and placed the audio-recorder in the exam room, retrieving the 

device at the visit’s end. Visits lasted approximately 15-50 minutes. First, parents and children 

spent approximately 2-7 minutes with nursing staff reviewing medical history and, at one office, 

vaccines. Providers typically covered safety, sleep, nutrition, exercise, weight, height, school, 

friendships, mental health, parent and child concerns, and a physical exam. All vaccine 

conversations ranged from 35 seconds to 10.5 minutes; most were under 5 minutes.    

Sample vaccination rates were comparable to 2015 national rates for non-Hispanic white 

13-17-year-olds (Reagan-Steiner et al. 2016): Tdap and Meningitis vaccination rates were 85.7% 

and 85.0% versus national rates of 86.6% and 79.5%, respectively. Regarding the HPV vaccine, 
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the sample’s initial dose vaccination rates were 53.9% for girls and 48.6% for boys while 

national rates of 59.2% for girls and 43.8% for boys. Comparisons should be cautiously 

interpreted since the sample is small. 

In clinical encounters, vaccine discussions typically possessed two parts: (1) the medical 

professional’s presentation of the vaccine(s) and (2) the parents, medical professionals, and 

child’s subsequent negotiation to make the vaccination decision. After medical staff presented 

the vaccine, parents or children initiated negotiation by asking a question, making a comment, or 

refusing vaccination. Negotiations ended when parents, children, and medical staff reached a 

decision: vaccinate, delay, or never vaccinate. Negotiations’ length varied based on parents’ and 

child’s initial willingness. After medical staff presented a vaccine, a parent would either simply 

agree to vaccinate their child or the parent or child would ask questions or decline, eliciting a 

longer negotiation.  

I used grounded theory to code parent, child, and provider vaccine discussions (Glaser 

and Strauss 1967). Based on earlier rounds of coding, I was interested in the emergent themes of 

how parents and providers intentionally and unintentionally co-construct and debate sexuality as 

a behavior and identity in front of the child-patient during these vaccine discussions. I therefore 

focused on in what context sex was raised, how providers and parents framed sex generally and 

with regard to the patient, when providers and parents confirmed or debated sexual assumptions, 

and to what extent they allowed the child-patient to participate in these discussions.  

Results 

As medical staff presents, encourages, and discusses the HPV vaccine with parents and 

patients, they frame the child-patient and all adolescents as at-risk of HPV and HPV-related 

cancers.  
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The second vaccine is the Gardasil, or the HPV vaccine, umm, which is a virus 
tha-at caan [elongated speech] cause cervical cancer in women, and it can also 
cause cancer in, in kinda your private areas for boys, as well as can cause warts in 
that area as well. And that’s a vaccine that we also are recommending for both 
boys and girls, because it’s something that’s commonly passed as you get older. 

(Dr. Zahn, female) 
(13-year-old male) 

Mother: What? So do just girl or do boys get that HPV [vaccine]? 
MA: Right. A lot of people are under the misconception that it’s just the boys 

or just the girls. But the boys do as well.  
Mother:  And that’s to prevent cervical cancer?  
MA:  Yes. 
Mother:  So what’s the big controversy over it then? 
MA:   Because it is also umm – The HPV virus is the most sexually 

transmitted disease as well, so that is the other side of it. Parents - a lot 
of parents think because the child isn’t sexually active that it’s fine. 
They’re never going to get it. So, it’s sort of that timeline management. 

(MA Roxanne, female) 
(11-year-old female) 

These medical staff members present the vaccine as routine – “for both boys and girls” – in order 

to prevent their future risk of a prevalent infection– “something that’s commonly passed as you 

get older” – that causes cancer. In doing so, the patient is framed as at risk of HPV and related 

cancers and thus vaccination is required to reduce their cancer risk. However, as vaccination is 

encouraged, like many medical decisions, as MA Roxanne highlights, it creates confusion and 

the opportunity to question the need and timing of the intervention. Assuming parent and 

medical staff believe in the vaccine’s efficacy and safety, several points of uncertainty remain 

regarding whether and when to vaccinate against HPV: whether and when the patient will (1) be 

sexually active, (2) contract HPV, and (3) have HPV turn into cancer.  

Marking, measuring, and managing the timeline of risk is central to surveillance medicine 

and also to parents and medical staff. As mentioned above, surveillance medicine hinges on 

managing a body’s future risk of illness – “illness becomes a point of perpetual becoming” 

(Armstrong 1995: 402). Although HPV can be contracted outside of sexual intercourse, medical 
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staff and parents typically focus on the former point of uncertainty: timing of sexual activity – 

“that timeline management.”  

Predicting the timing of an adolescents’ sexual activity seems an odd exercise for a 

behavior and transition that is almost universally experienced (Haydon et al. 2014) and, as 

demonstrated in earlier chapters, an uncomfortable and potentially stigmatizing conversation. As 

will be demonstrated in excerpts below, medical staff frequently unintentionally generated a 

focus on a patient’s risk of sex. They initiated the sex surveillance process when they highlighted 

the importance of vaccinating before sexual onset, a risk factor for HPV transmission, whereby 

parents often refused or questioned the immediate need for vaccination based on their presumed 

expertise that their child was not sexually active. Similarly, parents also initiated sexual 

surveillance when they sought to confirm knowledge about HPV’s transmission or refused the 

vaccine outright because of the vaccine’s sexual links.  

Parent:  Now, you can only get that through being sexually active, isn’t that 
right? [Doctor: Right] That’s the only way, so. I think.   

Doctor:  Or, or, I mean there could be, and other contact with somebody else who 
has it, buuut, more skin to skin [Parent: OK]. Ummm, and that’s why 
it’s better to do it waaayy, well before.  

Parent:   I didn’t know you could catch it just by like, touching someone’s 
hands or something. 

Doctor:  No, no, no. But it’s. Well, OK. So here’s the thing [Parent: Skin to skin? 
(Laughs)]. So, so more skin to skin, meaning [pauses]  

Parent:   You [to child] wanna go out of the room? [Laughs] 
(Dr. Zahn, female) 

(16-year-old female) 

Doctor:  So Gardasil. Tell me what you know about it, tell me what your 
reservations are. It’s a very common one that people have reservations 
about.  

Parent:   [interrupting] I know it's to prevent HPV  
Doctor:  Mmhmm which is human papillomavirus 
Parent:  Right –  
Doctor:  – Which causes warts 
Parent:  Which is from sexual activity [Doctor: Yah (laughing)]. And umm yah. 

We're not – we’re not there. We're not going there. And um I’m trying 
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to protect her as much as I can. I just don’t feel that she needs to be, you 
know, into that world – 

Doctor: – She’s like please kill me now (laughing). 
Parent:  – Cause it’s pretty evil.  
Doctor:  It is. 

(Dr. York, female) 
(14-year-old female) 

These excerpts illustrate some of the interactional entry points whereby discussing 

whether to vaccinate against HPV to reduce the risk of HPV-related cancers can generate a 

second surveillance project about early sexual activity. They also indicate the messaging that 

providers and parents convey to children about when and where it is appropriate to discuss 

sexual health, often implying that it is an unwanted conversation for adolescents to be party to. 

As will be examined in detail below, these medical staff and parents’ discussions touch on 

dangers and secrecy of adolescent sex, inherently implying adolescent sex is abnormal. 

Via their attempts to manage a child’s future risk of HPV and thus HPV-related cancers, 

medical staff and parents engage in this second surveillance process to predict and manage the 

timeline of sexual activity and its risks. To do so, they (1) assess a child’s sexual readiness or 

activity; (2) establish and convey standards regarding what is normal and abnormal development 

for sexual behavior; and (3) regulate and reduce children’s risk of sexual onset and activity. As 

parent and medical staff engage in these discussions, they also convey to children where, with 

whom, how, and who can discuss sexual behavior.    

Secretly assessing sexual readiness  

During HPV vaccine discussions, medical staff and parents often used euphemisms to 

discuss sex – approximately a quarter of visits. Medical staff adopted euphemisms to refer to 

sexual onset and transmission such as “looking to do something” and “bump[ing] into the virus” 

while parents used euphemisms for sexual onset that drew a clear boundary between their child 
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and sexual activity such as “I recognize things can happen, but…” and “that’s not a problem for 

us.”  

Mother:  Yeahh, I’m just, I’m gonna wait. Push it [HPV vaccine] back a couple 
years. They’re definitely – they’re definitely not ready. And it’s a few 
more shots than he’s used to.  

Doctor:  Right, right.  
Mother:  He’s not there.  
Doctor:  He’s not there. I’m glad he’s not there! 

(Dr. York, female) 
(11-year-old male) 

(Emphasis reflects provider’s intonation) 
 
Mother:  I'm still – just for this year, I want to wait a little longer 
Doctor:  You want to wait a year? 
Mother:  I want to wait a little longer. I don't anticipate him (pause) (laughing) 
Doctor:  Having anything?  
Mother:  (Laughing) Having anything. 

(Dr. Ellison, male) 
(12-year-old male) 

As medical staff engage in this initial phase of surveillance by collecting and sharing data 

about the child’s risk of sexual activity, they copied one another’s euphemisms – “he’s not 

there,” “having anything.” This echoing created a shared code for the child-patient’s sexual 

activity that excluded the child. It may also reflect parents’ and providers’ discomfort and 

inexperience with discussing sexual activity aloud in code since conversation analysis work finds 

non-native speakers are prone to repeating unfamiliar words (Svennevig 2003). Parents’ and 

medical providers’ shared understanding and exclusionary use of codes for sex also suggests to 

the child that (1) sex is a conversation reserved for adults and (2) that adults, including the 

child’s physician, can discuss the child’s personal sexual status and behaviors without their 

input. Even if a child did not understand that their parent and provider were discussing sex 

because of the euphemistic language, the child was presumably aware that their involvement in a 

behavior is being considered without their input. This practice parallels findings that parents and 
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providers routinely limit children’s involvement in their healthcare encounters (Stivers 2012; 

Tates and Meeuwesen 2001), a pattern that demonstrates to children that they are not in charge 

of their own health. However, sex is distinct since providers and parents rarely conceal subject 

matter from the child-patient. Instead linguistic secrecy is typically reserved for health topics 

where parents and providers wish to protect children from the realities of life-changing or ending 

diagnoses like mental and physical disorders and cancer (Clemente 2007; Tseng 2017). By 

veiling the topic and excluding children from the discussion, parents and providers mark the 

discussion as important but secretive and also limit children’s opportunity to learn more about 

their bodies and partake in their healthcare, implicitly discouraging knowledge of and ownership 

over their sexuality.  

Adolescent sex is abnormal 

During HPV vaccine discussions, medical staff often displayed a pattern of diminished 

authority including stuttering, silence, awkward language, ambivalent statements, and generally 

linguistic avoidance to prevent feared conflict with parents about their child’s risk of sexual 

onset. As I demonstrate in the first empirical chapter, staff’s exhibited these behaviors due to the 

anxiety of navigating how to recommend HPV vaccination without stigmatizing the child and 

parent with the mark of adolescent sex. In this chapter, medical staff’s discomfort and resulting 

behavior creates a pathway for the surveillance of cancer to transition to the surveillance of 

adolescent sex. For instance, staff frequently highlighted the vaccine’s sexual links in ways that 

clarified they believed the child’s sexual onset was distant. 

And that’s because we get [vaccinate] a majority of the patients, um, between 11  
and 12 and that’s before they’ve become sexually active, or touching, or [Mother: 
Sure] anything like that.  

(Dr. Madden, female) 
(12-year-old female) 
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OK, so, um, thee, the Gardasil is um, the HPV vaccine that protects against 
cervical cancer [Mother: Mhm]. Umm. [It’s] important to get well before we’re 
thinking about any of that kind of activity.  

(Dr. Theriault, female) 
(11-year-old female) 

As medical staff navigate what they presume are parents’ sensitivities to any implication 

that their child is sexually active, they tack on anxious clauses to make clear they do not believe 

the child is sexually active. As they do so, staff present a timeline for the normal development of 

sexual thoughts and behaviors. This echoes the height and weight charts Armstrong (1995) 

highlighted as key examples of surveillance medicine. Typically these timelines are ambiguous. 

Like the visit excerpts above, medical staff do not specify what age children first have sexual 

thoughts or engage in intimate behavior, but staff do suggest this behavior should not present 

during early adolescence. Occasionally, while negotiating when to vaccinate, providers and 

parents co-construct more specific expectations for when sexual activity may occur. In the below 

examples, parents present their expectations of timelines for their child’s sexual onset. Medical 

staff then confirm or correct these timelines, implying their knowledge by drawing comparisons 

between the patient and typical timelines for sexual onset among the general population –“most 

kids are active” and “as they get a little old.” 

Mother:  And even at thirteen [years-old]. Our lifestyle– I recognize things can 
happen and stuff [Doctor: Yeah], but I f-, I still feel like thirteen, and, 
and I don’t feel like I’m being ignorant–  

Doctor:  I think most, most kids are not active at thirteen. [Mother: Yeah] I think 
that’s a fair statement. Unfortunately most kids are active before they’re 
outta high school. That’s, the norm. Uhh, and, where that falls for your 
kids, I, you know [Mother: Right], and, and you’ve got smart kids. 
You’ve got good paren-, you know [Parent: Yeahhh], I’m not–[trails 
off] 

(Dr. Taylor, male) 
(9-year-old female) 

 
Mother: We didn’t do it last time, but it’s [HPV vaccine] probably [pause] a bit 

more applicable these days [laughs].  
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Nurse:  As they get a little old, yes. Um, it is, it’s, it is a good one to have. 
Alright, up on the scale for me. 

(Nurse Alexi, male) 
(16-year-old male) 

As parents and providers concur or debate the timeline to sexual activity, they convey 

that there is a normal age range for sexual readiness. As noted above, providers and parents 

generally did not specify the age that sexual onset occurs and, instead, specified when it should 

not occur – early adolescence. In doing so, however, they imply that sexual readiness is primarily 

based on a child’s age, an individual, biological characteristic, rather than on other factors such 

as a relational context such as building a trusting relationship with a romantic partner. Staff’s 

construction of standards for sexual readiness, while grounded in a probabilistic, evidenced-

based approach (Timmermans and Kolker 2004), echoes parents’ and sexual education 

programs’ discourses, which ignore a broader context of desire, emotional intimacy, and trust 

with a partner (Fine and McClelland 2006; Schalet 2011).   

While not always expressed with patients ages sixteen and older, often implicit to 

parents’ and providers’ sexual discourses is that adolescent sex is abnormal, undesirable, and 

should be delayed. When parents and providers were more explicit, they typically used humor to 

discuss a child’s future sexual life and their hope that this future would not occur until adulthood.  

Doctor:  You’re 14 [years-old], you’re ready, it’s time. You’re in eighth grade 
[pause]. And again, [Patient: umm] it does not mean you should, or can 
have sex, it just means that you’ll be protected for when you’re 30 and 
you have sex, ok? 

Mother:  [Laughing] 40. 
Doctor:  Just saying [joking]. No, there’s so many other things with sex that, that 

you can catch like HIV and herpes and all these other things [Patient: 
Yeah, we learned about those] that we can’t protect. Good, yeah, yeah 
you don’t want them, right? [Patient: Yeah]. You’ve seen pictures? So – 
but the Gardasil is one thing we can protect against. So [pause] so we 
do. 

(Dr. Theriault, female) 
(14-year-old female) 
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Doctor:  Uuuum and as far as like too early [to vaccinate], you know, one of the 

things that we always think about is that we never know when we are 
going to need that protection and it’s not only sexual activity. It can be 
close intimate contact as well and so it’s something that you’ll have–  

Mother:  I just don’t want to have to think about it [laughs]! 
Doctor:  Oh I know. Well I know [laughs] my favorite line to give people is that I 

know you are not sexually active yet, we’re hoping that you are not until 
you are 40 but we are going to be realistic about this [mother laughing] 
and know that is not and so to try to protect them as soon as we can. 

(Dr. Telgen, female) 
(12-year-old female) 

 
Mother:  OK. So, if you don’t get the shot today, then you have to wait until you 

get married to have sex. [Pause] So it’s your choice. You’re willing to 
wait until you get married? 

Patient:  Sure.  
Mother:  [Skeptically] K [laughs]. 
MA: It’s important.  
Mother:  I can – I won’t make you have another shot ever again if you [MA: 

(Joking) If you promise that right now]. If you promise that right now 
[laughs].  

MA:  That’s right. One less worry, Mommy.  
Mother:  I’m gonna record it, and I’m not–  
MA:  If you’re not telling your mother about the Ibuprofen, you better tell her 

if you’re thinking about doin’ that. 
Mother:  Yes. 
MA:   That’s very important.  
Patient:  I don’t like shots.  
Mother:  And I will– I will record the conversation and I will not delete it. I will 

use it against you [MA: (laughs)], forever. 
(Medical Assistant Linda, female) 

(11-year-old female) 

Parents and providers co-construct adolescent sexuality as undesirable by joking that the 

child will not be sexually active until well into adulthood or, in the latter case, after the child 

marries.14 Humor can be used to reinforce taboos since the humor is based in the subject’s taboo 

                                                

14 While humor about sexual onset was disproportionately used in female patients’ clinical encounters, I cannot 
disentangle patient gender effects since female patients almost exclusively saw female medical providers. While 
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nature, suggesting a child’s sexual life can only be discussed in jest (Meyer 2000). The 

playfulness used also does not negate the message; humor is used, often in healthcare settings, to 

defuse the tension of conveying uncomfortable truths while marking and enforcing social 

boundaries (Bauer and Geront 1999; Meyer 2000). Dr. Telgen even acknowledges that she uses 

humor as a tool to neutralize potential conflict about a child’s future sexual onset and, in this 

joke, informs the child that not only the mother, but as the child’s trusted medical provider, she 

also does not expect or want the child to be sexually active. In the latter exchange, the mother 

and MA jokingly enact tropes about adolescent sexual activity: parents’ desire for children to 

wait until marriage, which connotes only having one sexual partner, and that parents must worry 

about their child’s sexual activity – “One less worry, Mommy.” Similarly, providers use humor 

to transition to more serious messaging about the dangers of sex – “there are so many things with 

sex…that we can’t protect against” and “you better tell her if you’re thinking about doin’ that.” 

Parents’ and providers’ collaborative joking regulates patients’ sexual behavior by conveying 

that parents and providers hope that children will delay sexual activity as long as possible and 

thus adolescent sex is undesirable.  

Risk factors of adolescent sex  

Assessing and communicating risk factors is another central component of surveillance 

medicine (Lauritzen and Sachs 2001). Risk factors, which Armstrong (1995) defines as “any 

state or event from which a probability of illness can be calculated” (p. 401), are used in 

surveillance medicine to monitor a patient’s potential transformation from healthy to ill. As 

                                                

female sexuality is less likely to be accepted (Bay-cheng 2015; Hamilton and Armstrong 2009), female providers are 
also more likely to carefully navigate sensitive communications by being more reassuring and encouraging than 
their male counterparts and more likely to address psychosocial aspects such as patient anxiety, values, and 
emotional life (Roter, Hall, and Aoki 2002; Street 2002).  
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raised above, the certainty of illness, but the uncertainty of the timeline motivates identifying and 

managing risk factors. As medical staff and parents discussed vaccination and whether a child 

was close to sexual onset, parents and staff exchanged and co-constructed risk factors of sexual 

activity. Ultimately, like many disease’s timelines, patients’ sexual onset was framed as deeply 

uncertain and uncontrollable by parent and adolescents due to risks seen as characteristic of 

adolescence that could be mitigated by environmental and personal characteristics.  

Doctor:  [Pause] So, you know, the re-, the reason for getting that particular 
vaccine, [child’s name], is that this is a virus that can cause cervical 
cancer and causes many women every year to die from cervical cancer. 
And this virus can be transmitted from having relations with a boy.  

Child:  [Pause] But I’m not going to [have relations with a boy], so [laughs].  
Doctor:  Well, the reason why we recommend it is because everybody says that, 

but sometimes it happens anyway and that’s the risk. Soo, think about it, 
and we can give it any time. But you don't wanna put it off for too long 
because you never know what might happen [Child: OK]. We just can’t 
predict those things.  

(Dr. Ellison, male) 
(11-years-old female) 

 
Mother:  I do keep looking now and I mean I’m trying to keep an open mind ca –    
Doctor:  It’s well before you’re even close to sex or dating even [laughs] 

[Mother: Yeah], annnd, um, and that, that’s the timing I think, um. And 
the problem I know is, uhh, I don’t know when they become sexually 
active or intimate. You don’t know when they become intimate [Mother: 
Exactly], and I’m not sure they know when they’re going to become 
[laughs] [Mother: (Laughs)], um, until the last minute [Mother: Right], 
um, so, that’s my thoughts. 

(Dr. Gellner, male) 
(15-year-old male) 

Providers frame the timing of sexual onset as uncertain in ways that suggest adolescence 

is a risk factor in and of itself: adolescents lack control over and responsibility for their decisions 

to the extent that they do not know when they be physically intimate “until the last minute.” 

Similarly, in about one-tenth of visits providers dramatized adolescent sexual activity when 

parents refused vaccination, presenting it as out of parents’ control.  
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Mother:  I’m concerned because you get all those mailings that it’s [HPV 
vaccine] unsafe. 

Doctor:  (Joking) Well you didn’t get them from me! 
Mother:  Could she decide at eighteen? 
Doctor:  Well we have had someone come in asking for three shots [doses of the 

HPV vaccine] at once which says they were looking to do something. 
It’s better at younger ages and it lasts a long time. 

(Dr. Lebowitch, male) 
(13-year-old female) 

 
Doctor:  Do you know what you can’t control what he’s exposed to. 
Mother:  I know. 
Doctor:  You can never control that and so…[trails off] 

(Dr. Telgen, female) 
(12-year-old male) 

Providers’ presentation of a child’s sexual onset as uncertain and uncontrollable by parent 

or adolescent echoes Schalet’s (2011) and Elliot’s (2012) interviews with American parents 

about adolescent sexuality. Parents conceived adolescents’ sexual drives as irrepressible due to 

powerful hormonal changes, peer pressure, and an undeveloped sense of responsibility and 

boundaries. Therefore, adolescents are viewed as “at risk” of sexual activity, requiring 

surveillance to prevent and mitigate the risk. In contrast, while providers confirmed the 

conception of adolescence as risky and out of control, they challenged parents’ ability to prevent 

and protect against the child’s sexual activity and its negative consequences – “you never know 

what might happen,” “you can never control that.” Providers’ framing of sexual onset as 

uncertain and uncontrollable was used to imply to parents that they should vaccinate because 

they cannot control their child’s sexual activity and thus their child’s risk of contracting HPV. 

This echoes Timmermans et al.'s (2018) finding that providers may use uncertainty as a 

rhetorical tool to steer parents towards a recommended treatment. 

In the above excerpts, providers did not distinguish between children’s likelihood of 

sexual activity because adolescence itself is a risk factor. Like typical health communications 
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whereby medical professionals communicate and co-construct disease risk factors with patients 

(Collins and Street 2009; Lauritzen and Sachs 2001), providers and parents sometimes presented 

some children as having greater or less risk of sexual onset due to certain risk factors. These 

discussions typically occurred when parents or providers wanted to distance the child from 

sexual activity, a typical boundary-making practice (Lamont and Lamont 2000). Parents and 

providers cited environmental risk factors like their ability to monitor their child and, like the 

mother of the nine-year-old seeing Dr. Taylor in the previous section’s excerpt, the family’s 

“lifestyle” while Dr. Taylor justified the child as unlikely to be sexually active because she had 

“good parents.” Parents and providers also frequently referenced patients’ personal qualities. 

While parents typically focused on the child’s innocence framing them as “young” for their age 

and thus not interested or even aware of sexual activity, providers focused on the patient’s 

maturity and intelligence.  

Doctor: …So I’m gonna be blunt in front of your mother. Ok? Are you ready? If 
you haven’t, um, been sexually active, we can wait on the HPV. Once 
you start the HPV, of course, it may not work because you’ve been 
sexually active. So, we can wait on the HPV ‘til next year and then do 
the flu today. Since you’ll be traveling.  

Mother:  Let’s do that.  
Doctor:  Ok.  
Mother:  Unless you wanna, I guess, maybe tell me [trails off].  
Patient:  [Short laugh] No [Mother: (Laughs)].  
Doctor:  Yeah. I mean, this is your – I’m putting you on the spot [patient’s 

name]. It’s like, okayyyy, this is your channnce. Who do we have to 
beat up? [Parent: (Laughs)] No, I’m just kidding. But no, I know you 
have a good head on your shoulders, and, you know, you can only d – 
have that experience once and you don’t wanna waste it, on some stupid 
boy.  

Patient:  Some stupid 15-year-old in high school.  
Doctor:  Exactly. You wait ’til you’re older and, it’s much better, when you meet 

the right person… 
(Dr. Talbot, female) 
(15-year-old female) 
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In this exchange, Dr. Talbot directly ties adolescent sexual activity to an individual’s 

character, praising the child-patient as sensible for delaying sexual activity – “you have a good 

head on your shoulders,” the implication being that sexually active adolescents lack sense. 

Providers and parents therefore presented children with structural and personal narratives for 

deviant early sexual activity. Sexually active adolescents grew up in negative family 

environments whereas parents and providers implied personal responsibility when they “othered” 

sexually active adolescents; parents indirectly presented them as corruptly mature for their ages 

whereas providers implied their lack of intelligence and maturity. Both risk factor narratives 

imply to the child-patient that the sexual adolescent as deeply flawed.  

HPV is not abnormal  

While providers and parents disproportionately framed adolescent sexual activity as 

deviant, all but one provider, who did not view the HPV vaccination as particularly important, 

frequently attempted to destigmatize HPV, presenting it as relatively normal based on its 

prevalence and thus lack of risk factors. STIs have long been stigmatized (Fortenberry et al. 

2002; Hood and Friedman 2011), contributing to the stigma of adolescent sexual activity. Sexual 

education programs have often used the stigma and health consequences of STIs to discourage 

sexual activity (Santelli et al. 2017). Consequently, one would expect providers to adopt this 

discourse when discussing HPV as an STI, especially since, as detailed above, providers echoed 

much of the dominant themes of discourse on adolescent sexuality as a dangerous behavior to be 

prevented. Instead, providers frequently presented HPV as common among adults and drew 

parallels to other, non-stigmatized health issues like run-of-the-mill warts and other vaccine-

preventable diseases. 

So the idea with prevention, like with a meningitis vaccine, like with whooping 
cough, like with polio, is that we give it when there's no polio on the horizon 
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[Parent: (quietly) right]. We give it to all our kids, so they don't get it. Even 
though, in the US, the number of polio cases can be counted on a pair of hands. 
So the thing about HPV is the majority of us will be exposed, maybe 80%. 

(Dr. Zahn, female) 
(male, 12-years-old) 

 
It’s [HPV] very, very common. About 70-80% of adults have antibodies to it, 
meaning they’ve had it before. Um, there’s over a hundred different types of HPV 
that cause genital warts. The same virus that you get warts on your hands, and just 
like warts on your hands, most people [who] get them fight them off, and then 
you don’t have problems later on. Sometimes you do when you don’t fight them 
off, and then you can get cervical cancer. 

(Dr. York, female) 
(male, 11-years-old) 

In these excepts, Drs. Zahn and York highlight the prevalence of HPV – “70-80% of 

adults” – while Dr. York positions it as not only an STI – “[t]he same virus that you get warts on 

your hands.” Dr. Zahn uses language that deflects the sense of blame related to contracting HPV 

such as “expos[ure]” to the virus rather than active language more typical of STIs like “contract” 

while Dr. York’s use of the word “sometimes” frames HPV as not inherently problematic and the 

randomness of HPV causing cancer. Combined, the language choices, comparisons to non-

stigmatized diseases, and positioning HPV risk as widespread and cancer risk as random 

removes accountability and thus blame for the risk and contraction of HPV (Douglas 2013). In 

this sense, providers engage in medicalization by destigmatizing the vaccine and claiming it as a 

widespread problem that they can prevent; that is, be “placed under medical and scientific 

scrutiny and thus in objective and therapeutic circumstances” (Zola 1978: 489). Therefore, while 

providers are able to destigmatize the negative health consequence of sexual activity, HPV, they 

do little to destigmatize adolescent sexuality, often confirming and promoting its stigma. In this 

sense, the stigma of adolescent sexuality subsumes the HPV vaccine rather than the stigma of an 

STI, further encouraging a surveillance project to prevent and mitigate the risk of adolescent sex.  
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Discussion 

The HPV vaccine therefore becomes a site of dual surveillance for the child-patient 

whereby the primary purpose of surveillance, for medical professionals to reduce the child-

patient’s risk of HPV-related cancers, becomes a genesis for medical staff and parents to jointly 

attempt to surveil and regulate the child’s risk of sexual activity within the medical encounter. 

Parents and medical staff do so by presenting their knowledge about adolescent sexuality and the 

child to establish and assess (1) the child’s sexual readiness, (2) typical timelines of sexual 

thought and behavior, and (3) potential risk factors of sexual onset.  

Parents and medical staff position adolescent sexual activity as an abnormal and 

undesirable behavior, endorsing the hegemonic American discourse that adolescent sexuality is 

dangerous and unwanted. While providers work to bring HPV under the medical gaze and 

destigmatize the STI and those who contract it, they become another expert echoing the negative 

discourse that parents and sexual education use to discourage adolescent sexual activity. 

Providers collaborate with parents to present sexual activity as a taboo subject, not for children’s 

ears. They also share what they, as pediatric experts, believe is a normal timeline for sexual 

interest and behavior, thereby marking sexually active adolescents as abnormal. Lastly, as they 

identify the risk factors that may make children more or less likely to be sexually active as adults 

– age, family, and intelligence – they ultimately frame adolescent sexuality as unpredictable by 

parent or child. In doing so, they position adolescents as lacking agency over their sexual lives.  

While many have examined medical technologies as a surveillance source (Clarke et al. 

2003; Clarke and Casper 1996; Timmermans and Buchbinder 2010), no known research 

considers the potential for a technology to surveil multiple facets of an individual. Analyzing 

decision-making about a medical technology as fostering multiple sources of surveillance offers 
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a different framework to analyze these technologies and decisions that reveal new processes, 

meaning, purpose, actors, and potential outcomes. Importantly, it can also help elucidate how a 

technology’s primary use – cancer reduction – can be subsumed by another risk – adolescent sex. 

Instead of treating how adolescent sexuality is discussed as an incidental outcome of these 

conversation, the surveillance lens brings new gravity and meaning to these discussions by 

demonstrating how one surveillance project bridges to another. In this case, another facet of the 

adolescent’s life, sexuality, comes under the medical gaze and is transformed into a risk to be 

measured, assessed, and regulated.  

A multi-surveillance lens may also reveal how a surveillance project might proceed 

differently depending on whether it is the primary project versus inadvertently elicited by 

another project. If providers had been surveilling the patient for adolescent sexuality in the first 

place rather than cancer, it seems unlikely a parent would have been present. Thus the provider 

would presumably been more inclusive, inviting the patient’s participation, actually asking 

whether the child was sexually active or had any questions. Also the provider may have used less 

normative judgment of sexual activity. 

I argue that a multi-surveillance lens is of sociological interest because it can (1) reveal 

previously unrecognized surveillance projects managed by multiple parties and their potential 

consequences and (2) demonstrate the dynamic, hard to uncover processes whereby risks, 

identities, and concerns – cancer and adolescent sex – are linked. Future research should explore 

how other surveillance projects may bridge to other surveillance projects to identify and 

understand where, when, and how these previously unrecognized surveillance processes may 

occur and who may be involved. Research should also examine the potential consequences for 

patient, provider, and guardian decision-making, communications, relationships, and conceptions 
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of bodies, identities, and health. For instance, HPV vaccine discussions potentially introduced 

surveillance of a child’s sexual activity earlier than otherwise and by another party, their 

physician. This could have consequences for how the child-patient interprets their and their 

peers’ sexual development and supposed risk factors or for their parents’ surveillance of 

children’s sexual activity.  

To demonstrate how a multi-surveillance approach can inform other analyses, I briefly 

outline two potential cases. One is the birth control pill and, to illustrate the concept’s utility 

outside the medical realm, the other is immigration status determination.   

The birth control pill has created multiple surveillance projects both within and outside 

the physician’s office. Originally conceived to reduce pregnancy risk, women’s fertility 

prevention came under medical surveillance since women require a prescription for the pill. 

When women request the pill or other contraceptives from their provider, most directly, this 

request can bridge to surveilling sexuality if providers ask about sexual health risk factors such 

as when and with who a woman has vaginal intercourse with and whether she uses other means 

of protection to prevent STIs. As demonstrated by this study, sexual health discussions are often 

laden with what is “normal” and could slip from identifying fertility risk factors to highlighting 

the “dangers” of multiple partners. Additionally, providers sometimes require women to undergo 

a pap smear before they can receive a prescription for birth control. Since this practice originated 

to increase opportunities for routine examinations rather than due to any medical link between 

contraception and cervical cancer (Grossman 2008), fertility surveillance can encourage a 

particularly physically invasive form of surveillance for cancer. Outside the physician’s office, 

the pill has reified a woman’s responsibility for her reproduction, creating self-surveillance by 

providing a tool to reduce risk of fertility (Medley-Rath and Simonds 2010) and thus 
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expectations for a responsible sexually active female. Other actors can also be involved. 

Although surveilling a woman’s body and sexuality is a centuries-old project, state and religious 

institutions and places of work continue to object to and monitor women’s use of the pill as 

illustrated by the Burwell v. Hobby Lobby case of 2014. This suggests that the birth control pill 

creates surveillance projects by employers and insurance to monitor, in the legal case, a subset of 

women as good Christians and employees.   

Less controversially, as studies identified links between certain pill formulations and 

health risks such as uterine cancer and stroke (Watkins 2012), women’s use of birth control pills 

rendered their bodies as at risk of certain illnesses, creating other medical surveillance sites. In 

partial reaction to governments and religious institutions’ early objections to the pill based on 

fears of sexual liberalization, pharmaceutical companies marketed the pill as a lifestyle drug to 

control menses, acne, and mood (Marks 2010). This shift in use encourages further self- and 

medical surveillance as women and medical professionals sort through, for instance, what is a 

normal menstruation cycle and risk factors like genetics, diet, and exercise that exacerbate or 

mitigate symptoms (Medley-Rath and Simonds 2010). In brief, fertility surveillance can bridge 

to a panopticon of surveillance projects pursued by multiple actors that measure, monitor, and 

normalize women’s identity and behaviors ranging from sexuality to beauty to religiosity.    

I argue that the concept of multi-surveillance also has utility beyond the medical realm; 

surveillance studies have long examined the role of the state and technologies in surveillance 

(Foucault 1977; Lyon 2006). One example case is immigration status determination where 

applicants seek naturalization through marriage or refugee status. Immigration processes have a 

long history of surveillance whereby relevant parties determine immigrants’ deservingness to 

remain in a nation. While many factors inform this determination, in the US for instance, the 
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decision is heavily shaped by assessments of an individual’s risk of harming or benefiting the 

nation grounded in health status, criminal record, and willingness to invest monetarily (Carlson 

et al. 2013). In this sense, the state’s effort to determine immigrants’ risk to the state begot other 

surveillance projects to quantify, standardize, and measure health, criminality, and wealth. Those 

pursuing refugee status or naturalization via marriage face further surveillance to prove that they 

suffer persecution in their home country or that marriage is based in love. To limit false claims, 

the surveillance project of who deserves to live in many western countries has shifted. In the case 

of individuals seeking refugee status due to persecution based on their lesbian or gay identity, 

immigration officials have constructed measures of sexual identity and attraction to determine 

whether an individual does truly identify as lesbian or gay (Bennett 2014; Connely 2014; Weßels 

2011). Similarly, officials have also deconstructed what constitutes a “normal” marriage into a 

set of measures for applicants to be assessed against. Measures for refugee and naturalization 

applicants can range from invasive to absurd (Chetrit 2012; Weßels 2011). Applicants must 

supply documentation such as romantic communications whereby an immigrant official 

determines the veracity of the romance. There can be invasive questions about sexual practices 

and monitoring of living arrangements. Towards the worst end, the Czech Republic only recently 

ended phallometric testing to identify sexuality where refugee applicants’ blood flow to their 

genitals was measured while they watched heterosexual and gay pornography (Jansen 2013). The 

surveillance project to establish sexual identity or a “real” marriage can also extend to multiple 

parties. Friends, family members, and romantic partners are called on to corroborate applicants’ 

claims while concerns about false claims have deputized neighbors, employers, and colleagues to 

monitor and judge applicants (Walsh 2014).  
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I propose there are numerous cases that we could gain further insights from by using a 

multi-surveillance lens. Without considering the possibility of multi-surveillance, we may not 

only overlook the link between different surveillance sites but also fail to identify surveillances 

sites. This is problematic theoretically and analytically and also affects whether and how we 

understand potential consequences for surveilled individuals. We consider different 

consequences of a parent and provider discussing sexual risk in front of a child when we treat it 

as a surveillance project whereby the child’s sexuality is measured, assessed, and regulated by 

multiple actors.    

This study, however, cannot estimate consequences for adolescent patients since I do not 

capture if or how patients attend to or understand these surveillance messages and processes. 

Still it is clear that medical staff’s adoption of similar rhetoric to parents and sexual education 

programs adds to the hegemonic discourse of adolescent sexuality as unwanted, abnormal, and 

uncontrollable by parent and adolescent. This could negatively influence adolescents’ health 

seeking behavior and thus sexual health since adolescents may not wish to disclose sexual 

activity to their provider who is an important access point for contraception and STI diagnosis 

and treatment. Thus, ironically, medical staff, as they pursue STI prevention, may compound the 

issue by suggesting children are not in control of their sexual behavior, should remain abstinent 

as long as possible, and, if not, secretive about their sexual activity.  

Of course medical staff’s negative framing of adolescent sexual activity is not inevitable. 

The potential alternative can be captured by comparing two quotes. Recall Dr. Taylor’s excerpt; 

after joking in front of the patient’s mother about assaulting any potential romantic partner, 

making it uncomfortable if not impossible for the patient to share if she was sexually active, she 

praised the patient’s professed abstinence:  
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I know you have a good head on your shoulders, and, you know, you can only have that 
experience once and you don’t wanna waste it, on some stupid boy. 
 

Contrast this imposed secrecy where adolescent sexual activity is framed as irresponsible and 

worthless with Schalet’s interview with a Dutch father. When asked if he was concerned about 

his daughter’s sexual behavior, he explained that he trusted her to use contraceptives because 

“she has a good enough head on her shoulders” (Schalet 2000: 86). In Dutch culture, surveillance 

of adolescent sexual activity is to ensure that adolescent sexual activity, perceived as a natural 

and important step towards responsible adulthood, is pursued in an emotionally and physically 

healthy context. This requires transparency and education rather than the silence, fear, and 

abnormality central to the U.S. context.  
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CHAPTER 5: Conclusion 

This is an analysis of how cultural anxieties about sex can bleed into medical processes 

and transmute doctors’ and parents’ duties and intentions to protect children. To conduct this 

analysis, I compare what can be considered two different measures: (1) what doctors think about 

the HPV vaccine and what they believe they do to convince parents to vaccinate and (2) what 

they actually do during clinical encounters. I argue that cultural concerns about sex exist between 

the two; that is between what doctors think and what they do, such that the two are often 

different.  

As I will describe below, a number of factors bring cultural concerns about sex to a head 

in HPV vaccine discussions during clinical encounters. Drawing on Robert Alford’s framework 

of inquiry (1998), I complement my primary interpretative lens of analyzing meaning making in 

social interaction by comparing how doctors and parents treat the HPV vaccine versus other 

“asexual” adolescent vaccinations to test the role of sexual anxieties. I also consider the recent 

historical trajectory of medical innovations, pediatrics, and medical authority.  

The result is a complex story of micro- and macro-level factors that filter into doctors’ 

and parents’ interactions and decision-making processes. This includes the history of cultural 

anxiety about sex in general (Foucault 1990) and, specifically, about the confluence of sex, 

childhood’s innocence, and adolescence’s risk, which cast the mother’s role as protector and 

arbitrator of a child’s sexual exposure (Schalet 2011; Scott et al. 1998). It also involves the 

doctor’s declining professional authority due to a shift in patient knowledge and values in the 

medical realm (Figert 2011; Parsons 1951) and the arrival of medical technologies that have 

dramatically improved overall health (Clarke et al. 2003; Pawluch 1996). Doctors are still 

wrestling with how to perform their duties – monitoring and delaying a patient’s disease – in a 
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context of wellness without the stick of absolute authority (Timmermans et al. 2018) or the 

urgency of disease. Uncertainty is embedded throughout this story: uncertainty about the risk of 

transmission and disease (Fox 1980); uncertainty about a child’s sexual development 

psychologically, socially, behaviorally, and physically (Elliott 2012); and uncertainty about one’s 

authority and duties, how to convince and compel, and about conflict (Goffman 1967).    

This miasma constitutes doctor-parent-child interactions where they decide whether to 

vaccinate the child against HPV to reduce the child’s risk of certain cancers by preventing the 

sexually transmitted infection. Vaccination seems inevitable since most doctors and parents 

believe the HPV vaccine is valuable for the concerned child. However, I find the weight of the 

miasma changes the question from whether to vaccinate to when to vaccinate and often the 

answer is not yet. Face-to-face interactions are orderly, but also complex and at risk of 

uncomfortable disruptions, especially triadic ones where participants have different relationships 

to one another and different levels of power (Goffman 1983). It is in these doctor-parent-child 

interactions where the above factors convene, creating a context where doctors fear a parent will 

misinterpret their use of authority as implying the child needs the vaccine’s protection because 

they are sexually active or close. The doctor would then be perceived as stigmatizing the child, 

and parent as their protector, creating conflict and disrupting the interaction, the roles of parent, 

doctor, and child, and the intimate relationships between them.  

The consequences of conflict are high since conflict between doctor and parent risks 

subverting the interaction’s, medicine’s, doctors’, and parents’ primary purpose: to maximize the 

child’s wellbeing. However, as revealed in this dissertation, doctors’ efforts to avoid conflict by 

deferring to the parent unleash a cascade of consequences: subversion of their authority, their 

intent to treat, and their ability to guide parents’ decision and thus subverting parents’ intent to 
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treat; the privileging of the risk of relational harm over cancer risk; and the increased 

surveillance of children’s, preferably, asexual lives. Ultimately, this dissertation demonstrates 

cultural anxieties about sex have a subsuming power that contaminates medical processes. Social 

anxieties around sex and children have a long history of shaping a wide range of institutions and 

roles from the welfare state to education to parenting (Fields 2008; Luker 1997; Schalet 2011). 

This dissertation shows how the macro- and micro-level context of the HPV vaccine discussion 

haunts the doctor. The mere threat, not act, of suggesting patients’ sexual activity infects doctors’ 

behavior whereby their intent to vaccinate does not always translate into behavior. I therefore 

argue the cultural anxiety of sex is a disruptive force that exists between doctor’s intent and 

behavior, upending the doctor’s power and duty to inform and guide medical decisions, 

ultimately potentially increasing the child-patient’s risk of cancer.  

In terms of implications for medical practice, this dissertation also indicates potential 

ways to improve vaccination discussions and thus vaccination rates. First, since medical staff are 

often hesitant to recommend the HPV vaccine because they perceive parents as uncomfortable 

with the vaccine, this perception should be corrected. Surveys indicate that parents believe the 

HPV vaccine is as important as any other adolescent vaccine while providers believe that parents 

think it is the least important vaccine (Healy et al. 2014). Second, medical staff should be trained 

to authoritatively recommend the vaccine or, in other words, recommend the vaccine like they do 

all other vaccines as ‘due for.’ This communication strategy is associated with vaccination  

(Fenton et al. 2018; Opel et al. 2015). Third, when staff or parents raised the vaccine’s sexual 

links, staff’s resulting deference limited their ability to guide parents’ vaccine decisions since 

staff were less likely to challenge parents’ sex-related reasons for non-vaccination. Medical 

education can draw on these findings to educate medical staff about how their focus on 
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adolescent sex can negatively their willingness and ability to advise parents. Medical staff should 

be trained how to discuss the HPV vaccine without discussing sex and be given scripts as to how 

to respond to parents’ sex-related concerns or questions without abandoning their ability to 

inform and guide parents’ vaccination decisions. Addressing parents’ concerns about sex should 

not effectively end staff’s duty to protect children’s health.  
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Adolescent Health Survey (Pre-Visit)15 

We are interested in adolescent vaccinations in primary care. Please help us measure what 
you think and know about vaccines by completing this short survey. When finished, please 
return to the research assistant. Thank you 
 
SECTION 1 – HEALTH QUESTIONS 
1. To what extent do you agree with the following statements?  

 
Strongly 
Agree 

Agree 
Somewhat 
Agree 

Somewhat 
Disagree 

Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 

Doctors give out too 
many vaccines. 

m  m  m  m  m  m  

Vaccines are a good 
way to protect public 
health. 

m  m  m  m  m  m  

I do not like the idea of 
vaccines. 

m  m  m  m  m  m  

Vaccines are generally 
safe. 

m  m  m  m  m  m  

Getting vaccinated can 
make you sick. 

m  m  m  m  m  m  

Vaccines are 
dangerous. 

m  m  m  m  m  m  

Vaccines are a way to 
take good care of my 
child now and in the 
future. 

m  m  m  m  m  m  

Vaccines are effective. m  m  m  m  m  m  
 

2. Has your child received the meningococcal vaccine, which prevents meningitis? If yes, 
please skip to question 4. 

m Yes m No m Cannot remember 
 
  

                                                

15 These surveys’ formatting do not reflect the formatting used for respondents and are formatted as seen here to 
reflect Harvard University GSAS formatting requirements. 
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3. Your child may be eligible for the meningococcal vaccine today. If so, how likely are 
you to have your child vaccinated against meningococcal disease today? 
m Very 

Unlikely 
m Unlikely m Undecided m Likely m Very 

Likely 
 

4. Have you heard of the Human Papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine? If no, please skip to 
question 7. 

m Yes m No 
 

5. Which of the ways listed below do you think HPV be spread? Please check ALL that 
apply. 

q Kissing 
q Genital contact that does not involve sex 
q Oral sex 
q Unprotected sex 
q Sex using a condom 

 
6. Which of the below health issues do you think HPV infection can cause? Please check 
ALL that apply.   

q Abnormal pap smears 
q Cervical cancer 
q Genital warts 
q Anal cancer 
q Head and neck cancers 

 
7. Your child may be eligible for the HPV vaccine today. If so, how likely are you to have 
your child vaccinated against HPV at today's visit? 
m Very 

Unlikely 
m Unlikely m Undecided m Likely m Very 

Likely 
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8. If you do NOT think you will vaccinate your child against HPV at today's visit, please 
indicate why. Please check ALL that apply.  

q My child is not sexually active 
q My child's risk of being infected with 
HPV is low 

q My child's risk of developing a HPV-
related cancer is low q Vaccine is too new 

q I need more information about the 
vaccine 

q My child's doctor has not recommended 
the vaccine 

q My child will practice safe sex 
q My child will wait until marriage to have 
sex 

q I do not believe in vaccinations 
q Risk of vaccine side effects or harm is 
too high 

q My child's doctor said that my child 
does not need the vaccine yet 

q I have not heard of this vaccine 

q Religious reasons 
q Not applicable. I will vaccinate my child 
against HPV today  

q Other reason. Please briefly explain in 
space below  

 
9. If you do not have your child vaccinated against HPV at today's visit, how likely are you to 
have your child vaccinated against HPV in the future? 

m Very 
Unlikely 

m Unlikely m Undecided m Likely m Very 
Likely 

 
10. How important do you think the HPV vaccine is for your child? 

m Not at all 
Important 

m Unimportant m Important m Very 
Important 

 
11. Please take a moment to explain why or why not the HPV vaccine is important for your 
child. 
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SECTION 2 - DEMOGRAPHICS QUESTIONS 
 
1. What is your race?  

m White 
m Black 
m Hispanic 
m Asian 
m Other (Please specify below) 

 
2. What is your sex? 

m Male m Female 
 
3. Please write your age 
 
 
4. What is your child's race? 

m White 
m Black 
m Hispanic 
m Asian 
m Other (Please specify below) 

 
5. What is your child's sex? 

m Male m Female 
 
 
6. Please write your child’s age 
 
7. Please indicate your level of education 

m Less than high school m High school degree or GED m Some college 
m Associate degree m Bachelor degree m Graduate degree 

 
8. Please indicate your household income 
m $0 - $10,000 m $10,001 - $25,001 m $25,001 - $50,000 
m $50,001 - $75,000 m $75,001 - $100,000 m $100,001 - $150,000 
m $150,000 - $199,999 m More than $200,000  
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9. Think of this ladder as where people stand in the US. At the ladder’s top are the people 
who are the best off – have the most money, the most education and most respected jobs. 
At the bottom are people who are the worst off – have the least money, least education and 
least respected jobs or no job. The higher you are on the ladder, the closer you are to the 
people at the very top. The lower you are, the closer you are to the people at the very 
bottom. Where would you place yourself on this ladder? Please circle a rung and its 
number. 
 

 
 

Thank you for completing this survey! 
Please see the research assistant after your child’s visit to complete the second survey. 
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ID #:  
Practice:  
Date:  

Adolescent Vaccination Survey (Post-Visit) 

We are interested in adolescent vaccinations in primary care. Please help us measure what you think and know about vaccines by completing this  
short survey. When finished, please return to the research assistant. Thank you!  
 
SECTION 1 - HEALTH QUESTIONS 
 
1. Which of the ways listed below do you think HPV be spread? Please check ALL that apply. 

q Kissing q Sex using a condom q Oral sex 
q Unprotected sex q Genital contact that does not involve sex 

 
2. Which of the below health issues do you think HPV infection can cause? Please check ALL that apply.   

q Abnormal pap smears q Cervical cancer q Genital warts 
q Anal cancer q Head and neck cancers 
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3. If your child did not receive the HPV vaccine today, please indicate why. Please check ALL that apply.  
 

q My child is not sexually active 
q My child's risk of being infected with 

HPV is low 
q My child's risk of developing a HPV-

related cancer is low 
q Vaccine is too new 

q I need more information about the vaccine 
q My child's doctor has not recommended 

the vaccine 

q My child will practice safe sex 
q My child will wait until marriage to have 

sex 

q I do not believe in vaccinations 
q Risk of vaccine side effects or harm is too 

high 
q My child's doctor said that my child does 

not need the vaccine yet 
q Religious reasons 

q Other reason. Please briefly explain in 
space below 

q Not applicable. My child received the 
HPV vaccine today.  

 
 
4. If your child did not receive the HPV vaccine today, how likely are you to have your child vaccinated against HPV in the future? 
m Very Unlikely m Unlikely m Undecided m Likely m Very Likely 
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5. How important do you think the following vaccines are for your child? 

 
Not at all 
Important 

Unimportant Important 
Very 
Important 

HPV Vaccine m  m  m  m  

Meningoccocal 
Vaccine 

m  m  m  m  

Tdap vaccine m  m  m  m  
 
 6. How did your child’s health care provider talk about the following vaccines today?  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 
Strongly 

recommende
d vaccine 

Recommend
ed vaccine 

Mentioned 
vaccine 

Recommend
ed delaying 

vaccine 

Did not 
mention 
vaccine 

Recommend
ed not 
getting 
vaccine 

Child 
received 
vaccine 
before 

today’s visit 

HPV 
Vaccine 

m  m  m  m  m  m  m  

Meningitis 
Vaccine 

m  m  m  m  m  m  m  

Tdap 
vaccine 

m  m  m  m  m  m  m  
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7. How strongly did your child’s doctor recommend the following vaccines on a scale from 1 to 5?  
A score of 1 means the doctor mentioned the vaccine but did not recommend it and 5 means the doctor strongly recommended the vaccine.  
 

 1 2 3 4 5 
Did not mention 
the vaccine 

HPV Vaccine m  m  m  m  m  m  

Meningoccocal 
Vaccine 

m  m  m  m  m  m  

Tdap vaccine m  m  m  m  m  m  
     
8. How satisfied were you with your conversation with your child's provider about the following vaccines? 
 

 
Very 
Dissatisfied 

Dissatisfied Satisfied 
Very 
Satisfied 

Did not 
mention the 
vaccine 

HPV Vaccine m  m  m  m  m  

Meningoccocal 
Vaccine 

m  m  m  m  m  

Tdap vaccine m  m  m  m  m  
 

9. Please take a moment to explain why or why not you were satisfied with your conversation with your child's provider about the HPV 
vaccine.  

 
 

Thank you for completing this survey! 
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Please return it to the research assistant. 
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Provider Interview Guide 

 
Primary questions Prompts / side questions 

Introduction / understanding of role and relationships  
• Is having a relationship with parents 

important?  
• Can you tell me about what kind of 

relationships you have with parents 
and kids? How did you build that 
relationship? What about your last 
appointment?  

• Do you consider the kid and parent as your 
patient?  

• Do you have different relationships with 
different patients? How are they different?  

• Can you tell me what you do in a 
typical visit for an adolescent? What’s 
important for you to cover? 

• Do you prepare for each visit? Are there 
things you want to cover every visit?  

• Is it difficult to address parents and kids’ 
concerns during the visit? How do you 
balance this?  

• Are parents concerns typically important? 
How do they affect your visit? 

Attitudes towards HPV vaccine / recommending or pushing HPV vaccine 
• What did you think about the HPV 

vaccine when you first learned about 
it? What do you think about it now? 

• Do you think the HPV vaccine is as 
important as other vaccines? 

• Did you think that parents would be 
resistant to the HPV vaccine when it 
first came out? Were you surprised? 

• Do most of your patients get 
vaccinated against HPV? Why do you 
think parents say no?   

 

• Do you have a particular approach to 
talking about the HPV vaccine with 
parents? Do you try to talk about it 
differently than other vaccines? Do 
you feel more comfortable talking 
about other vaccines? Why?  

• How did you learn to talk to parents 
about the HPV vaccine? Has it 
changed over time? Do you bring up 
sex when you talk about the vaccine? 
Or do you avoid mentioning it?  

• Do you try to guess if a parent will vaccinate 
before you see them? Why? How do you 
know?  

• Do you take a different approach with 
parents who are hesitant to vaccinate? 

• Is it uncomfortable to recommend the hep b 
vaccine? Why not? 

• Is it easier to recommend to boys than girls? 
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Provider interview guide (cont.) 

• Going back to how you decide what’s 
important to cover in a visit, can you 
give me an example of when you 
thought the HPV vaccine was less 
important to cover? What about when 
it was very important?  

• When don’t you talk about the HPV 
vaccine? Why? Do you bring up the 
HPV vaccine during non-routine 
visits? Why not?  

• When do you avoid pushing the 
vaccine?  

• Do you try to avoid conflict? Has that 
ever happened before?  

• What are the difficult conversations?  

• Do you ever push parents to vaccinate? Do 
you push parents on other issues (like birth 
control)?  

• Why don’t you push more if you think 
vaccination is important?  

 

Understanding and role of sexual health in pediatrics 
• What is most important to address 

during adolescent well-child visit? 
• Do you think it’s important to talk 

about sexual health? 
• When does sexual health become 

relevant for you to address? Can you 
give me an example? 

• How do you know when it’s important 
to address? How did you learn this?  

• Do you think your patients are open 
about their sexual activity with you?  

• When do you think kids become sexual? 
• How many of your patients do you think are 

sexually active? 
• Do you try to address sexual health every 

visit? Why or why not? 

• How do you approach conversations 
about sexual health? Can you give me 
an example? 

• What is important to cover?  

• Do parents or kids ever get 
uncomfortable with you talking about 
sexual health? Can you give an 
example? 

• Do you ever get uncomfortable during 
these conversations? Can you give me 
an example? 

• Is it easier to talk to boys or to girls? 

• Are there times when you avoid discussing 
sexual health? If a parent is uncomfortable 
with sex, do you avoid talking about it?  

• How do you know if a parent is 
uncomfortable?  

• Are there discussions other than sexual 
health that are uncomfortable to have?  

• Do you kick parents out of the room when 
you discuss sexual health? Are their times 
when you don’t kick parents out?  
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• Are you trying to achieve something 
when you discuss sexual health? Vs. 
When you talk about nutrition or 
sleep? 

• Do you worry about your patients being 
sexually active? Can you give me an 
example?  

Provider interview guide (cont.) 
• What do you think is your role as a 

health professional when it comes to 
sexual health? Vs. Parents or schools? 

• Do you think pediatrics has a different role in 
teens’ sexual health than family or internal 
medicine?  

• Who else do you think is responsible 
for kids’ sexual health?  

• Comfortable pushing birth control vs. 
HPV vaccine?  

• Would you ever go behind parents’ 
back 

• Do parents ever bring up sexual health or 
concerns? What are they worried about?  

• Do you think parents know if their child is 
having sex? 

Intervention questions 
• Going back to the HPV vaccine 

intervention you participated in, can 
you tell me if any part of the 
intervention was useful to you? Which 
part? 

• Did you learn anything? 
• Do you remember the recommendation style 

that was outlined? How did you feel about it 
(not to talk about transmission)? Do you 
think it’s a good idea?  

• Do you think parents will respond well to the 
recommendation style?  

 


